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III. VLSI and Signal processing:

As the central theme of the workshop, this issue has been, at least partially, addressed by all the papers. However, there are several of them more directly confronting the issue.
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VLSI microelectronics technology and the emerging computer-aided design methodologies are spurring a new revolution in signal processing. The area of VLSI signal processing is bound to become a major focus of attention in governmental, industrial, as well as university research activity. To provide a bridge from signal processing theory and algorithms to VLSI processor architectures and implementation, it is critical to have a fundamental understanding of the basic computational requirements of modern signal processing and of the technology constraints of VLSI. This will require a cross-fertilization of the fields of computer software/hardware and signal processing engineering. A workshop on this cross-disciplinary field will provide an opportunity for leading research scientists from government, industry, and university to review the general areas of VLSI signal processing, to further enhance the unification of such research activities and to define the future directions for VLSI applications to signal processing.

MODERN SIGNAL PROCESSING AND VLSI

Does modern signal processing need VLSI? The answer is a firm yes. The ever-increasing demands for performance, sophistication and real-time signal processing strongly indicate the need for tremendous computation capability, in terms of both volume and speed. The availability of low cost, high density, fast VLSI devices promises the practicality of cost-effective, high speed, parallel processing of large volumes of data. This makes feasible ultra high throughput-rates and presages major technological breakthroughs in real-time signal processing applications.

Does VLSI need signal processing? At the first glance, the need will appear rather uncertain. On the other hand, it is quite obvious that the full potential of VLSI can be realized only when its application domains are discriminately identified. For this purpose, it may be noted that traditional computer architecture designs are no longer suitable for the design of highly concurrent VLSI computing processors. As a major technological constraint, communication in VLSI systems has to be highly restricted, as communication is expensive in terms of area, power and time consumption. Fortunately, most signal processing algorithms have attractive properties of regularity, recursiveness and locality in data-dependence, and thus are very amenable to VLSI implementation. Therefore, the potential of today's fast growing VLSI technology will probably be best exploited by its extensive application to modern signal processing; that is to say, signal processing will be very important for VLSI systems research.

In the past, major work has been done on mapping various kinds of signal processing applications into specific LSI or VLSI architectures. The insight and experience gained from this have already greatly enhanced the understanding of VLSI's impact on signal processing.
Unfortunately, such contributions have been very scattered owing to the lack of interaction between different disciplines. To meet the challenge of matching VLSI and modern signal processing, it is critical to have a fundamental and cross-disciplinary understanding of the basic computational requirements and the technology constraints. Therefore the need for effective information exchange activities such as joint research projects or advanced workshops has become imminent.

In summary, modern technological innovations in VLSI research and increasingly demanding needs in modern signal processing have provided a basis for a very constructive research cooperation between the VLSI and signal processing communities. We note that there have recently been many encouraging developments and successes in the joint VLSI and signal processing research activities. Therefore, we are convinced that a new field, that may be aptly called VLSI signal processing, is emerging. With fairly balanced representation from university, industry, and government, this workshop should offer an opportunity for prompt technology transfer. This should, in the short run, stimulate new or joint research activities; and, in the long run, set up important new research directions.

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

The broad range of the presentations in the workshop can roughly be divided into three main categories:

I. Signal Processing Methods and Architectures

This category is subdivided into: (1) Modern signal processing, including those by Kailath, Levy, Bienvenu and Mermoz, and Wsley; (2) Signal processing architectures, by Troung, et al., Roberts, Tufts, and the speech processing architectures by Buric, Murveit and Broderson; and (3) Image processing, recognition and analysis, by Uhr, Fu et al., Hwang, and Rosenfeld; and (4) Implementation of signal processors, by Swartzlander, Gilbert, Woods et al., Nash and Nudd and Powell.

II. Parallel Processors: Algorithms, Languages and Architectures

This category is subdivided into (1) Systolic Processors, including those by H.T. Kung, Travassos, and Schreiber and Kuekes; (2) Fault Tolerant Computing Structures, by Kuhn, and Meyer and Weinert; (3) Reconfiguration and Partitioning, by Snyder, and Heller; (4) Numerical Algorithms and Arithmetics, by Ahmed, Lau, Parlett, and S.Y. Kung and Gal-Lzer; and (5) Language and Formal Descriptions, by Chen and Mead, Johnsson and Cohen, Cremers and Hibbard, and Kopec.
III. VLSI and Signal Processing

As the central theme of the workshop, this issue has been, at least partially, addressed by all the papers. However, there are several of them more directly confronting the issue, including those by Mead, Whitehouse et al., Fair, Sumney, and S.Y. Kung.

In the meeting, especially in the panel and informal discussion sessions, we expect all the participants to add much broader insight as well as controversy to this topic.
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ABSTRACT

In modern signal processing, unlike what is called "digital signal processing", the operations we perform are dictated by the application of an optimization criterion, deterministic or statistical. Such approaches often suggest appropriate 'macro' building blocks for implementing the optimal solutions, rather than merely adapting classical analog filters to digital operation, or rather than always performing a Fast Fourier transformation.

There are two major aspects of modern signal processing:

- Determining optimal algorithms
- Implementing the optimal algorithms

and a further goal is to have a proper interaction between these two aspects: implementation considerations being able to influence the form of algorithms, and the nature of the algorithms being able to suggest the form of implementation.

Moreover, for real-time and adaptive operation, we need to be able to do both of these quickly (with "fast" algorithms), recursively (to easily incorporate new data), and cheaply (with special architectures and with special technologies). We hope to demonstrate that new ways of thinking about signal processing algorithms can allow direct translation into hardware, reducing the need for extensive software development.

Among the results discussed will be new constant-gain lattice filters for non-stationary processes and high speed, pipelined or parallel, cascade digital structures for pole-zero transfer functions.
ARCHITECTURES AND ALGORITHMS ARE EXAMINED FOR EXPLOITING THE LARGE NUMBER OF DEGREES OF FREEDOM AVAILABLE IN CURRENT VLSI AND PROJECTED VHSIC INTEGRATED CIRCUIT TECHNOLOGIES TO PROVIDE REAL-TIME IMPLEMENTATIONS FOR SONAR SIGNAL PROCESSING TASKS.

SUCH REAL-TIME SIGNAL PROCESSING TASKS PRESENT A HEAVY COMPUTATIONAL LOAD IN THE FORM OF LINEAR AND MULTILINEAR TRANSFORMS INCLUDING BEAMFORMING AND CROSS-AMBIGUITY CALCULATION, MATRIX MULTIPLICATION FOR COVARIANCE MATRIX ESTIMATION, LEAST SQUARES SOLUTIONS FOR ADAPTIVE PROCESSING, AND EIGENSYSTEM SOLUTION FOR HIGH RESOLUTION DIRECTION FINDING.

THE LARGE NUMBER OF DEGREES OF FREEDOM WILL FREQUENTLY REQUIRE NOT ONLY PARALLELISM IN THE COMPUTATION, BUT ALSO THAT SPECIAL ATTENTION TO BE PAID TO THE ORGANIZATION OF THE DATA FLOW, MEMORY ARCHITECTURE, AND PROPAGATION OF REQUIRED CONTROL INFORMATION.

THIS PAPER EXAMINES THE MATRIX COMPUTATION REQUIREMENTS FOR SIGNAL PROCESSING TASKS INCLUDING ADAPTIVE FILTERING, AMBIGUITY FUNCTION COMPUTATION, RECENT METHODS OF SPECTRUM ANALYSIS AND DIRECTION FINDING. PARALLEL PROCESSING ARCHITECTURES FOR IMPLEMENTING THESE COMPUTATIONS ARE COMPARED, WITH EMPHASIS ON RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN SYSTOLIC ARCHITECTURES PROVIDING MODULAR PARALLELISM, LOCAL INTERCONNECTS, AND REGULAR DATA FLOW FOR THE MAJOR SIGNAL PROCESSING COMPUTATIONS.

INTRODUCTION

Previously reported systolic architectures [4] include linear array configurations for matrix-vector multiplication and solution of linear equations with triangular coefficient matrix, and hexagonal configurations for matrix multiplication-addition and LDL decomposition of matrices. These architectures are particularly attractive when the matrices have only a few bands occupied about the main diagonal.

This paper will discuss new architectures for the multiplication of dense matrices, configurations for partitioned matrix operations, and applications to cross-ambiguity function calculation. Companion papers will discuss a systolic testbed using current microprocessor components [5] and progress in systolic architectures for the least squares and eigen-system problems [6].

LEAST SQUARES PROBLEMS

Three types of least squares problems will be considered: the deterministic problem, the stochastic problem with known second moments, and the stochastic problem with estimated second moments. It will be shown that the stochastic problem with estimated second moments is computationally identical to a deterministic least squares problem, and thus a baseline method for real-time solution in many signal processing applications may be implemented by forming and solving the normal equations via systolic matrix multiplication, matrix-vector multiplication, and matrix inversion. Alternative methods for the least squares problem are known [11] and a systolic implementation is discussed in [6].

The deterministic least-squares problem is the selection of a vector \( x \) to minimize \( \epsilon_x^2 \) in eqn. (1), where \( A \) is a known matrix and \( y \) is a known vector:

\[
\epsilon_x^2 = \| y - A^\top A x \|_2^2 \quad (1)
\]

The superscript \( \top \) denotes the transpose of a matrix or vector.

The stochastic least-squares problem is the selection of a deterministic weight vector \( w \) to minimize the expected squared error \( \epsilon_w^2 \) in eqn. (2), where \( z \) is a random vector and \( w \) is a random variable. The randomization variable \( w \) is a linear combination of the elements of the weight vector \( z \), and is used as a linear estimator of the random variable \( x \):

\[
\epsilon_w^2 = \mathbb{E} \left[ (y - A^\top A w)^2 \right] \quad (2)
\]

Statistical expectations are denoted by the operators \( \mathbb{E} \). In eqn. (2), the second moment matrix is the usual vector plus \( \mathbb{E} \), a term that describes the vector form of the formula for the least-squares estimates of \( w \).

In eqn. (2), let \( z = A^\top A w \) be the linear relationship between the random variables in the problem, and consider the model

\[
y = A w + e \quad (3)
\]

where}

\[
e = (y - A^\top A w)
\]

In

\[
x = A^\top A w
\]

and

\[
y = \mathbb{E} \left[ y - A^\top A w \right]
\]

The model}

\[
(A^\top A w); \quad \mathbb{E} = y
\]

In this setup, eqn. (3) can be viewed as a first step in the procedure, and eqn. (2) as a second step.
The standard unbiased estimators of the second moments are shown in eqns. (3 - 5). The corresponding error term for the estimation of \( \beta \) by \( \hat{\beta} \) is shown in eqn. (6).

\[
(\hat{\beta})_{s1.s2} = (1/N) \sum_{n=1}^{N} z(n.s1) z(n.s2)
\]

\[
(\hat{R}_{d})_{s1} = (1/N) \sum_{n=1}^{N} d(n) z(n.s1)
\]

\[
= (1/N) \sum_{n=1}^{N} z^T(s1,n) d(n)
\]

\[
(\hat{\alpha}^2) = (1/N) \sum_{n=1}^{N} d^2(n)
\]

\[
\epsilon_{s}^2 = u^T \hat{R}_{d} w - 2 \hat{R}_{d}^T w + (\hat{\alpha}^2)
\]

The correspondence shown in table 1 may then be used to show the computational equivalence of the stochastic least squares problem with estimated second moments and the corresponding deterministic least squares problem.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Deterministic</th>
<th>Stochastic with estimated second moments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( A_{hs} )</td>
<td>( N^{-1} z(n,s) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( y(n) )</td>
<td>( N^{-1} d(n) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( x(s) )</td>
<td>( w(s) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( ATA )</td>
<td>( \hat{R}_x )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( yTA )</td>
<td>( \hat{R}_{d} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( |y|^2 )</td>
<td>( E(d^2) )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Definition table for computational equivalence of least squares problems.

It is therefore only needed to simulate computational methods for the deterministic least squares problem.
element after propagation through the ship's hull.

The interference cancellation problem is similar to the noise cancellation one, except that the inputs to the adaptive combiner are the outputs of preformed conventional beams. To form one beam with interference cancellation, one conventional beam is steered in the desired-lock direction, and 8 "null beams" are generated. The null beams have zero sensitivity in the desired-lock directions, and are used to provide interference references. In general, as many linearly independent null beams will be required as interfering sources to be cancelled. If the beam outputs are combined with fixed weight for the beam steered in the desired-lock direction, minimizing the total power output minimizes the interference contribution to the output. If the interference is uncorrelated with the desired signal, the signal contribution to the output power remains constant. Under certain conditions, however, this assumption can be violated: under conditions of multipath propagation, the signal may be received on a null beam as well as on the beam in the desired-lock direction. In this case, adjusting the weights for minimum total power output can reduce the signal contribution as well as the noise.

Noise and interference cancellation have been typically implemented via gradient descent adaptive transversal filters [7] - the Widrow LMS algorithm. Such implementations are designed to provide adaptations with a reduced multiplication rate and hence, relatively simple hardware. Unfortunately, the adaptation rate is reduced if there is a large spread in the eigenvalue distribution of the data covariance matrix [9]. Unfortunately, a strong interfering source will result in large eigenvalue spread and may result in a convergence time which is greater than the stationarity time of the problem. In such a context, faster convergence can be obtained via direct inversion of the sample covariance matrix to solve the normal equations [9], making more statistically efficient use of the available data at any given time.

Recent method of spectrum analysis provide improved resolution by utilizing a parametric model of the signal. In the maximum entropy method [10], the signal is modeled at the output of an all-pole filter driven by white noise. The inverse of such a filter is a transversal filter which converts the signal to white noise and whose tap weights are calculated by solving the linear inverse prediction equation for the signal. It is well known that for a stationary process, the prediction error of the least-squares linear predictor is a white noise process. Then the estimated spectral density function is proportional to the reciprocal of the magnitude squared of the transfer function of the prediction error filter. This spectrum estimation technique, which provides improved resolution when the signal is applicable and the simulation is not limited by hardware, has also been applied here [11].

The least squares problems arise relating to the noise covariance. Interference cancellation, interference covariance matrix estimation is also required in this...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem</th>
<th>( z )</th>
<th>( d )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>noise cancellation</td>
<td>( z_1, \ldots, z_5 )</td>
<td>( z_6 + \text{noise} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(noise references)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interference cancellation via</td>
<td>( b_1, \ldots, b_5 )</td>
<td>( b_6 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adaptive combiner with fixed</td>
<td>(outputs of</td>
<td>(output of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beams</td>
<td>preformed</td>
<td>preformed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>null beams)</td>
<td>beam steered in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>desired look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maximum entropy spectrum</td>
<td>( x_1, \ldots, x_5 )</td>
<td>( x_6 + 1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>analysis</td>
<td>(time samples of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>signal)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Correspondences for some applications of least squares solutions.

It will be shown in the full paper that the new systolic architecture called the "engagement processor" provides efficient multiplication of dense matrices. Two types of enhancements to engagement processors were described: a memory with three-dimensional organization for storing matrix intermediate computation terms, and a "bus expander" for loading a row or column of the engagement processor in parallel. Enhanced engagement processors were shown to efficiently perform partitioned matrix multiplication and inversion, one- and two-dimensional discrete Fourier transforms, and crosscorrelation function calculation.
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents an overview of fast signal processing algorithms based on state-space models. The basic method for estimating signal with state-space models is to use a Kalman filter. However, the Kalman filter is not always well conditioned numerically, and to guarantee good numerical properties it must be implemented in square root form. We will therefore discuss state-space estimation algorithms from the square root point of view. In this context, it will be shown how this stationarity or close to stationarity of the signal process to be estimated can be exploited. This gives rise to the so called Chandrasekhar recursions. A scattering framework for linear estimation will also be introduced, and we will show that this framework can be used to obtain doubling algorithms, and to obtain parallel or decentralized implementations of signal processing algorithms. These implementations are based on a segmentation of the data, either in time, or in terms of information, and they provide the starting point for the VLSI implementation of state-space estimation algorithms with parallel processors.

1This work was supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant ECS - 80 - 12668 and by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research under Grant No. AFOSR - 82-0135.
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Abstract

We have designed a MOS-LSI speech recognition system that is capable of accurately recognizing a large vocabulary of isolated words in real time. This system uses two custom-designed integrated circuits, memory, and a control microprocessor. We have built a TTL prototype of the system, evaluated its performance and found that it recognizes speech very accurately.

1. The Speech-Recognition Problem

Our system is similar to other dynamic-time-warped automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems [1,2,3]. It maintains a dictionary of model words or templates to which all input words are compared. The template that is most similar to the word just spoken is recognized and some associated action is performed. If no words are similar enough to the input, no action is performed. This dictionary can either be filled by the user in a training phase prior to usage (speaker-dependent mode) or it can be fixed in read-only memories and used in a speaker-independent mode following techniques suggested by Rabiner et al. [3].

Our MOS-LSI-based architecture for the system is shown in the figure. The "front end" integrated circuit analyzes input speech, decides when a word was spoken, and passes an internal representation of the word to a word comparator. Each comparator can process up to 1000 vocabulary words (500 seconds of speech) in real time. The microprocessor collects the outputs of the word comparators and uses them along with other syntactic or
semantic information to make its recognition decision. The microprocessor then passes on the recognized word to the host system or performs some further application system task.

Our system can also be configured to recognize connected speech. In this mode it uses the isolated-word recognizer to spot words inside the phrase and then it ties these words together using an algorithm performed by the control microprocessor.

2. The Speech-Recognition Algorithm

A word in our ASR system is represented as a series of spectra (or frames), each representing 10ms or more of input speech. When sound enters our system, it is presented to a bank of bandpass filters, full-wave rectified, and lowpass-filtered. The resulting values are the average inband amplitude of the speech. They are sampled every 10ms and sent to a word endpoint detection system. Here the frames representing speech input are separated from background. This decision is based upon the energy level of the input and some knowledge of the nature of speech (minimum lengths of words, maximum amounts of silence inside words, etc.). The frames are then amplitude normalized (so that speech intensity does not affect recognition accuracy) and converted to four-bit logarithmic format. Frames are then selectively transmitted\(^1\) to the comparator IC. After this downsampling our effective frame sampling rate is reduced to about 20 milliseconds.

The comparator IC matches all words in its dictionary with the input and finds a comparison error for each of these vocabulary items. It does this by summing the squared euclidean distances between corresponding frames of

\(^1\)We only transmit frames where our ideal distance to the previously transmitted frame are above a given threshold.
the input and the template being searched. However, local variations in speaking rate make it difficult to find these corresponding frames accurately (i.e., to time align the input and the template). This word alignment, one of the most computationally intensive parts of the system, is done by the following dynamic-programming-based recursion. Here \( W_m(t) \) and \( W_{tp}(t) \) are the frames of the input word and a template word, \( L_m \) and \( L_{tp} \) are the lengths of the two words, \( d() \) is the frame distance measure and \( D_{L_m,L_{tp}} \) is the error in comparing the two words.

\[
D_{ij}^{tp} = d(W_m(i), W_{tp}(j)) + \min \left\{ D_{i-1,j}^{tp}, D_{i,j-1}^{tp}, D_{i-1,j-1}^{tp} \right\} \tag{1}
\]

\[
d(W_m(i), W_{tp}(k)) = \sum_{i=1}^{P} (W_m(j,i) - W_{tp}(k,i))^2 \tag{2}
\]

We compute \( D_{ij}^{tp} \) for \( i=1\to L_{tp} \) and for \( j=1\to L_m \). We initialize \( D_{00}^{tp}=0 \) and \( D_{ij}^{tp}=D_{ij}^{tp}=\infty \) \( i,j>0 \). \( P \) is the number of filters (12).

To recognize speech in real time we require that the word comparator compute \( D_{ij}^{tp} \) \( i=1\to L_{tp} \) for each template, every 20ms. Thus to time align an input word with each entry in a 1000 word dictionary and assuming words of average length 0.5 sec (25 frames) during 20ms., we would have to compute equation (2) at the frequency of:

\[
f_{\text{distance}} = \frac{(1000 \text{ words})(25 \text{ frames/words})}{20\text{msec}} \]

or 1.25 million times per second.

A critical aspect of the system is the size of the memory needed for storing the reference vocabulary and the size of the temporary memory. To store 500 seconds of speech represented every 20 msec, by twelve 4-bit words, we need 300,000 4 bits or 1,200,000 bits of memory. We are evaluating a vector-quantization scheme that would reduce this to one sixth or one
eighth of its original value [7].

3. Evaluations

We have built a TTL prototype speech recognition system that uses the same algorithms and has the same word length restrictions as our IC design. It can recognize a thousand words of isolated speech in real time. We are currently adding connected speech and speaker independence capabilities to it. This system has helped us obtain much information about the human-factors aspects of the speech-recognition problem, and in this way allowed us to improve parts of our ASR system. This system has been interfaced to a graphics editor for integrated circuits and used by several people in our laboratory. We also use this prototype system to evaluate the performance of our IC-based ASR system.

To compare our system to existing speech recognizers, we obtained a set of audio tapes from George Doddington and Tom Schalk of Texas Instruments. These tapes were used by Doddington and Schalk at TI to evaluate commercial speech recognizers[4]. We ran these tapes once through our ASR system. The following table shows the performance of our system inserted into a table taken from Doddington and Schalk's study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manufacturer</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Nominal price</th>
<th>errors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Verbex</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>$65,000</td>
<td>10 (0.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UC Berkeley</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>45 (0.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nippon Electric</td>
<td>DP-100</td>
<td>$65,000</td>
<td>60 (1.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threshold Technology</td>
<td>T-500</td>
<td>$12,000</td>
<td>73 (1.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interstate Electronics</td>
<td>VRM</td>
<td>$2,400</td>
<td>147 (2.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heuristics</td>
<td>7000</td>
<td>$3,300</td>
<td>300 (5.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centigram</td>
<td>MKT 4725</td>
<td>$3,500</td>
<td>396 (7.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott Instruments</td>
<td>VHT-1</td>
<td>$500</td>
<td>645 (12.6%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Fig. 1. Block Diagram of the Speech Recognition System.
A PARALLEL VLSI ARCHITECTURE FOR A DIGITAL FILTER USING A NUMBER THEORETIC TRANSFORM
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Let $F_t = 2^{2^t} + 1$ be the $t$-th Fermat number for $t \geq 0$. Let

$\{x_n\}$ be an $N$-point sequence of integers, where $0 \leq x_n \leq F_t - 1$, $0 \leq n \leq N-1$, and $N$ is a power of 2. The Fermat number transform pair of $\{x_n\}$ and $\{X_k\}$ over $F_t$ is defined as follows:

\begin{align*}
X_k &\equiv \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} x_n a^{nk} \pmod{F_t}, \quad k=0,1,\ldots,N-1 \\
X_n &\equiv (1/N) \sum_{k=0}^{N-1} X_k a^{-nk} \pmod{F_t}, \quad n=0,1,\ldots,N-1
\end{align*}

where $0 \leq X_k \leq F_t - 1$ and $a$ is an $N$-th root of unity. More details of an FNT can be found in [1,2].

In this paper, $F_t$, $a$, and $N$ are selected specifically to be $F_5 = 2^{32} + 1$, 2, and 64, respectively. The dynamic range [3] of this FNT is $(2^{32}/(2\cdot64))^{1/2} = \sqrt{2} \cdot 12^{12}$, which is sufficiently large for a number of applications. Eqs. (1) and (2) have a mathematical algorithm similar to the FFT. Hence the pipeline structure shown in Fig. 1 can be used to compute a 64-point FNT [4]. The symbolic diagram and operations of a FNT butterfly are shown in Fig. 2.

In the following, the overlap-save method is generalized to implement a digital filter. Let $\{h_m\}$ be the filter sequence of a digital filter, where $0 \leq m \leq M-1$. Suppose $\{x_n\}$ and $\{y_k\}$ are input data and output data sequences of the filter, respectively, where $0 \leq n \leq N-1$ and $0 \leq k \leq N+M-1$ [4]. For purposes of exposition it is assumed in the following argument that $M=96$ and $N=512$. 
In order to use 64-point FNT's to compute \{y_k\}, three 64-point subfilters \{h^1_m\}, \{h^2_m\}, and \{h^3_m\} are formed by partitioning \{h^i_m\} as follows:

\[
    h^i_m = \begin{cases} 
    h_{m+32(i-1)} & \text{for } 0 \leq m \leq 31 \\
    0 & \text{for } 32 \leq m \leq 63 
    \end{cases} 
\]

for \(1 \leq i \leq 3\). Next the overlap-save method [4] is used to compute the linear convolution \{y^i_k\} of \{x_n\} and \{h^i_m\} by using the cyclic convolution technique, where \(1 \leq i \leq 3\) and \(0 \leq k \leq 543\). To accomplish this \{x_n\} is sectioned into 64-point subsequences with 32 points of \{x_n\} overlapped between two consecutive subsequences. That is \{x_n\} is sectioned into \(x^1_m = \{x_m\}, x^2_m = \{x_{m+32}\}, \ldots, x^{15}_m = \{x_{m+448}\}\), where \(0 \leq n \leq 511\) and \(0 \leq m \leq 63\). Then \(y^i_k\), for \(1 \leq i \leq 3\), is computed by overlapping the cyclic convolution of \(h^i_m\) and \(x^j_m\) for \(1 \leq j \leq 15\) using 64-point FNT's. Finally the output sequence \(y^i_k\), for \(0 \leq k \leq 512+96-1 = 607\), results evidently from \(y^i_k\) for \(1 \leq i \leq 3\) by the following equation:

\[
    y_k = y^1_k + y^2_k z^{-32} + y^3_k z^{-64} \quad (4)
\]

In Fig. 3 is shown the block diagram of an architecture for the generalized overlap-save method of a digital filter using one FNT and three inverse FNT's of 64 points.
The advantages of this architecture for implementing a digital filter using FNT transforms are the following:

(1) It requires no multiplications. Only additions and bit rotations are needed. (2) It alleviates the usual dynamic range limitation for long sequence FNT's. (3) It utilizes the FNT and inverse FNT circuits 100% of the time. (4) The lengths of the input data and filter sequences can be arbitrary and different. (5) It is regular, simple, and expandable, and as a consequence suitable for VLSI implementation.
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Figure 1. A Pipeline Structure for Computing a 64-point Fermat Number Transform.

Figure 2. (a) The symbolic diagram and (b) Operations of an FNT butterfly.
Figure 3. A realization of a digital filter with a filter sequence of 96 points by using the generalized overlap-save method and the FNT technique.
FREQUENCY DOMAIN DIGITAL FILTERING WITH VLSI
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INTRODUCTION

During the last decade, a new generation of integrated circuits has been developed that is directly applicable to the implementation of advanced digital signal processors. Examples of such circuits include microprocessors, fast wide word memories, single chip multipliers, floating point adders, etc. Although of independent interest, such circuits are significant primarily as components for the development of more complex systems. This paper shows how one such system, a very high performance digital filter, is implemented using current technology.

In particular, a processor with throughput on the order of one billion radix 2 butterflies per second is shown to be feasible. Such high speed performance may be required, for example, by advanced digital signal processing systems such as adaptive beam formers. Processor designs such as that described here should provide guidance for future VLSI device research.

The selected system requirements typify demanding applications. They involve filtering data at input rates of 40 Mega-Samples Per Sec. (MSPS) with a resolution of 10 KHz. This requires computation of the spectrum of 4096 complex input data, multiplication of the spectrum by a selected filter response, and inverse transformation to produce the filtered time domain signal. This processing flow is repeated for data skewed by 50% of the transform length to eliminate edge effects due to data windowing.

The design approach is to convert the input 40 MSPS data stream into four 10 MSPS data streams. These four streams are processed using a Radix 4 Cooley-Tukey FFT pipeline processor according to the basic design of McClellan and Purdy of the MIT Lincoln Laboratory [Ref 1]. The Cooley-Tukey FFT algorithm was selected because both the forward and inverse transforms are computed using the same set of basic computational elements. The McClellan and Purdy design was developed nearly a decade ago for implementation using small scale ECL circuits by General Electric Company for use at Kwajelein Missile Range. The GE implementation uses a room full of equipment (tens of thousands of integrated circuits) to perform a 16 K point FFT with an input data rate of 120 MSPS [Ref. 1]. The current design is thus slower than the predecessor but vastly simpler.

FREQUENCY DOMAIN FILTER REQUIREMENTS

The basic algorithm flow is shown in Figure 1. Input data flows (along the upper path) through a data acquisition element/buffer into a 4092 point complex FFT. Data windowing is performed in the time domain in the data acquisition element. The transformed data is filtered by multiplication in the frequency domain followed by inverse FFT processing. The magnitude of
the unfiltered spectrum is computed to determine the power spectral density which is used to develop the filter kernel. A similar process is performed on data skewed in arrival time (by half of the transform length) through the lower (overlap) channel.

![Diagram](image.png)

**Figure 1. FFT Frequency Domain Filter**

Examination of this algorithm flow indicates the need for the following modules:

- **Data Acquisition**: provides input (data source) interface, rate conversion from a single 40 MSPS channel to four 10 MSPS channels, and windowing with any prestored time domain window (see [Ref. 2] for comparison of windows).

- **4192 Point Complex FFT**: accepts data in time sequential order and produces the complex FFT. The transform element is programmable to accommodate transforms of various binary lengths (i.e., 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024, etc.).

- **Frequency Domain Filter**: multiplies the FFT spectrum by a spectral filter. This is a simple point by point multiplication.

- **Power Spectral Density**: computes the magnitude of the spectrum, orders the data in frequency order, and averages using an exponential weight.

- **Filter Kernel**: a general purpose computer develops an adaptive filter kernel based on the observed power spectral density.

- **4192 Point Complex Inverse FFT**: converts the filtered spectrum back to the time domain. The inverse FFT is programmable to accommodate transforms of various binary lengths.

Thus six major modules are required. It should be emphasized that these modules are not of the same level of complexity; the FFT and inverse FFT modules are much more complex than the other modules.
After the initial processing in the data acquisition module, all computation is implemented with 22-bit floating point arithmetic (6-bit exponent, 16-bit fraction) to maintain precision and avoid the need for adaptive data scaling.

FFT MODULE DESIGN

Since the FFT module is the most complex portion of the system, examination of its implementation will demonstrate some of the system level issues. Due to its complexity the FFT module is partitioned into functional elements of two types. This partitioning is a compelling advantage of the Cooley-Tukey pipeline FFT algorithm. For the FFT module four parallel channels are implemented using pipeline processing with a cascade architecture [Ref. 3]. This choice was made to achieve high speed (to accommodate 40 MSPS data rates) while using readily available VLSI technology (with current devices 10 MHz clock rates are easily achieved, higher speeds would require specialized circuits and much lower levels of functional integration). A wide variety of VLSI components are currently available in several technologies to support 10 MHz clock rates. Examples include high speed 16K bit static Random Access Memory (RAM), 22-bit floating point adders and multipliers [Ref. 4], etc.

The structure of the FFT processor is shown in Figure 2. It is constructed with Computational Elements (CE) and Delay/Commutator (D/C) Elements. In this design the computational element is a Radix 4 butterfly and the Delay/Commutator element performs data reordering required for the Cooley-Tukey FFT algorithm [Ref. 5]. The basic pipeline processing concept was developed for Radix-2 FFT implementation by Raytheon in the late 1950s [Ref. 6], and is currently being implemented in VLSI by NEC [Ref. 7].
The Radix 4 butterfly computational element realizes a 4 point discrete Fourier transform. It is implemented with 3 complex multipliers, 3 complex adders (4 perform addition and 4 perform subtraction), Sin-Cos tables (stored in ROM), and miscellaneous addressing logic. The computational element is implemented with approximately 20 integrated circuits. This low level of complexity is a direct result of the availability of single chip arithmetic components.

The other element of the pipeline FFT is the delay/commutator which is used to perform the interstage data reordering required by the Cooley-Tukey algorithm. It consists of input delay lines of graduated length, a commutator switch, and output delay lines of graduated length. The length of the unit delay is 1 at the final stage of the FFT and increases by a factor of 4 at each preceding stage. The module requires about 130 integrated circuits to implement transform lengths up to 4096 points. The delays are implemented with a RAM into which data is written in sequence through the memory and the delayed data is read in sequence from the memory.

COMPLETE FREQUENCY DOMAIN FILTER

The total parts complement for the filter processor 52 circuit cards containing approximately 6300 integrated circuits and dissipating about 6 kW as detailed in Table 1. The modules are packaged on circuit cards measuring 9 by 16 inches. This construction allows the use of commercial wirewrap cards and cages. The circuit cards are packaged in a standard equipment rack. Each of the four transform processors (i.e., forward, overlapped forward, inverse, and overlapped inverse) require a drawer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module Type</th>
<th>Module Count</th>
<th>Total Chips</th>
<th>Total Power</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data Acquisition &amp; Weighting</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computational Element</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>960</td>
<td>1536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delay/Commutator</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1790</td>
<td>990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency Domain Filter</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Spectral Density</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combiner</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inverse FFT (Same as FFT)</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>2750</td>
<td>2920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>6300</td>
<td>6921</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CONCLUSION

This paper illustrates the potential for achieving throughputs of 1 billion butterflies per second with VLSI technology. Table 2 summarizes the characteristics of the complete filter. Two significant figures of merit are the computational rate per unit volume (960 million butterflies per sec in 13.2 cu ft for 72 million butterflies per sec/cu ft) and the computational rate per watt (approximately 160 thousand butterflies per sec/watt). These figures of merit and the computational rate may be viewed in perspective by noting that the SPS-1000 with 4 pipes achieves about 42 million butterflies per sec [Ref. 3]. The computational rate per unit volume is on the order of 50-100 million butterflies per sec/cu ft. This study certainly does not indicate an upper bound on processor throughput. Indeed, it is reasonable to speculate that at least computational rates on the order of 100 billion butterfly operations per sec may be achieved with advanced ECL or GaAs technology in the near future.

Table 2. Frequency Domain Filter Characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology:</th>
<th>off-the-shelf 1982</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Logic:</td>
<td>Bipolar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory:</td>
<td>NMOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
<td>13.2 cu ft (using wirewrap construction)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power</td>
<td>6 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Throughput:</td>
<td>960 Million Radix-2 Butterflies per sec.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word Size:</td>
<td>Input: 16 bit fixed point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intermediate: 22 bit floating point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(6 bit exponent, 16 bit fraction)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figures of Merit: 72 Million butterflies per sec/cu ft
160,000 butterflies per sec/watt
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Concurrent Algorithms as Space-time Recursion Equations

Marina C. Chen and Carver A. Mead

Introduction

It is by now well recognized that VLSI technology has brought about a medium which allows the realization of orders of magnitude more computing elements per unit cost. The more significant contribution of VLSI to Computer Science will be in the utilization of many hundreds or thousands of these elements concurrently to achieve a given computation. It is clear from existence proofs of such innovative designs as systolic arrays [KUNG & LEISERSON80], tree machine algorithms [BROWNING80], computational arrays [JOHNSON ET AL.81], wavefront arrays [KUNG,S.Y.80], etc. that vast performance improvements can be achieved if the design of so-called "high-level" algorithms is released from the one dimensional world of a sequential process, and the cost of communications in space as well as cost of computation in time is taken into consideration [SUTHERLAND & MEAD77]. While this higher dimensional design space provides a great playground for innovative algorithm design, it also introduces pitfalls unapprehended by those accustomed to the world of a single sequential process. Verification of algorithms becomes much more crucial in system designs because debugging concurrent programs can very easily become an exponentially complicated task in this rich space. The real difficulty lies in the high degree of complexity of concurrent systems. The well-known hierarchical approach can be used to manage the design complexity for such systems. A system is broken down into successive levels of sub-systems until each is of a manageable complexity. The effectiveness of this approach relies on two basic tools: A design and verification methodology for each level and an abstraction mechanism to go from one level to the next. The latter is crucially important, for without it the consistency of the whole system is imperiled.

In this paper, we describe a methodology and a single notation for the specification and verification of synchronous and self-timed concurrent systems ranging from the level of transistors to communicating processes. The uniform treatment of these systems results in a powerful abstraction mechanism which allows management of system complexity.

Traditionally, due to the assumption that the cost of accessing variables in memory is the same regardless of their locations, sequential algorithms ignore the spatial relationships

*This work is sponsored by System Development Foundation and its initial phase by Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency ARPA Order #5771 and monitored by Office of Naval Research Contract #N00014-76-C-0567. One of us (M.C.) was supported by an IBM Doctoral Fellowship.

*Computer Science Department, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California.
of variables. In addition, the steps of a computation have not been explicitly expressed as a function of time, but are rather implied by programming constructs. Languages that cannot express the spatial relationships of variables cannot take into account the most important aspect in the design of a concurrent algorithm, i.e. ensuring locality of communications, taking advantage of the interplay of variables in space (in practice up to 3 dimensions) to achieve higher performance. The implicit “time” causes programming languages to suffer either from not being able to abstract the history of computation (e.g. in applicative and data-flow languages [KAHN74, BAKUS78]), or not being able to abstract computation in a clean functional form (e.g. in assignment-based languages). Here we choose to make “time” an explicit parameter of computation. We call our representation of computation a “Space-time Algorithm”.

In [CHEN82], CRYSTAL (Concurrent Representation of Your Space Time Algorithm), a notation for concurrent programming is proposed. The fixed-point approach [SCOTT & STRACHEY71] is used for characterizing the semantics. Within this framework, a program is expressed as a set of systems of recursion equations. Unknowns of the equations are data expressed as functions from the space-time domain to the value domain. For a deterministic concurrent system, such as a systolic array, a single system of equations results, and the semantics of such a system is defined as the least solution of the equations. The semantics of concurrent systems in general can be characterized as the corresponding set of solutions of the set of systems of equations. In this paper, we concentrate on deterministic concurrent systems at the communicating sequential processes level. We will first present briefly considerations that are general to all systems, i.e., the underlying model of computation, the representation, and the mathematical semantics of the systems. Various inductive techniques (see for example [MANNA74]) used in verifying recursive programs can be directly applied in verifying space-time algorithms and proving their properties. We demonstrate this framework by presenting both the synchronous and self-timed version of the matrix multiplication on systolic arrays [Kung & Leiserson80] with its proof of correctness. The notion of wavefront is especially important in this class of computations. We define the “phase” of a computation wave in a way that is analogous to the wave in physical world. The set of all possible “phases” can be formalized as a well-founded set, upon which the inductive proof is based.

Model of Computation

The model consists of an ensemble of sequential processes each of which has its own local state and ports for communicating with other processes. Depending on the level of system concerned, these processes can be as simple as a single transistor or as fancy as a conventional von Neumann type machine. A sequential process consists of a function that maps from inputs and current-states to outputs and next-states. Such a function uniquely defines a sequential process. It is the generator of the output sequence and state with given initial state and an input sequence. The state captures the semantic abstraction of the history. No assertion about the process can depend upon history in a way not captured
by the state. A single invocation of the function i) evaluates the function, ii) updates the
state and outputs, iii) increments the process’s “time”, all as an atomic event.

In a particular process, “time” is a measure of how many invocations have occurred,
and “space” is where the process is located. “Time” is a property local to each process.
Note that state is explicitly represented, a function is not defined from the history of inputs
to outputs as in the applicative and data flow model of computation. Communications
among processes in space are specified by identifying inputs of one process with outputs of
other processes in the space-time domain. Also note that a transition from one invocation
to the next within a sequential process can be viewed as a communication in the time
domain (fixed in space).

The “slicing” of a sequential process into a sequence of functions is done at the
communication with the external world. Inputs from several different processes which are
aligned in time and used as arguments to a single function are considered as one external
input event, i.e. one invocation. Within the same slice, no side-effects are allowed, i.e.
each slice is strictly functional. We enforce this discipline by using a purely applicative
programming notation (like pure Lisp and Backus’s FP notation) to implement atomic
functions, which cannot be further sliced either in space or in time. Any higher level
system is constructed by composing atomic functions and other existing systems using
recursion equations. The resulting system is always transformed into a function from
inputs and current-states to outputs and next-states, i.e. a sequential process. It is often
the case that once the system is implemented, a sequence of inputs can be conveniently
considered as a set of inputs at the next level up. Although internal state is used as part
of the implementation, the outputs can be expressed as a function of such a sequence
of inputs without referring to the state. In such a case we abstract the process as an
applicative function and it can, once again, be treated as if it were atomic. In real-time
systems, this kind of abstraction is not possible since the sequence of inputs cannot be
treated as a static input, making explicit state still necessary.

Thus space-time algorithms are either purely applicative programs or recursion equa-
tions. Note that in this way, states can be expressed without side-effects. The change
from viewing an applicative system as the universe to using it only for an atom is the key
to the applicability of our framework to real systems. The applicative model of comput-
ing suffers one major drawback in not being able to retain the result of a computation
so that it can be used in a different place or at a later time. The data flow model is a
remedy for this problem only in space. The essential ability to use a result in several
places is captured by the data-flow equations devised by Kahn [KAR74]. Unfortunately,
this model still lacks the essential capability of capturing the state, the result in the
time domain. This fact is manifested in the proliferation of assignment-based data-flow
languages [ACKERM, W.B.]. The elegance of data-flow equations cannot help the im-
plementation of real world systems where state is necessary. The space-time recursion
equations using a purely applicative language can be applied to real world problems*.

*The drawback of applicative languages is best captured in a quote by Perlis "Purely applicative languages
are poorly applicable. [PERLIS 62]."
This insight is the most important contribution of our work to computer programming. We thus retain the elegance and formal cleanness of functional application together with the essential ability to abstract history into a compact form.

Representation

Let \( x = (x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_m) \) denote the inputs and current-states of a process, where \( x_i \in D_i \) for \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, m \). Here \( D_i \) is the domain where the input or current-state \( i \) assumes its value. We define a function \( f \) which maps the vector of inputs and current states to the vector of outputs and next states:

\[
f : D^m \rightarrow D^n,
\]

\[
f = (\lambda x.f_1, \lambda x.f_2, \ldots, \lambda x.f_n)
\]

where \( n \) is the total number of outputs and states.

Each component, \( \lambda x.f_i \), of such a function is an element of \([D^m \rightarrow D]\). These functions must be monotonic (see for example [MANNA 74]) over \( D^m \).

In order to capture the notion of flow of the data and the structure of these data, we define data streams. Each "stream" of data is represented by a function from the space-time domain \( V \) to the value domain \( D \). We next define structured processes which define the location of the processes making up the ensemble, as a function in the domain \([V \rightarrow [D^m \rightarrow D]]\). This function is defined by cases for different process types in the space. Cases are specified in the notation of [DIJKSTRA 76]. The complexity of this definition reflects the heterogeneity of the process types.

The relationship among the structured input and output data streams and structured processes and functions are defined in a point-wise manner. In the space-time domain, an output is the result of the application of the function at that point to input data streams at that point. Through connections, the input (current-state) streams of one function are identified with output (next-state) streams of other functions, or with initial/boundary values. We therefore define structured connections also as a function in the domain \([V \rightarrow [D^m \rightarrow D]]\). The description of this function reflects the regularity of the connections. By substituting the equations of structured connections into those of structured processes, we obtain a system of recursion equations that define output streams in terms of output streams and initial/boundary conditions.

An obvious restriction on these recursion relations is that the time components can only increase by one unit at a time, i.e. an argument presented to the input of a function at its "time" \( t \) will affect the value of that function which appears at its output at its "time" \( t + 1 \).

*Technically, domains are not sets but complete lattices with approximation ordering. Please refer to [MANNA 74] and [SCOTT - STRACHENT].
In general, an input stream at a given point in the space-time domain can connect to an output stream at any other point in space. In specific cases, such as when the low-cost neighboring communications are used, inputs are connected to outputs of neighboring processes. In the case of such neighboring connections, the relations are local in all dimensions. It is then possible to use difference equations for our specification. Recursion relations retain more information in the sense that the "phase" of a computation wave is embedded in the description. For more complex situations, involving non-local connections, the greater generality of recursion relations is essential.

Semantics and Abstraction

By the well-known fixed-point theory [Lassez, Nguyen & Sonenberg 82], the unique minimum solution of any system of recursion equations exists. This minimum solution is taken to be the function that the system computes. The process of finding this minimum solution can be described intuitively by the following successive approximation procedure. We first approximate the solution by the set of \( n \) data streams that are totally undefined in the space-time domain and substitute them into the right-hand side of the recursion equations. This substitution results in the left-hand side which is a set of data streams that are defined only on the point in space-time domain where initial values are set. These data streams are the inputs to the algorithm and we refer to them as initial streams. Now we substitute these initial streams again into the recursion equation and get another set of data streams that have even more points in the space-time domain defined. We repeat this process until no more points in the space-time domain become defined. This process corresponds exactly to the process of computation. The only restriction is that our functions must be monotonic, i.e. each data stream at any iteration is always at least as well defined as it was on the previous one. We do not allow non-monotonic functions that destroy results which have already become defined. Refer to [Manna74] [Stoy77] for the formalism.

The resulting minimum solution consists of \( n \) data streams. Each data stream is a function over \([V \rightarrow D]\). In order to construct a higher level system using the system we have just obtained, we need to encapsulate the system as a sequential process or a function. The function defining a sequential process or the single applicative function is from value domain to value domain. This encapsulation usually involves some transformation from the original data structure to the space-time domain for the inputs and a corresponding transformation for the outputs. Technically, the procedure is as follows:

1. The input mapping function maps all initial/boundary values from an abstract input data structure to the inputs unconnected to any output in the space-time domain.

2. Compute the least fixed point solution in the space-time domain as described above.
(3) The resulting outputs occur at those points in the space-time domain designated as outputs of the system. The output mapping function maps these outputs from an element of \([V \rightarrow D]^n\) to an element of the output value domain \(D^n\).

The result of this procedure is the abstract definition in the value domain, of the function (type \([D^{m \times n}] \rightarrow D^n\)) implemented by the space-time algorithm.

**Matrix Multiplication on a Systolic Array—Program and Semantics**

In his paper, Kung described various matrix related operations performed on an array of interconnected hexagonal elements. We present his algorithm for multiplying two full matrices in CRYSTAL and prove the correctness of the algorithm.

As shown in figure 1, hexagonal elements are connected into a hexagonal array. Each element has three inputs and three outputs as shown by the incoming and outgoing arrows, respectively. Such a process performs an inner product operation in the north and south direction, i.e. \(c_{\text{out}} = c_{\text{in}} + a_{\text{in}} \times b_{\text{in}},\) and transmits the other two inputs as they were., i.e., \(a_{\text{out}} = a_{\text{in}}, b_{\text{out}} = b_{\text{in}}.\)

The two matrices to be multiplied, \(A\) and \(B\), and a matrix \(C\) are fed into the array as shown in the figure. The resulting matrix \(C'\) will come out at the top of the array as shown. Kung's original algorithm assumes a global clock thus every process performs an operation synchronously. When data items are fed from the boundaries of the array, due to the fact that every process is forced to perform an operation even before any meaningful data reaches the process, proper initialization of the system by padding zeros in the input streams and disposal of garbage data are necessary. The same algorithm with a different timing scheme, e.g. self-timed [Seitz 80] scheme can simplify conceptually the interaction of processes and the flow of data and renders a simpler initiation of the system. This simplification results from the fact that the self-timed scheme assures that each process does not perform any operation until all the meaningful data items have reached the process. On the other hand, the self-timed scheme does not have any global control, the ordering of the system events is an emergent property of the local synchronizations. Thus the specification of the ordering relations among invocations of processes has to be verified from initial data arrangement since self-timed elements are triggered by the arrival of data.

Both algorithms can be described by CRYSTAL programs. We will present both versions as examples of our notation and verification methodology and discuss some of the design issues of synchronous systems vs. self-timed systems.

In writing a CRYSTAL program, one need to choose an appropriate coordinate system for the processes in space. The data flow of the array has a symmetry which can be described by the dihedral group of order 2 [LIN & MEAD 82]. As shown in Figure 1, the 3-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system is chosen to reflect this symmetry. The center
FIGURE 1. The Space Coordinate System For A Hexagonal Array
of this hexagon can be viewed as a corner of a cube. The hexagon is made of the three faces that contain the corner.

Next, we choose a coordinate system in the time domain according to the system timing scheme. If the system is synchronous, then \( t \) denotes the number of system clock cycles. For a self-timed system, each process has its own time frame. If it is a deterministic system, there exists a unique partial ordering of all events of the system. For a nondeterministic system, there exists more than one possible partial ordering of system events. Thus the synchronous system is a special case of deterministic systems where the unique partial ordering on events is controlled by the system clock.

Let \( z, y, z, t \) be non-negative integers. Define the following predicates which specify the location of processes in the space-time domain as shown in Figure 2. For example \( \varphi_{xy} \) restricts the \( xy \) plane to an area within the specified bounds in the first quadrant.

\[
\varphi_{xy} \equiv (n > z > 0) \land (n > y > 0) \land (z = 0)
\]
\[
\varphi_{yz} \equiv (n > y > 0) \land (n > z > 0) \land (z = 0)
\]
\[
\varphi_{xz} \equiv (n > z > 0) \land (n > z > 0) \land (z = 0)
\]
\[
\varphi_z \equiv (n > z > 0) \land (y = 0) \land (z = 0)
\]
\[
\varphi_y \equiv (n > y > 0) \land (z = 0) \land (z = 0)
\]
\[
\varphi_x \equiv (n > z > 0) \land (z = 0) \land (y = 0)
\]
\[
\varphi_{xyz} \equiv (z = 0) \land (y = 0) \land (z = 0)
\]
\[
\varphi_h \equiv \varphi_{xy} \lor \varphi_{yz} \lor \varphi_{xz} \lor \varphi_z \lor \varphi_y \lor \varphi_x \lor \varphi_{xyz}
\]
\[
\varphi_a \equiv (0 \leq |x - y| < 3n) \land (0 \leq \min(2z - y, 2y - z) < 3n) \land (z = 0)
\]
\[
\varphi_b \equiv (0 \leq |z - x| < 3n) \land (0 \leq \min(2z - x, 2x - z) < 3n) \land (y = 0)
\]
\[
\varphi_c \equiv (0 \leq |y - z| < 3n) \land (0 \leq \min(2y - z, 2z - y) < 3n) \land (z = 0)
\]
\[
\varphi_s \equiv \varphi_a \lor \varphi_b \lor \varphi_c
\]
\[
\varphi_{a'} \equiv \varphi_{xy} \lor \varphi_{xz} \lor \varphi_z
\]
\[
\varphi_{b'} \equiv \varphi_{yz} \lor \varphi_{xy} \lor \varphi_y
\]
\[
\varphi_{c'} \equiv \varphi_{xz} \lor \varphi_{yz} \lor \varphi_x
\]
\[
\varphi_t \equiv 0 \leq t \leq 4(n - 1) + 1
\]

We use the notation \( \neg \varphi \) to indicate the negation of the predicate \( \varphi \). Define the space-time domain of the array \( \mathcal{V} \equiv \{(x, y, z, t) : \varphi_s \land \varphi_t \} \). From now on unless otherwise specified, \((x, y, z, t)\) always refers to any \((x, y, z, t) \in \mathcal{V}\).

Let \( A_{in}, B_{in}, \) and \( C_{in} \) be the input data streams (a function over \( \mathcal{V} \rightarrow \mathcal{D} \)) and \( A_{out}, B_{out} \) and \( C_{out} \) be the output data streams. Then the following process definition specify how each output stream is related to the input streams. For example, each hexagonal element within the hexagon (when \( \varphi_h \) holds) has an inner product element for computing.
\( c_{\text{out}} \) and two delay elements for computing \( c_{\text{out}} \) and \( b_{\text{out}} \). The definition below defines for all the elements in the space-time domain in a structured way.

**Process Definition**

\[
A_{\text{out}} = \lambda(x, y, z, t). \begin{cases} \varphi_a \lor \varphi_{a'} \rightarrow A_{\text{in}}(x, y, z, t - 1) \\ \text{else} \rightarrow \bot \end{cases} \tag{2a}
\]

\[
B_{\text{out}} = \lambda(x, y, z, t). \begin{cases} \varphi_b \lor \varphi_{b'} \rightarrow B_{\text{in}}(x, y, z, t - 1) \\ \text{else} \rightarrow \bot \end{cases} \tag{2b}
\]

\[
C_{\text{out}} = \lambda(x, y, z, t). \begin{cases} \varphi_c \land (\varphi_{yx} \lor \varphi_y \lor \varphi_z) \rightarrow C_{\text{in}}(x, y, z, t - 1) \\ \varphi_{c'} \rightarrow C_{\text{in}}(x, y, z, t - 1) + A_{\text{in}}(x, y, z, t - 1) \times B_{\text{in}}(x, y, z, t - 1) \\ \text{else} \rightarrow \bot \end{cases} \tag{2c}
\]

Next we define the connection plans for all the elements. It specifies which output connects to which input in a structured way.

**Connections**

\[
A_{\text{in}} = \lambda(x, y, z, t). \begin{cases} t = 0 \rightarrow A_{\text{in}}(x, y, z, t) \\ t > 0 \rightarrow \begin{cases} \varphi_a \rightarrow A_{\text{out}}(x + 1, y + 1, z, t) \\ \varphi_{a'} \rightarrow A_{\text{out}}(x, y, z - 1, t) \\ \text{else} \rightarrow \bot \end{cases} \end{cases} \tag{3a}
\]

\[
B_{\text{in}} = \lambda(x, y, z, t). \begin{cases} t = 0 \rightarrow B_{\text{in}}(x, y, z, t) \\ t > 0 \rightarrow \begin{cases} \varphi_b \rightarrow B_{\text{out}}(x + 1, y, z + 1, t) \\ \varphi_{y'} \rightarrow B_{\text{out}}(x, y - 1, z, t) \\ \text{else} \rightarrow \bot \end{cases} \end{cases} \tag{3b}
\]

\[
C_{\text{in}} = \lambda(x, y, z, t). \begin{cases} t = 0 \rightarrow C_{\text{in}}(x, y, z, t) \\ t > 0 \rightarrow \begin{cases} \varphi_c \rightarrow C_{\text{out}}(x, y + 1, z + 1, t) \\ \varphi_{c'} \rightarrow C_{\text{out}}(x - 1, y, z, t) \\ \text{else} \rightarrow \bot \end{cases} \end{cases} \tag{3c}
\]

By substituting (3a) into (2a), we obtain

\[
A_{\text{out}} = \lambda(x, y, z, t). \begin{cases} t = 0 \rightarrow A_{\text{out}}(x, y, z, 0) \\ \varphi_a \rightarrow 0 \\ \varphi_{a'} \rightarrow 0 \\ t > 1 \rightarrow \begin{cases} \varphi_a \rightarrow A_{\text{out}}(x - 1, y - 1, z, t - 1) \\ \varphi_{a'} \rightarrow A_{\text{out}}(x, y, z, t - 1) \end{cases} \end{cases} \tag{4}
\]
Similarly, we can substitute (3b) into (2b) and (3a), (3b), (3c) into (2c) to obtain a system of recursion equations in \( A_{out} \), \( B_{out} \) and \( C_{out} \) and the initial conditions.

These equations define the behavior of the hexagonal array itself independent of the input to the array. Next, we specify the input and output transformation functions which relate the structure of the hexagonal array with the abstract data structure of matrices.

Let \( h^1 = (h^1_a, h^1_b, h^1_c) \) denote the initial streams and \( h^\infty = (h^\infty_a, h^\infty_b, h^\infty_c) \) denote the final streams which are the minimum solution of the above system of recursion equations (4). A Matrix with elements from the domain \( D \) can be thought of as a function from the domain \( N^2 \) of index pairs to \( D \). We denote the resulting matrix by \( A', B' \) and \( C' \) and define the following domain,

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{domain of integers from 0 to } n - 1: & \quad \mathcal{N} \\
\text{domain of matrices:} & \quad \mathcal{M} = [\mathcal{N}^2 \rightarrow \mathcal{D}] \\
\text{domain of data streams:} & \quad \mathcal{S} = [\mathcal{V} \rightarrow \mathcal{D}] \\
\text{domain of transformation functions:} & \quad \mathcal{T} = [\mathcal{V} \rightarrow \mathcal{N}^2] \\
\text{} & \quad \mathcal{T}' = [\mathcal{N}^2 \rightarrow \mathcal{V}] 
\end{align*}
\]  

We define the input transformation function \((g_a, g_b, g_c) \in \mathcal{T}^3:\)

\[
g_a \equiv (I_a, J_a), \quad g_b \equiv (I_b, J_b), \quad g_c \equiv (I_c, J_c)
\]

where

\[
\begin{align*}
I_a & \equiv \lambda(x, y, z, t). \begin{cases} 2y - x \equiv 0 \pmod{3} \rightarrow \frac{2y-x}{3} \\
else & \rightarrow \bot \end{cases} \\
J_a & \equiv \lambda(x, y, z, t). \begin{cases} 2z - y \equiv 0 \pmod{3} \rightarrow \frac{2z-y}{3} \\
else & \rightarrow \bot \end{cases} \\
I_b & \equiv \lambda(x, y, z, t). \begin{cases} 2z - x \equiv 0 \pmod{3} \rightarrow \frac{2z-x}{3} \\
else & \rightarrow \bot \end{cases} \\
J_b & \equiv \lambda(x, y, z, t). \begin{cases} 2z - y \equiv 0 \pmod{3} \rightarrow \frac{2z-y}{3} \\
else & \rightarrow \bot \end{cases} \\
I_c & \equiv \lambda(x, y, z, t). \begin{cases} 2y - z \equiv 0 \pmod{3} \rightarrow \frac{2y-z}{3} \\
else & \rightarrow \bot \end{cases} \\
J_c & \equiv \lambda(x, y, z, t). \begin{cases} 2z - y \equiv 0 \pmod{3} \rightarrow \frac{2z-y}{3} \\
else & \rightarrow \bot \end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]

We use the shorthand notation

\[
g_a'(x, y, z, t) \equiv (I_a'(x, y, z, t), J_a'(x, y, z, t))
\]
for component-wise application of the argument \((x, y, z, t)\) to a vector of functions such as \((I_a, J_a)\).

then the initial streams are defined as

\[
h_a^1 = \lambda(x, y, z, t). \left\{
\begin{array}{ll}
  t = 0 & \rightarrow \left\{
    \begin{array}{ll}
    \varphi_a & \rightarrow \{(2y - x \equiv 0 \pmod{3}) \land (2z - y \equiv 0 \pmod{3})
    \\
    & \rightarrow A_g(x, y, z, t)
    \\
    \varphi_{a'} & \rightarrow 0
    \\
    \varphi'_a & \rightarrow 0
    \\
    \text{else} & \rightarrow \perp
    \\
    \end{array}
  
  \right.
  \\
  t > 0 & \rightarrow \perp
\end{array}
\right.
\]

(7)

\[
h_b^1 = \lambda(x, y, z, t). \left\{
\begin{array}{ll}
  t = 0 & \rightarrow \left\{
    \begin{array}{ll}
    \varphi_b & \rightarrow \{(2z - x \equiv 0 \pmod{3}) \land (2z - x \equiv 0 \pmod{3})
    \\
    & \rightarrow B_g(x, y, z, t)
    \\
    \varphi_{b'} & \rightarrow 0
    \\
    \varphi'_b & \rightarrow 0
    \\
    \text{else} & \rightarrow \perp
    \\
    \end{array}
  
  \right.
  \\
  t > 0 & \rightarrow \perp
\end{array}
\right.
\]

\[
h_c^1 = \lambda(x, y, z, t). \left\{
\begin{array}{ll}
  t = 0 & \rightarrow \left\{
    \begin{array}{ll}
    \varphi_c & \rightarrow \{(2y - z \equiv 0 \pmod{3}) \land (2z - y \equiv 0 \pmod{3})
    \\
    & \rightarrow C_g(x, y, z, t)
    \\
    \varphi_{c'} & \rightarrow 0
    \\
    \varphi'_c & \rightarrow 0
    \\
    \text{else} & \rightarrow \perp
    \\
    \end{array}
  
  \right.
  \\
  t > 0 & \rightarrow \perp
\end{array}
\right.
\]

where \(h_a^1, h_b^1, h_c^1 \in S\), \(A, B, C \in M, (*in)\)

Output Transformation Function \((g'_a, g'_b, g'_c) \in T'^3: \)

\[
g'_a \equiv (X_a, Y_a, Z_a, T_a), \quad g'_b \equiv (X_b, Y_b, Z_b, T_b), \quad g'_c \equiv (X_c, Y_c, Z_c, T_c).
\]

where

\[
X_a \equiv \lambda(i, j). \max(j - i, 0),
\]
\[
Y_a \equiv \lambda(i, j). \max(i - j, 0),
\]
\[
Z_a \equiv \lambda(i, j). n - 1.
\]
\[
X_b \equiv \lambda(i, j). \max(i - j, 0),
\]
\[
Y_b \equiv \lambda(i, j). n - 1,
\]
\[
Z_b \equiv \lambda(i, j). \max(j - i, 0).
\]
\[
X_c \equiv \lambda(i, j). n - 1,
\]
\[
Y_c \equiv \lambda(i, j). \max(i - j, 0),
\]
\[
Z_c \equiv \lambda(i, j). \max(j - i, 0).
\]
\[
T_a \equiv T_b \equiv T_c \equiv \lambda(i, j). n - \min(i, j) - i - j.
\] (8)
As before, $g_a'(i, j)$ denotes the component-wise application of $(i, j)$ to the four components of $g'_a$.

The resulting matrices are defined as follows,

$$A' = h_a^\infty g'_a, B' = h_b^\infty g'_b, C' = h_c^\infty g'_c,$$

where $h_a^\infty, h_b^\infty, h_c^\infty \in S$, the final streams

$$A', B', C' \in \mathcal{M}; \quad g'_a, g'_b, g'_c \in \mathcal{T}'(*\text{out})$$

We now verify that the above system of recursion equations and the input output transformation functions correctly implement the familiar matrix operations, i.e.

$$A'(i, j) = A(i, j) \quad (9a)$$
$$B'(i, j) = B(i, j) \quad (9b)$$
$$C'(i, j) = \sum_{k=0}^{n-1} A(i, k) \times B(k, j) + C(i, j) \quad (9c)$$

where $0 \leq i < n, \quad 0 \leq j < n$

We verify first the following lemmas which are the final streams (the solution of the recursion equations) in the space-time domain.

**Lemma A,B:**

$$A_{out}(x, y, z, t) = \begin{cases} \varphi_a \lor \varphi_{a'} \rightarrow \\ A_{in}(z + \max(t - 1 - z, 0), y + \max(t - 1 - z, 0), \max(z - (t - 1), 0), 0) \\ \text{else} \rightarrow \bot \end{cases} \quad (10a)$$

$$B_{out}(x, y, z, t) = \begin{cases} \varphi_b \lor \varphi_{b'} \rightarrow \\ B_{in}(x + \max(t - 1 - y, 0), \max(y - (t - 1), 0), z + \max(t - 1 - y), 0) \\ \text{else} \rightarrow \bot \end{cases} \quad (10b)$$

**Lemma C:**

Let $U_1 \equiv t - 1 + k - y$, $U_2 \equiv t - 1 + k - z$, $V_1 \equiv (t - 1 - z - k) - (y + k)$, $V_2 \equiv (t - 1 - z - k) - (z + k)$, $K_1 \equiv 1 - \min(x, t - 1)$ and $K_2 \equiv \min(n - 1 - y, n - 1 - z, t - 1 - x)$. Define

$$S_1 \equiv \sum_{k=K_1}^{0} A_{in}(z + k - \max(U_2, 0), y - \max(U_2, 0), \max(-U_2, 0), 0)$$

$$\times B_{in}(x + k - \max(U_1, 0), \max(-U_1, 0), z - \max(U_1, 0), 0)$$
and
\[ S_2 = \sum_{k=0}^{K} A_{in}(\max(V_2, 0), y + k + \max(V_2, 0), \max(-V_2, 0), 0) \times B_{in}(\max(V_1, 0), \max(-V_1, 0), z + k + \max(V_1, 0), 0), \]
then
\[
C_{out}(x, y, z, t) = \begin{cases} 
\varphi_c \vee \varphi_c' & \rightarrow C_{in}(\max(x - (t - 1), 0), y + \max(t - 1 - z, 0), z + \max(t - 1 - z, 0), 0) + \lambda(z, y, z, t).S_1(x, y, z, t) + \lambda(z, y, z, t).S_2(x, y, z, t) \\
\text{else} & \rightarrow \bot
\end{cases}
\]
(10c)

These relate outputs on any point in space-time domain to the initial input streams. Since they are total functions in space-time domain, the solution of the equations is automatically the minimum. Thus one way of verify them is simply substitute them into the recursion equation and check if the equations hold. The simple substitution technique will not work in general, since the final streams are not necessarily total in the space-time domain. In this case, an inductive proof showing that the final streams are the minimum solution is necessary.

The computation waves of such a system are very instructive in such proofs. We observe that there are two triangular waves, one incident wave proceeding toward the origin. Another is a reflected wave proceeding outward from the origin. We define the phase of the reflected wave to be \(x + y + z - t\) and that of the incident wave to be \(x + y + z + 2t\). A wave front is defined in the traditional way as the locus of all points of the wave having the same phase. With \(t\) fixed, there are many of such wavefronts spread out in space. In this particular system, we number these wavefront positions by \(w = z + y + z\). Notice that the partial result of a particular element of a matrix is carried on by a single wavefront with one value of phase. Intuitively, the induction for the reflected wave is on the wavefront of phase \(\phi\) and \(w = k\) to phase \(\phi\) and \(w = k + 1\). For the incident wave, inductions proceeds from \(w = k\) to \(w = k - 2\).

The pair \((\phi, w)\) can be formalized as a well-founded set (a set with no infinite decreasing sequences, so that induction is valid on the set) with the binary relation \(\prec\), which is defined as the transitive closure of \(\prec^*\), the binary relation defined below only on neighboring elements:

incident wave: \((\phi_1, w_1) \prec^*(\phi_2, w_2)\) if \(\phi_1 = \phi_2\) and \(w_1 = w_2 + 2\). 

reflected wave: \((\phi_1, w_1) \prec^*(\phi_2, w_2)\) if \(\phi_1 = \phi_2\) and \(w_1 = w_2 - 1\). 

The inductive proof is given in [CHEN 82].

By composing the input and output transformation functions with the initial and final streams, we obtain (9a), (9b), and (9c). The detailed proof is in [CHEN 82].

Self-timed Systems

A self-timed system differs from a synchronous system in the sequencing of system events. In a synchronous system, all processes are activated simultaneously by the same
clock cycle, i.e. all processes have the same invocation number. The invocations of each process are ordered by the linear sequence of the clock. Thus all the invocations \((s, t)\), where \(s\) is the space parameter and \(t\) is the time parameter, have a unique partial ordering \(<\) defined to be
\[ (s_1, t_1) < (s_2, t_2) \text{ if } s_1 = s_2 \text{ and } t_1 < t_2. \]

In a self-timed system, the ordering of the system events is not self-evident as in the synchronous system. Each process is invoked only when all of its inputs are ready. Thus the overall system timing is an emergent property of the ensemble attributed by the local synchronization of all the processes in the system. In such a system, the “time” component of the space-time domain is a function of the space component, i.e., each process has its own time-frame. The relation between time-coordinates of two communicating processes needs to be asserted in the connection plans. This time-domain relationship among processes must be verified since it depends on the initial data arrangement because self-timed elements are triggered by the input data.

The following is the space-time algorithm for the self-timed matrix multiplication on the systolic array. We define a few more predicates to specify where the initial data will be put. Notice that this set of predicates covers much less area than the set \(\varphi_a, \varphi_b\) and \(\varphi_c\), since the self-timed algorithm does not need padding zeros in the input data streams.

\[
\varphi_a \equiv (0 \leq |z - y| < n) \land (0 \leq \min(z, y) < n) \land (z = 0)
\]
\[
\varphi_b \equiv (0 \leq |z - x| < n) \land (0 \leq \min(z, x) < n) \land (y = 0)
\]
\[
\varphi_c \equiv (0 \leq |y - z| < n) \land (0 \leq \min(y, z) < n) \land (z = 0)
\]

We also redefine
\[
\varphi_t(x, y, z) \equiv 0 \leq t \leq n - 1 - \max(x, y, z)
\]

Process Definition
\[
A_{out} = \lambda(x, y, z, t).\begin{cases} \varphi_a \lor \varphi_b \lor \varphi_c \rightarrow A_{in}(x, y, z, t(x, y, z)) \\ \text{else} \rightarrow \bot \end{cases} \tag{12a}
\]
\[
B_{out} = \lambda(x, y, z, t).\begin{cases} \varphi_b \lor \varphi_c \rightarrow B_{in}(x, y, z, t(x, y, z)) \\ \text{else} \rightarrow \bot \end{cases} \tag{12b}
\]
\[
C_{out} = \lambda(x, y, z, t).\begin{cases} \varphi_c \land (\varphi_y \lor \varphi_z \lor \varphi_x) \rightarrow C_{in}(x, y, z, t(x, y, z)) \\ \varphi_b \rightarrow C_{in}(x, y, z, t(x, y, z)) + A_{in}(x, y, z, t(x, y, z)) \times B_{in}(x, y, z, t(x, y, z)) \\ \text{else} \rightarrow \bot \end{cases} \tag{12c}
\]

Connection Plans
\[
A_{in} = \lambda(x, y, z, t).\begin{cases} t = 0 \rightarrow A_{in}(x, y, z, t(x, y, z)) \\ t > 0 \rightarrow \begin{cases} \varphi_a \rightarrow A_{out}(x + 1, y + 1, z, t(x, y, z) - 1) \\ \varphi_a' \rightarrow A_{out}(x, y, z - 1, t(x, t, z)) \\ \text{else} \rightarrow \bot \end{cases} \end{cases} \tag{13a}
\]
\[ B_{in} = \lambda(x, y, z, t), \begin{cases} t = 0 & \rightarrow B_{in}(x, y, z, t(x, y, z)) \\ t > 0 & \rightarrow \begin{cases} \varphi_b \rightarrow B_{out}(x+1, y, z+1, t(x, y, z) - 1) \\ \varphi_b^* \rightarrow B_{out}(x, y-1, z, t(x, y, z)) \end{cases} \\ \text{else} & \rightarrow \bot. \end{cases} \]  

\[ C_{in} = \lambda(x, y, z, t), \begin{cases} t = 0 & \rightarrow C_{in}(x, y, z, t(x, y, z)) \\ t > 0 & \rightarrow \begin{cases} \varphi_c \rightarrow C_{out}(x, y+1, z+1, t(x, y, z) - 1) \\ \varphi_c^* \rightarrow C_{out}(x-1, y, z, t(x, y, z)) \end{cases} \\ \text{else} & \rightarrow \bot. \end{cases} \]  

Input transformation functions: The functions \((g_a, g_b, g_c) \in \mathcal{T}^3\) map from the space-time domain \(\mathcal{V}\) to the matrix indices \(\mathcal{N}^2\) as specified in (5).

\[ g_a \equiv (\lambda(x, y, z, t).y, \lambda(x, y, z, t).x) \]
\[ g_b \equiv (\lambda(x, y, z, t).x, \lambda(x, y, z, t).z) \]
\[ g_c \equiv (\lambda(x, y, z, t).y, \lambda(x, y, z, t).z) \]

The initial streams are defined by using the composition of the input transformation functions and the matrix function.

\[ h_a^1 = \lambda(x, y, z, t), \begin{cases} t = 0 & \rightarrow \begin{cases} \varphi_a \rightarrow A g_a(x, y, z, t) \\ \text{else} & \rightarrow \bot \end{cases} \\ t > 0 & \rightarrow \bot \end{cases} \]
\[ h_b^1 = \lambda(x, y, z, t), \begin{cases} t = 0 & \rightarrow \begin{cases} \varphi_b \rightarrow B g_b(x, y, z, t) \\ \text{else} & \rightarrow \bot \end{cases} \\ t > 0 & \rightarrow \bot \end{cases} \]
\[ h_c^1 = \lambda(x, y, z, t), \begin{cases} t = 0 & \rightarrow \begin{cases} \varphi_c \rightarrow C g_c(x, y, z, t) \\ \text{else} & \rightarrow \bot \end{cases} \\ t > 0 & \rightarrow \bot \end{cases} \]

Output Transformation Functions: The functions \((g'_a, g'_b, g'_c) \in \mathcal{T}'^3\) define the space-time coordinates associated with each element of the output matrix.

\[ g'_a \equiv (X_a, Y_a, Z_a, T_a), \quad g'_b \equiv (X_b, Y_b, Z_b, T_b), \quad g'_c \equiv (X_c, Y_c, Z_c, T_c). \]
where

\[
\begin{align*}
X_a & \equiv \lambda(i,j).j - \min(i,j), \\
Y_a & \equiv \lambda(i,j).i - \min(i,j), \\
Z_a & \equiv \lambda(i,j).n - 1 - \min(i,j). \\
X_b & \equiv \lambda(i,j).i - \min(i,j), \\
Y_b & \equiv \lambda(i,j).n - 1 - \min(i,j), \\
Z_b & \equiv \lambda(i,j).j - \min(i,j). \\
X_c & \equiv \lambda(i,j).n - 1 - \min(i,j), \\
Y_c & \equiv \lambda(i,j).i - \min(i,j), \\
Z_c & \equiv \lambda(i,j).j - \min(i,j). \\
T_a & \equiv T_b \equiv T_c \equiv \lambda(i,j). \min(i,j). \\
\end{align*}
\]

(15)

In the connection plan we have used the following assertions.

\[
t(x, y, z) = \begin{cases}
\varphi_a & \rightarrow t(x + 1, y + 1, z) + 1 \\
\varphi_{a'} & \rightarrow t(x, y, z - 1) \\
\varphi_b & \rightarrow t(x + 1, y, z + 1) + 1 \\
\varphi_{b'} & \rightarrow t(x, y - 1, z) \\
\varphi_c & \rightarrow t(x, y + 1, z + 1) + 1 \\
\varphi_{c'} & \rightarrow t(x - 1, y, z)
\end{cases}
\]

(16)

Proof:

We prove these assertions by induction on the well-founded set of wavefront number \( k \).

\[
K = \{ k = \frac{x + y + z}{3} + t(x, y, z) : x, y, z \text{ and } t \text{ are non-negative integers.} \}
\]

with the usual less-than (\(<\)) ordering on the rationals.

(i) base case: \( k = 0 \). Since \( x, y, z, t \) are all non-negative integers, we have \( x = y = z = t = 0 \). By (14), \( A_{in}(0,0,0,0), B_{in}(0,0,0,0) \) and \( C_{in}(0,0,0,0) \) are initial data, thus the process is initiated. Notice also that none of the other processes can proceed since there is at least one input undefined for each of them. The induction hypothesis is vacuously true in this case.

(ii) induction step. We assume that the hypothesis (16) is true for all \( k < k_0 \). We then show that it must be true for \( k = k_0 \). The proof consists of three steps.

(1) For a given \( k \), inputs to processes of invocation \( t(x, y, z) - 1 \) were generated by processes with \( t(x, y, z) - 1 \) or \( t(x, y, z) - 2 \). We use this fact later to demonstrate that the processes' invocations occur in lock step, i.e. no process invoked more frequently than any other.
(2) All outputs of the previous invocation have been taken before another invocation is initiated.

(3) All inputs to an invocation \( t(x, y, z) \) come from invocations of \( t(x, y, z) \) and \( t(x, y, z) - 1 \), depending upon location.

We consider a process at \( (x, y, z) \) with \( k_0 = \frac{x + y + z}{3} + t(x, y, z) \). From Figure 1, it has three inputs \( a.in, b.in \) and \( c.in \) from the following neighboring processes respectively.

\[
\begin{align*}
  a_{in} : & \quad \{ \varphi_a \rightarrow (x + 1, y + 1, z) \\
  & \quad \{ \varphi_a' \rightarrow (x, y, z - 1) \}
  \\
  b_{in} : & \quad \{ \varphi_b \rightarrow (x + 1, y, z + 1) \\
  & \quad \{ \varphi_b' \rightarrow (x, y, z - 1) \}
  \\
  c_{in} : & \quad \{ \varphi_c \rightarrow (x, y + 1, z + 1) \\
  & \quad \{ \varphi_c' \rightarrow (x - 1, y, z) \}
\end{align*}
\]

Since \( k_0 - 1 < k_0 \), the hypothesis is true for this same process at \( t(x, y, z) - 1 \), the previous invocation. By the induction hypothesis (16), this invocation takes its inputs from the above processes at their time \( t(x, y, z) - 1 \) or \( t(x, y, z) - 2 \) depending on where the process is located.

This process provides outputs to the following neighboring processes.

\[
\begin{align*}
  a_{out} : & \quad \{ \varphi_a \land (x > 0) \land (y > 0) \rightarrow (x - 1, y - 1, z) \\
  & \quad \{ \varphi_a' \lor \varphi_x \lor \varphi_y \rightarrow (x, y, z + 1) \}
  \\
  b_{out} : & \quad \{ \varphi_b \land (x > 0) \land (z > 0) \rightarrow (x - 1, y, z - 1) \\
  & \quad \{ \varphi_b' \lor \varphi_x \lor \varphi_z \rightarrow (x, y + 1, z) \}
  \\
  c_{out} : & \quad \{ \varphi_c \land (z > 0) \land (y > 0) \rightarrow (x, y - 1, z - 1) \\
  & \quad \{ \varphi_c' \lor \varphi_x \lor \varphi_y \rightarrow (x + 1, y, z) \}
\end{align*}
\]

We assert that these outputs from the invocation number \( t(x, y, z) - 1 \) of process \((x, y, z)\) are taken by either invocation number \((t(x, y, z) - 1)\) or \((t(x, y, z) - 2)\) of these neighboring process depending upon their locations. Since

\[
\frac{x + y + z + 1}{3} + (t(x, y, z) - 1) = \frac{x - 1 + y - 1 + z}{3} + (t(x, y, z) - 1) + 1 = k - \frac{2}{3} < k
\]

Thus the induction hypothesis can be applied. Process \((x, y, z)\) is ready to start a new invocation once all of its three inputs are ready. Since the processes that provide output to it at their respective time frame \((t(x, y, z) - 1)\) or \((t(x, y, z) - 2)\) satisfy the following inequality

\[
\frac{x - 1 + y - 1 + z}{3} + t(x, y, z) - 1 = \frac{x + y + z - 1}{3} - t(x, y, z) = k - \frac{1}{3} < x
\]
the induction hypothesis applies to them. Process \((x, y, z)\) has three and only three inputs ready at their respective locations after its invocation number \(t(x, y, z) - 1\). The align-element insures that no invocation can occur before all three inputs are ready, thus process \((x, y, z)\) has its invocation number \(t(x, y, z)\) occurring. This proves the above assertions.

This algorithm is also deterministic for we can define a partial ordering \(<\) on the invocations of processes. This binary relation is defined as the transitive closure of the binary relation \(<^*\) as follows.

\[
(x_1, y_1, z_1, t(x_1, y_1, z_1)) <^* (x_0, y_0, z_0, t(x_0, y_0, z_0))
\]

If there exist \((x_1, y_1, z_1, t(x_1, y_1, z_1)), (x_2, y_2, z_2, t(x_2, y_2, z_2)), \) and \((x_3, y_3, z_3, t(x_3, y_3, z_3))\) such that

\[
\begin{align*}
\varphi_a & \rightarrow ((x_1 = x_0) \land (y_1 = y_0) \land (z_1 = z_0 - 1) \land (t(x_1, y_1, z_1) = t(x_0, y_0, z_0))) \\
\varphi_{a'} & \rightarrow ((x_1 = x_0 + 1) \land (y_1 = y_0 + 1) \land (z_1 = z_0) \land (t(x_1, y_1, z_1) = t(x_0, y_0, z_0) - 1))
\end{align*}
\]

and

\[
\begin{align*}
\varphi_b & \rightarrow ((x_2 = x_0) \land (y_2 = y_0 - 1) \land (z_2 = z_0) \land (t(x_2, y_2, z_2) = t(x_0, y_0, z_0))) \\
\varphi_{b'} & \rightarrow ((x_2 = x_0 + 1) \land (y_2 = y_0) \land (z_2 = z_0 + 1) \land (t(x_2, y_2, z_2) = t(x_0, y_0, z_0) - 1))
\end{align*}
\]

and

\[
\begin{align*}
\varphi_c & \rightarrow (z_3 = z_0 - 1) \land (y_3 = y_0) \land (z_3 = z_0) \land (t(x_3, y_3, z_3) = t(x_0, y_0, z_0)) \\
\varphi_{c'} & \rightarrow (z_3 = z_0) \land (y_3 = y_0 + 1) \land (z_3 = z_0 + 1) \land (t(x_3, y_3, z_3) = t(x_0, y_0, z_0) - 1)
\end{align*}
\]

This definition can be derived from (16) with the existence of the align-element for the inputs of each process as an assumption.

Now we proceed to verify the algorithm by proving two lemmas.

**Lemma a,b:**

\[
A_{out}(x, y, z, t) = \begin{cases} 
\varphi_a \lor \varphi_{a'} \rightarrow A_{in}(x + t, y + t, 0, 0) \\
\text{else} \rightarrow \bot 
\end{cases}
\]

\[
B_{out}(x, y, z, t) = \begin{cases} 
\varphi_b \lor \varphi_{b'} \rightarrow B_{in}(x + t, 0, z + t, 0) \\
\text{else} \rightarrow \bot
\end{cases}
\]

**Lemma C:**

\[
C_{out}(x, y, z, t) = \begin{cases} 
\varphi_c \lor \varphi_{c'} \rightarrow C_{in}(\max(x - t, 0), y - \max(t - z, 0), z + \max(t - z, 0), 0) \\
+ \sum_{k=0}^{t} A_{in}(k, y - t, 0, 0) \times B_{in}(k, 0, z - t, 0) \\
\text{else} \rightarrow \bot
\end{cases}
\]
Similar to the synchronous case, we can either prove by direct substitution or by induction on \( K \), the set of wavefront number. By composing these lemmas with input and output transformation functions, we can derive (9a), (9b) and (9c).

From both algorithms, we observe that the input and output transformation functions and the semantics of the hexagonal array are much simpler for the self-timed version. This result is not accidental, for the interaction among flows of data for this particular algorithm only utilizes one third of the maximum space-time resources. In the self-timed version, only one third of the processes (all processes with the same \( k = \frac{x+y+z}{3} + t(x, y, z) \)) are active at any instant. In the synchronous version, all processes are active at all times, thus padding zeros are necessary. The simplicity of the self-timed version is a pay-off of the more sophisticated synchronization method. It is necessary to prove that local synchronization gives rise to the global sequencing relations among all the processes. Describing these two algorithms in CRYSTAL not only shows the capability of our framework but also provides many insights into the the complexity of various aspects of these two different timing schemes. We have achieved one of the important goals of this research – by providing a formalism in which one can gain a much deeper understanding of the subject one describes in the process of so doing.

Conclusion

We have presented a notation and formal semantics for general non-linear systems with memory. An essential part of the semantics is a methodology for abstracting the behavior of such systems so they can be used as components at a higher level. The semantics of a particular system consists of

(i) An input mapping function from the value domain to the space-time structure of the system.

(ii) A function in the space-time domain which completely defines the operation of the system.

(iii) An output mapping function from the space-time structure to the value domain.

The abstract semantics of the system is obtained by eliminating space-time variables to yield a function in the value domain alone. When it is possible to eliminate all intermediate variables, as it was with the Kung array, the abstract system is purely functional. When some intermediate state variables remain, as in the case where real-time input is necessary, the system is defined by an abstract sequential process. Such a process is defined by a system of recursion relations in time. From an engineering point of view, the input and output mapping functions serve as precise interface specifications for the system.

The methodology can be applied to any system: linear, non-linear, time-varying, history-dependent. We believe it provides, for the first time, a unified approach spanning the range from computer programs to linear transfer functions; from transistor circuits to high level communicating sequential processes.
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ABSTRACT

Fast Fourier Transform, FFT, algorithms are interesting for direct hardware implementation in VLSI. The description of FFT algorithms is typically made either in terms of graphs illustrating the dependency between different data elements or in terms of mathematical expressions without any notion of how the computations are implemented in space or time. Expressions in the notation used in this paper can be given an interpretation in the implementation domain. The notation is in this paper used to derive a description of array implementations of decimation-in-frequency and decimation-in-time FFT algorithms. Correctness of the implementations is guaranteed by way of derivation.

INTRODUCTION

The notation and the methodology used in this paper explicitly model storage, arithmetic, and logic operations. The notation has great resemblance with the notation used in the treatment of discrete-time systems and difference equations. The form used here was first described and given an interpretation in terms of computational networks in Cohen, [Cohen 78], and has later been applied to two-dimensional networks, [Weiser, Davis 80], [Johnsson et. al. 81], [Weiser, Davis 81], and extended to include explicit control [Cohen, Tyree 79], [Johnsson, Cohen 81a], and [Johnsson, Cohen 81b].

The correspondence between expressions in the mathematical notation and computational networks makes possible the use of formal symbolic transformations in the synthesis and analysis of concurrent algorithms. It is possible to proceed from a description of an algorithm in standard mathematical notation to a description of an implementation of it in space and time without leaving the domain of a mathematical notation.

The traditional mathematical notation is function-oriented, with no regard to issues related to distributing computations in space and time. By introducing the notion of storage and explicitly modeling control of computational devices a wide class of computational networks can be treated formally.
Without using a storage operator it is possible to model only combinational state-free networks composed of only memory-free functional units. However, the use of a storage operator allows for the mathematical modeling of the behavior of any computational network using both combinational logic and storage.

A major concern in design is the trade-off between time and space. A full instantiation of an algorithm in space is a fully concurrent implementation, whereas a full instantiation in time is a fully sequential implementation.

DEFINITIONS

Following [Cohen 78], the operator $Z$ is defined by:

$$Zx(j) = x(j-1)$$

Let $Z^k = ZZ^{k-1}$

Then $Z^k x(j) = x(j-k)$

Define $Z^{-1}$ to be the inverse of $Z$ such that

$$Z^{-1} = Z^{-1}Z = Z^0 = I,$$ where $I$ is the identity operator.

If $\{x\}$ is a sequence of data elements such that element $x(j)$ precedes $x(j+1)$, then $j$ can be interpreted as time, $Z$ as a delay, and its inverse as a prediction.

The operator $Z$ is a model of a storage cell such as a flip-flop or a shift register cell. $Z^N$ models a shift register of length $N$.

The operator $Z$ commutes with time-independent functions:

$$ZF(U) = F(ZU) \tag{1}$$

For example, if $U=\{u,v\}$ then $ZF(u,v) = F(Zu,Zv)$

Figure 1 shows a graphical representation of this commutative distributive property.

```
*****        *****
* *<-- u    * *<--[Z]<-- u
W <-[Z]<-- F *    W <---* F *
* *<-- v    * *<--[Z]<-- v
*****        *****
```

**Figure 1:** $ZF(u,v) = F(Zu,Zv)$

If $C$ is a constant, then $ZC = C$ and the following holds:

$$Z(CX) = (ZC)(ZX) = C(ZX) = CZX$$

Hence, as operators $Z$ and $C$ commute.
A binary multiplexor has an output signal $M(X,Y,U)$ that is equal to one or the other of its two inputs $X$ and $Y$ according to a control signal $U$:

$$M(X,Y,U) = \begin{cases} X, & \text{if } U=1 \\ Y, & \text{if } U=0 \end{cases} = UX + U'Y \tag{2}$$

A graphical representation of the multiplexor is shown in Figure 2.

```
*****
*   *
* 1 <--- X
M(X,Y,U) <---* M *
*   *
* 0 <--- Y
*****
:   :
:   U
```

Figure 2: Graphic representation of a multiplexer

The expression $UX+U'Y$ is formally a sum of two products of which at least one is equal to zero. This notation is convenient in our formal derivations. By the way the control signal is introduced and defined, the selection mechanism requires no special treatment in our formalism.

When there is a need to emphasize implementation aspects we use the "#" sign instead of the "+" sign (e.g., $UX#U'Y$) to indicate the combination of two entities, of which only one is actually valid (enabled, non-zero, etc).

Throughout this note upper case symbols (like $X$) denote signals and operators, whereas lower case symbols (such as $x$) denote specific values.

**THE DISCRETE FOURIER TRANSFORM**

The Discrete Fourier Transform, DFT, of order $N$ is defined by

$$y(m,k) = \sum_{j=0}^{N-1} w^j x(k+j) \quad m=0,1,...,N-1 \tag{3}$$

where $w = w_N = e^{-2\pi i/N}$

One of the main ideas behind FFT algorithms, [Cooley, Tukey 65], is exploiting the following property of the $w$'s:

$$w_N^j = \begin{cases} w_N = 1 & \text{even} \\
\pm(j-N/2) & \text{odd} \end{cases} \tag{-}$$
Both decimation-in-frequency, DIF, and decimation-in-time, DIT, FFT algorithms achieve the reduction in the number of arithmetic operations by recursively computing the DFT. An N-point DFT is computed from two \( N/2 \)-point DFT's.

In our derivations the computations in (3) are instantiated in time and space into \( N \)-cycles and \( \log N \) units, where \( \log N \) denotes \( \log_2 N \) throughout this paper.

In our DIF variant \( j \) is spread in time such that values of the input signal, \( X \), enters in normal order. As a result of this order and design decisions the output is produced in bit-reversed order.

In our DIT variant \( m \) is spread in time such that values of the output signal, \( Y \), are produced in normal order. As a result of this order and design decisions the input has to be provided in bit-reversed order.

The bit-reversed order results from the repetitive application of choosing even-before-odd.

### Decimation-in-frequency, DIF

In the following derivation of a concurrent algorithm for the DIF type FFT we use the notation \( [t] \equiv \text{mod}(N) \), and \( <t>=t-[t] \). Our derivation concerns the case where a sequence of DFT's are computed on contiguous windows of \( N \) samples, \( N=2^n \), and the phase is chosen such that \( k=<t>=0,N,2N,... \).

With these definitions and assumptions, equation (3) is rewritten as

\[
y(m,<t>) = \sum_{[t]=0}^{N-1} \sum_{[t]=0}^{N-1} m[t] x(t) = \sum_{[t]=0}^{N-1} x(<t>[t]) m=0,1,...,N-1 (5)
\]

The summation \( \sum_{[t]=0}^{N-1} \) in (5) is performed over time. There are \( N \) different sums (one for each \( m \)) the order of which is not specified by (5). No component of the DFT can be available until \( [t]=N-1 \).

Using (4) in (3) yields:

\[
y(2m,<t>) = \sum_{[t]=N/2}^{N-1} (x(<t>[t]) + x(<t>[t-N/2]))
\]

or

\[
y(2m,<t>) = \sum_{[t]=N/2}^{N-1} \left(1 + \frac{1}{2}ight) x(<t>[t]) m=0,1,...,N/2-1 (6)
\]

and

\[
y(2m-1,<t>) = \sum_{[t]=N-2}^{N-1} x(<t>[t]) - x(<t>[t-N/2])
\]

and

\[
y(2m-1,<t>) = \sum_{[t]=N-2}^{N-1} x(<t>[t]) - x(<t>[t-N/2])
\]
Expressions (6) and (7) still define N summations, but they are partially ordered into two sets, the set of even and the set of odd components of the DFT. Each summation (\( \sum \)) is to be performed over time in the interval \( \frac{N}{2} < |t| < N \). The even components are computed from one intermediate signal, the odd components from another. Indeed, as is well known, [Cooley, Tukey 65], the even and odd components are simply DFT's of length \( \frac{N}{2} \) on these intermediate signals.

In the following a subscript on a signal name, such as \( X_N \), indicates that this signal is treated as a sequence of "windows" each of length \( N \).

We chose to compute the even components of the DFT before the odd components. Hence, one network computing DFT's of size \( \frac{N}{2} \) on the intermediate signals should be sufficient in order to obtain a DFT of size \( N \) in \( N \) cycles. No order between the components within a set is yet specified. With the assumptions made so far even components can be available from time \( [t] = N-1 \) and thereafter, and the odd components from time \( [t-N/2] = N-1 \).

The two intermediate signals of (6) and (7) are computed concurrently. A new intermediate signal, \( X_{N/2} \), is defined. It consists of the intermediate signal for the even components followed by the intermediate signal for the odd components of the DFT delayed by \( \frac{N}{2} \) cycles.

\[
\frac{N}{2} \quad \frac{N}{2} \quad \frac{N}{2} \quad \frac{N}{2} \\
\begin{align*}
x(t) &= (I + Z) x(t) & N/2 \leq [t] < N \\
\end{align*}
\]

and

\[
\frac{N}{2} \quad \frac{N}{2} \quad \frac{N}{2} \quad \frac{N}{2} \\
\begin{align*}
x(t) &= Z \{w (I - Z)\} x(t) & N/2 \leq [t-N/2] < N \\
\end{align*}
\]

The selection mechanism implied by (8) can be implemented by a binary multiplexer controlled by a signal \( u_N \) defined as

\[
u(t) = \begin{cases} 
1 & N/2 \leq [t-N/2] < N \\
0 & N/2 \leq [t] < N
\end{cases}
\]

The intermediate signal \( X_{N/2} \) can now be written as

\[
\frac{N}{2} \quad \frac{N}{2} \quad \frac{N}{2} \quad \frac{N}{2} \\
\begin{align*}
x(t) &= (u'(t)(I + Z)) u(t)(Z \{w (I - Z)\}) x(t) & N/2 \leq [t-N/2] < N \\
\end{align*}
\]
A network implementing (10) is shown in Figure 3.

By iterating the process that lead to (10) logN times all the components of y(*,<t>) are obtained in bit-reversed order. If DIF(N) denotes the operator that transforms the signal X_N into the signal X_N/2, then a complete DFT is performed by DIF(2)DIF(4)...DIF(N/2)DIF(N)X_N.

Each DIF(N) needs a control signal, U_N. The control signals for the different units are in phase with each other in the sense that when the signal with the lowest frequency has a 0-1 transition, so have all the others. Since it is easier to half the frequency of square waves than to double it, U_N is derived from U_N/2 unlike X_N/2 which is derived from X_N. Therefore, the control signal propagates in the opposite direction to the propagation of the data, X.

A simplified drawing of Figure 3 is shown in Figure 4, and an array for N=8 is shown in Figure 5.
Decimation-in-time, DIT

In our derivation of space-time algorithms of the DIT type FFT we order the computations such that the components of the DFT are computed in order of increasing index.

\[
y ([t], <t>) = \sum_{j=0}^{N-1} w^j x ([t]+j) \tag{11}
\]

For DIT algorithms the summation in equation (11) is split into two, one containing even components of \(X\), one containing the odd components.

\[
y ([t], <t>) = \sum_{j=0}^{N/2-1} w^j x ([t]+2j) + w^{N/2} \sum_{j=0}^{N/2-1} w^j x ([t]+2j+1) \tag{12}
\]

\[
y ([t], <t>) = \sum_{j=0}^{N/2-1} w^j x ([t]+2j) - w^{N/2} \sum_{j=0}^{N/2-1} w^j x ([t]+2j+1) \tag{13}
\]

By properly observing the properties of the coefficients, \(w\), the time arguments in the right hand side of (13) have been made the same as those in (12). The two expressions define the DIT butterfly.

Each summation \(\sum\) in the above two expressions represent \(N/2\) sums. We define a new signal, \(Y_{N/2}\), that during the interval \(0 < [t] < N/2\) carries the sums based on the even components of \(X_N\), and during the next half window carries the sums based on the odd components of \(X_N\).

\[
y ([t], <t>) = \sum_{j=0}^{N/2-1} w^j x ([t]+2j) \tag{14}
\]

\[
y ([t], <t>) = \sum_{j=0}^{N/2-1} w^j x ([t]+2j+1) \tag{15}
\]

Hence, the two expressions (12) and (13) can be written as
\[ 0 < [t-N/2] < N/2 \]

\[
\begin{align*}
N/2 & \quad N/2 \\
\text{or} & \\
\frac{N}{2} & \quad \frac{N}{2} \\
Z \ y ([t],<t>) = Z \ y ([t],<t>) + w \ y ([t],<t>) & \\
\text{or} & \\
\frac{N}{2} & \quad \frac{N}{2} \\
\frac{N}{2} & \quad \frac{N}{2} \\
Z \ y ([t],<t>) = (Z + w \ I) \ y ([t],<t>) & \\
\text{or} & \\
\frac{N}{2} & \quad \frac{N}{2} \\
\frac{N}{2} & \quad \frac{N}{2} \\
Z \ y ([t],<t>) = (Z - w \ I) \ y ([t],<t>)
\end{align*}
\]  

\[ (14) \]

\[ \frac{N}{2} < [t] < N \]

\[
\begin{align*}
N/2 & \quad N/2 \\
\frac{N}{2} & \quad \frac{N}{2} \\
y ([t],<t>) = Z \ y ([t],<t>) - w \ y ([t],<t>) & \\
\text{or} & \\
\frac{N}{2} & \quad \frac{N}{2} \\
\frac{N}{2} & \quad \frac{N}{2} \\
y ([t],<t>) = (Z - w \ I) \ y ([t],<t>)
\end{align*}
\]  

\[ (15) \]

For each instance of time two components of the DFT are computed according to (14) and (15). Even though it might be of limited interest to sequentialize the output, we will do so in order to arrive at a ("general") unit that has one input and one output.

A sequential output is obtained by delaying the high order half of the DFT components by \(N/2\) steps before they are output. The selection between the streams of low and high order components of the DFT is made by a multiplexor controlled by a signal \(U_N\), defined as in equation (9).

With these assumptions the two expressions for the output signal \(Y_N\) can be unified as:

\[
\begin{align*}
N/2 & \\
\frac{N}{2} & \quad \frac{N}{2} \\
\frac{N}{2} & \quad \frac{N}{2} \\
\frac{N}{2} & \quad \frac{N}{2} \\
\frac{N}{2} & \quad \frac{N}{2} \\
\frac{N}{2} & \quad \frac{N}{2} \\
Z \ y ([t],<t>) = (u'(t)[Z + w \ I] \# u(t)Z [Z - w \ I])y ([t],<t>)
\end{align*}
\]  

\[ (16) \]

A network implementing (16) is shown in Figure 6.

The network in Figure 6 contains the same components as the network in Figure 3. The complexity and control of the output unit for the DIT algorithm is the same as the complexity and control of the input unit for the DIF algorithm. The difference between the units lies in the way the elements are interconnected.

If sums based on odd components are ordered before sums based on even components the delays in the upper path of Figure 6 would instead occur in the lower path after the multiplier. In that case the DIT butterfly
unit would essentially be a mirrored version of the DIF butterfly unit. However, the input would have to be supplied in inverted bit-reversed order.

The inverse Fourier Transform is obtained by exchanging \( w \) with its inverse and normalizing. It is readily checked that if the units in Figure 6 and Figure 3 are connected in series and one unit use \( w^{-1} \) instead of \( w \), then the input signal (multiplied by a factor of 2) is also the output signal, irrespective of which unit is used as input unit.

The procedure that resulted in (16) can be applied log\( N \) times. However, it should be noticed that for instance instead of an expression for \( Y_{N/2} \) an expression for \( Z^{N/4}Y_{N/2} \) is obtained. By applying \( Z^{N/4} \) to both sides of (16) the expression for \( Z^{N/4}Y_{N/2} \) can be used in (16). Hence, eventually an expression for \( Z^{N/4}Y_{N} \) is obtained, i.e., our notation and derivations properly accounts for the fact that no frequency component can be computed before all required data is available. The first component of \( Y \) is available at \( [t]=N-1 \).

If DIT(\( N \)) is the operator that transforms \( Y_{N/2} \) into \( Y_{N} \), then a complete DFT is generated by \( \text{DIT}(N)\text{DIT}(N/2)\ldots\text{DIT}(2)X \).

A simplified drawing of Figure 6 is shown in Figure 7, depicting the operator DIT(\( N \)).

An array for \( N=8 \) is shown in Figure 8.
In this paper concurrent FFT algorithms have been derived in a formal manner from the definition of the Discrete Fourier Transform and either an assumed order of the input data, or an assumed order of the output. With assumed input order the order of the output is a consequence of decisions of how to sequentialize the results of a butterfly operation. With assumed output order the order of the input data is affected by the same decisions.

Our implementations of FFT algorithms requires explicit control. The control is included in the expressions describing the computations of each unit in the array. The ratio of the frequencies of the control signal for neighboring units is two. Hence, the control signals can be obtained from the different stages of a binary counter. The ratio of frequencies of the control signals for the input unit to that for the output unit is $2/N$ for the DIF algorithm and $N/2$ for the DIT algorithm.

Different implementations of FFT algorithms can be obtained by formal transformations of expressions in our notation. The total storage requirement, the communication topology, the sequence of coefficients needed, and the control may vary.

The use of our notation suggests the use of shift registers in synchronous systems. It is strictly an ordering operator that also can be implemented in a self-timed system.

Expressions in the notation can be given an interpretation in the implementation domain, including sequencing and control.
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Introduction

VLSI challenges the programmer to take advantage of the concurrency hidden in computational problems. The ease with which a large number of processing and memory elements can be combined in a circuit makes it desirable to look for algorithmic solutions that process large amounts of information concurrently. An increase of efficiency can be expected if the algorithm arranges for a balanced distribution of workload while observing the requirement of locality, i.e. short communication paths. These properties of load distribution and information flow serve as guidelines to the designer of algorithms for VLSI.

In the past several years, a great number of algorithms in rather disjoint application areas have been discovered adequate to the properties of VLSI. Many of these algorithms have sequential counterparts that had been known for decades but had been discarded for lack of efficiency. No widely applicable methodology has evolved yet to support a review of the art of computer programming for suitable VLSI solutions to a given computational problem.

In view of the high cost of reliable VLSI implementation, and in view of the rising complexity of application demands, it is important to exercise great care at the point of algorithmic specification. Without disputing the usefulness of diagrams, commented examples, and hints at known sequential versions, the definition of a VLSI algorithm doubtlessly requires a precise notation capable of reflecting the concurrent nature of the algorithm. The algorithmic definition serves as input to the VLSI implementation cycle that starts with chip design and ends with the tested chip. In addition, the definition serves as a basis for the functional description of the device to the environment.

An important advantage of a precise and adequate notation for concurrent algorithms is that it may be executable and thus offer a potential for high-level testing and diagnosis.

The main purpose of the present paper is to suggest an executable algorithmic notation for VLSI solutions which, in many cases, may be more natural than traditional programming notation. The notation is based on the concept of a data space, introduced by the authors several years ago [4,5] as a formal model of abstract ma-
chines. The data space notion is very close in nature to the modules of Parnas
[17] and the processes of Horning and Randell [12]. A data space encapsulates con-
trol-oriented and data-oriented modelling, and thus may be a vehicle for combining
the advantages of both approaches. Basically, a data space is a transition system
whose states are given an explicit information structure. Each transition is com-
puted as a function of the whole state. The model therefore includes the possi-
Bility of powerful changes to the state in a single step. This latter point has also
been one of the central ideas of the applicative state transition systems suggested
by Backus [2].

Initially introduced as an operational semantic model of programming, data spaces
have been investigated since 1979 from the point of view of software specification.
A large class of finitely specifiable data spaces has been identified and given a
computable syntax. These data spaces are called syntactic or context free. Two ver-
sions of the syntax have been implemented in PL/I and PASCAL, resp., and have been
successfully used as vehicles of specification in different application areas [9].
Our notation is applicative in the sense that, during the computation of a state
transition there are no side effects on the state of the data space.

For the purpose of the present paper, the syntax has been extended by some new con-
cepts. Primarily, these are subspaces, intended as an encapsulation of computational
substructures, and synchronized types, a very basic communication mechanism, some-
what similar to the one of Hoare's CSP [11].

We emphasize that we are not proposing a new programming language; our notation is
not designed to directly produce efficient code. On the other hand, our notation is
not intended to directly generate input for an automatic verification system. In
order to keep the notation simple, yet problem oriented, we had to "separate con-
cerns." However, it is quite conceivable that our proposal could be extended in
either direction.

In section 2 we convert two typical systolic array algorithms, convolution and matrix
multiplication, to data spaces. In both we let synchronization be global. In the
convolution example we include all the details of pipelining output and resetting
for a new problem. In the second example we omit these details since they are of the
same general nature as in the first example and not so intricate.
In section 3 we turn to local synchronization and introduce some additional constructs for the purpose. We show matrix multiplication again, and convert a bubble sorting array to a data space.

In section 4 we discuss, we think for the first time, that a concurrent binary search tree can be maintained in an optimal configuration (for uniform search frequencies among the keys) under random insertion for only $2 \log n$ cycles per insertion. We first define this functionally where concurrency consists in simultaneous evaluation of the arguments of function calls, then convert that to a concurrent tree of locally synchronized processing elements.
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An Overview of Signal Representations in Signal Processing Languages†

Gary E. Kopec
Fairchild Laboratory for Artificial Intelligence Research
Palo Alto, CA 94304

§1 Introduction

Computer science research in programming methodology has led to the view that the fundamental activity in the development of well-structured programs is the recognition of abstractions[1]. In particular, two general kinds of abstractions have been identified—abstract operations and abstract data types[1-4]. An abstract operation corresponds to the notion of a procedure or subroutine which is supported in most contemporary programming languages. An abstract data type consists of a set of objects plus a set of primitive operations for creating and manipulating those objects. Examples of common data abstractions include fixed and floating point numbers, character strings, arrays, records, priority queues and I/O streams[4].

Digital signal processing is based on a well-established body of mathematical theory which is explicitly used during program development. Perhaps the most distinctive features of this theory are the central roles of the concepts signal and system. This suggests that a well-structured signal processing program is one organized as a collection of "signal" and "system" abstractions. Similarly, a "signal processing programming language" is a language which provides explicit support for such abstractions.

This paper reviews three approaches to the representation of discrete-time signals as objects in programs. The first two representations, arrays and streams, are widely used in contemporary signal processing programming. The third representation was introduced in the recently-proposed signal representation language SRL[5]. SRL signals are abstract objects whose properties are explicitly designed to reflect those of the represented signals. Arrays, streams and SRL signal objects are discussed in the context of a set of signal representation criteria which are motivated by elementary observations about the mathematics of discrete-time signals. The emphasis in this paper is on the semantics of signal representation rather than on issues of time- or space-efficiency.

†Summary of a presentation given at the USC Workshop on VLSI and Modern Signal Processing, Los Angeles, CA, Nov. 1-3, 1982.
§2 Desiderata for Signal Representation

A set of requirements for a signal representation is motivated by three elementary observations about the mathematics of discrete-time signals and the notations commonly used to describe them. The first observation is that signals are constant values whose properties are not subject to change. This suggests that, in a program, signals should be represented by objects which are immutable. The second observation concerns the kinds of properties that distinguish one signal from another. Mathematically, two signals are equal if they have the same domain and their values are equal at each point of their domain. This suggests that the inquiry operations for a signal should consist of a function which identifies the domain of the signal and a function which returns the value of an arbitrary sample.

The third observation about discrete-time signals concerns the way in which signals are specified in ordinary mathematical notation. A class of signals is often defined by giving an expression for the value of the prototypical sample of the prototypical signal of the class. This expression contains a number of "free" parameters which define the space of represented signals. Each signal in the class corresponds to a specific set of values for the parameters. For example, the prototypical sine wave might be defined as the signal whose value at $n$ is

$$\sin(\omega \cdot n + \varphi)$$

where $\omega$ and $\varphi$ are parameters representing the frequency and initial phase of the wave. A particular sine wave is characterized by its specific values for $\omega$ and $\varphi$.

The mathematical notation for signals suggests that the signal objects in a program should be grouped into signal classes, where each class is associated with a parameterized procedure for computing the value of an arbitrary sample of any signal in the class. A particular signal of the class should be created by binding these parameters to a set of specific values.

§3 Arrays and Streams

Fig. 1 shows a set of operations for a simple multi-dimensional array abstraction. The operation make-array creates and returns a new array object with the specified dimensions. The elements of an array with dimensions $N_1, \ldots, N_m$ have indices $i_1, \ldots, i_m$ where $i_k \in [0, N_k)$. The operation array-dimensions returns a list containing the dimensions of its array argument. The operation array-fetch returns the value of an array element and array-store changes the value of an element.

The inquiry operations array-fetch and array-dimensions satisfy the requirements for signal inquiry operations presented above. However, the operation array-store can be used to alter the observable properties of an array and thus violates the
immutability criterion. Finally, the array abstraction does not support the notion of parameterized classes of signals.

Fig. 2 shows a set of operations for a simple stream, or first-in-first-out (FIFO) queue, abstraction. The operation make-stream creates new stream objects. The operation stream-put appends an element to the end of a stream and stream-get removes an element from the front of the stream. The operation stream-put-eos appends a special end of stream token to the end of the stream. The operations stream-is-empty is a predicate which returns true if the stream currently contains no elements.

The stream inquiry operations (stream-get and stream-is-empty) do not satisfy the requirements for signal inquiry operations. For example, the “length” of a stream is not an explicitly-supported notion. Furthermore, streams are mutable and are inappropriate for multi-dimensional signals. Finally, there is no support for the concept of signal classes.

§4 SRL

The fundamental activity in SRL programming is the implementation of signal types. A signal type is a representation for a class of signals which share a common procedure for computing the value of a sample. Instances of a signal type are created by fixing the values of the free variables of this procedure.

Fig. 3 lists the basic inquiry operations on SRL signal objects. The operation signal-dimensions returns a list containing the dimensions of its argument. The operation signal-fetch returns that sample of the (multidimensional) signal whose indices are i-1, ..., i-n. The with-signal-values form is an inquiry operation for obtaining an array containing the samples of a signal. The body of the form is a collection of expressions requiring access to the samples of signals sig-1, ..., sig-n. SRL executes the body after binding local variables var-1, ..., var-n to arrays containing the requested samples.

Fig. 4 summarizes the syntax of defsigtype, the SRL signal type definition form. The first argument to defsigtype is the name of the type being defined. The remaining arguments, consisting of alternating keywords and values, specify various optional properties shared by signals of the type. A number of these options are described below, in the context of a simple example. Fig. 5 shows an implementation of the class sum-signal, a representation for sums of pairs of signals.

The :parameters option of defsigtype defines the names of the parameters by which individual signals of the type are distinguished. The parameters of a sum-signal are x1 and x2, the two signals whose sum is represented. The :finder option specifies the name to be given to an automatically-generated function (the signal finder) which returns instances of the signal type. The arguments to a finder are the values
of the signal parameters. For example, if \( z_1 \) and \( z_2 \) are two SRL signal objects, a representation for their sum is returned by the finder invocation

\[
(\text{signal-sum} \, z_1 \, z_2).
\]

The :fetch option specifies the argument list and name of a parameterized procedure (the fetch method) which returns a sample of any signal in the class being defined. The fetch method is invoked by the general inquiry operation signal-fetch. The parameters of the signal are accessed as free variables within the body of the fetch method. The fetch method of sum-signal computes a requested sample by fetching the corresponding samples of \( x_1 \) and \( x_2 \) and adding them.

The :values option (not illustrated in fig. 5) is used in array-oriented computation. It specifies the body of a 0-argument procedure, the values method, which generates the signal value array returned by the inquiry operation with-signal-values.

SRL appears to satisfy the identified criteria for signal representation. The fundamental activity in SRL programming is the implementation of signal types. The basic observable properties of a signal are the dimensions of its domain and the values of its samples. Finally, signal objects are immutable so that these properties remain fixed after a signal is created.
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(make-array n-1 ... n-m)
(array-dimensions x)
(array-fetch x i-1 ... i-m)
(array-store val x i-1 ... i-m)

Fig. 1 Operations of simple array abstraction

(make-stream)
(stream-put val x)
(stream-get x)
(stream-put-eos x)
(stream-is-empty x)

Fig. 2 Operations of a simple stream abstraction

(signal-dimensions signal)
(signal-fetch signal i-1 ... i-n)
(with-signal-values ((var-1 sig-1)
  
  ...
  (var-n sig-n))

body)

Fig. 3. SRL signal inquiry operations

(defsigtype name
  :parameters (par-1 ... par-n)
  :finder name
  :fetch ((i-1 ... i-n) body)
  :a-kind-of parent-type
  :init init-form
  :values values-form
  :variables (var-1 ... var-n))

Fig. 4. Summary of SRL signal type definitions.

(defsigtype sum-signal
  :a-kind-of basic-signal
  :parameters (xl x2)
  :finder signal-sum
  :init (setq-my dimensions (min
          (signal-dimensions xl)
          (signal-dimensions x2)))
  :fetch ((n)
          (+ (signal-fetch xl n)
            (signal-fetch x2 n))))

Fig. 5. Definition of sum-signal, a simple binary
signal combination type.
Multi-Computer Parallel Arrays, Pipeline Arrays, and Pyramids

Leonard Uhr
Department of Computer Sciences
University of Wisconsin

This paper describes and examines parallel arrays, pipeline arrays of arrays - their architecture, the kinds of image processing and pattern perception algorithms and programs for which they appear to be appropriate, and their appropriateness for VLSI implementations.

Parallel Arrays of Very Large Numbers of Processors

A number of 2-dimensional arrays have been built in recent years, or are now being completed. These include the 64 by 64 DAP ("Distributed Array Processor"), the 96 by 96 CLIP4 ("Cellular Logic Information Processor"), and the imminent 128 by 128 MPP ("Massively Parallel Processor").

Each of such an array's thousands of computers executes the same instruction, but on a different set of data. The data to be processed are input to a large array, ideally the same size as the array of computers, so that each computer has one sub-set of those data in its own memory, for example, one pixel from the total image. Then each computer operates on data stored in its own memory, directly linked near-neighbor computers' memories.

For example, a basic CLIP4 machine-language instruction can have every computer fetch (in parallel) and operate upon information from its own memory and also from any or all of the 8 immediately surrounding computers' memories - that is, from the 3 by 3 "window" surrounding it.

Today's arrays have from 4,000 to 16,000 computers. But well within current technology and current economics is the capability to build much larger arrays, with on the order of 256 by 256, 512 by 512 or even 1,024 by 1,024 computers.

Assembly-line Pipe-line Arrays of Computers (or Processors)

Several "pipe-lines" of processors or computers have been built, much in the spirit of an assembly-line of workers. Each processor in the pipe continues to execute the same instruction on a sequence of data flowing through that pipe. This means that if the same sequence of instructions is to be executed on a large number of different pieces of data (the case whenever the data stored in an array are to be operated on, as in image processing, pattern perception and 3-dimensional modelling) a pipe-line as long as the sequence of instructions can be built, and data (e.g., the cells of an array) flowed through the pipe-line's processors.

If the pipe-line has N processors, then the program will execute up to approximately N times as fast as a 1-processor computer. (It is the often appreciable saving from not having to fetch and decode the next instruction, since each processor fetches only one, and keeps executing the same instruction).

The longest pipeline built to date is the Cybe computer, with 118
processors specialized for image processing.

**Pyramids of Arrays**

An especially attractive structure is a pyramid whose base is a large array, with successively smaller arrays on top of it.

An image array is input to the memory stores at the base of the pyramid. Each processor links to its near-neighbors in its own array (usually 4 square neighbors, or 8 square-and-diagonal neighbors, or 6 hexagonal neighbors), and to nearby offspring in the next-larger array below it (usually a 2 by 2 sub-array of 4 offspring) and to one or several parent nodes in the next-smaller array above. A pyramid can also be conceived of and constructed as a tree linked at its buds to an array and (possibly) with its interior nodes linked to nearest-neighbor siblings to form interior arrays at every level (often called "ply").

Pyramids transform, converge and merge together information as the image is pipelined from the base image array to the apex. They also effect an important reduction in the distances over which information is transferred (often called "message-passing" in today's discussions of computer networks). For example, a 1,024 by 1,024 4-square-connected array needs 2,047 operations to send data or any other kind of message from one of its corners to the opposite corner. But when this array is made into the base array of a pyramid only 20 operations are needed, since the message can be passed up to the apex of the pyramid and then back down. To state this more generally, whereas the diameter (that is, the worst-case message-passing distance) of an NxN array is O(N) the diameter of a pyramid that includes that array is O(logN).

**The Appropriateness of Arrays and Pyramids for VLSI**

The processors used in arrays and in pyramids of arrays are routinely kept extremely simple. In almost all cases 1-bit processors with from 100 to 800 gates have been used. In order to achieve 4 or more orders of magnitude increases in speed and power by using increasingly large numbers of processors in parallel, their architects have opted to use the simplest possible 1-bit processor, executing K-bit-serial operations to process K-bit numbers or strings.

The amount of memory each such processor needs appears to be a function of the total amount of memory needed to handle the image or other large sets of data given the system. Therefore each processor appears to need relatively small amounts of memory (present implementations have a few thousand bits of memory per processor). Today 4, 8 or even more processors are fabricated on a single VLSI chip. Because of the highly iterated micro-modular design of such systems it should soon be possible to fabricate hundreds, or even thousands, of processors, each with its own memory, on a single chip.
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ABSTRACT

Old and new information is presented about the implementation of the detection of signals, the estimation of signals, and the estimation of parameters of signals. In all cases the processing consists of exact or approximate calculation of the logarithm of a likelihood function. The form of the likelihood is based on Gaussian statistics, even when the signal and interference are not Gaussian random functions.

For complex-valued Gaussian data the calculation of log-likelihood is the evaluation of a quadratic form. Interesting questions about the implementation of likelihood calculations are shown to be questions about the computation of \((Q^{-1})^* X\), where \(Q^{-1}\) is the square root of the inverse of a covariance matrix \(Q\); the asterisk denotes a complex conjugate transpose; and \(X\) is column vector of observed data.

Two forms of the likelihood ratio detector for zero-mean, complex Gaussian vector signals in zero-mean, complex Gaussian vector noise are considered. These two forms are chosen for presentation and analysis, because, for these forms, one is naturally led to parallel-processing implementations of the detectors. It is argued that these particular detector implementations can be supplemented by certain estimators to provide good detection performance when little is known about the signal or noise covariance matrices and when the signal or noise are not Gaussian.
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SUMMARY

Suppose that the probability density of an observed random column vector \(X\) depends in a known way on a vector, \(V\), of parameters. And let us assume that we wish to estimate \(V\) based on \(X\). If little is known about the prior (before observation of \(X\)) probability density of \(V\), then we may model this uncertainty by assuming that this prior probability density is constant over a wide range of \(V\). In this case a maximum-likelihood estimate of \(V\) is a vector \(\hat{V}\) for which the logarithm of the likelihood function, \(\log P(X,V)\), attains its largest value.

The likelihood function, \(P(X,V)\), is the probability density of the observation vector, \(X\), conditioned on a given vector, \(V\), of parameter values.

Maximum-likelihood estimates have many desirable attributes. For example, under certain general conditions, the maximum-likelihood estimate, \(\hat{V}\), satisfies a wide class of useful criteria (1,2). For example, if \(P(V)\) is a one-to-one...
transformation of $\overline{V}$, then $\overline{f}(\overline{V})$ is a maximum likelihood estimate of the transformed vector (9).

When constructing likelihood for complex normal data, one is led to the study of Hermitian quadratic forms of the following type:

$$\lambda = \overline{X}^* Q^{-1} \overline{X} \quad (* \text{denotes Hermitian transpose})$$

(1)

The matrix $Q$ is a non-negative definite correlation matrix. When it is singular, we replace $Q^{-1}$ with the pseudo-inverse $Q^\#$:

$$Q^\# Q Q^\# = Q^\#$$

(2)

It is always possible to write $\lambda$ as followe:

$$\lambda = \overline{u}^2 \quad ; \quad u^2 = \overline{u}^* \overline{u}$$

(3)

$$u = Q^{-*} \overline{X} \quad ; \quad Q^{-*}/2 = (Q^{-1/2})^* \quad ; \quad Q^{-1} = Q^{-1/2} Q^{-*}/2$$

(4)

Typically the correlation matrix is parameterized by unknown parameters such as autoregressive-moving average (ARMA) parameters, coefficients for orthonormal expansions, etc. A subset of these parameters contains parameters of real interest and a disjoint subset contains nuisance parameters. In any case we call the unknown parameterization $\overline{V}$ and write

$$\lambda(\overline{V}) = u(\overline{V})^2$$

(5)

$$\overline{u}(\overline{V}) = Q^{-*}/2(\overline{V})\overline{X}$$

(6)

All are interesting questions about the implementation of likelihood are really just interesting questions about how to compute $Q^{-*}/2(\overline{V})\overline{X}$.

Different decompositions of the matrix $Q^{-1}$ can lead to different parallel computations of $Q^{-*}/2\overline{X}$. As examples, consider the singular-value (or eigenvalue) decomposition (12)

$$Q^{-1} = U \Sigma W^* = (U \Sigma^{1/2}) (\Sigma^{1/2} W^*) = Q^{-1/2} Q^{-*}/2 = \Sigma z(k) U(k) \overline{w}^*(k)$$

(7)

where $\Sigma$ is a diagonal matrix with kth element $z(k)$ and $U$ and $W$ are unitary matrices with column vectors $U(k)$ and $W(k)$ and the Gohberg-Semencul (13,14) formula for the case in which $Q$ is a Toeplitz matrix

$$Q^{-1} = A^* A - B^* B$$

(8)

where $A$ and $B$ are lower-triangular Toeplitz matrices.

For the continuous-time case, Kailath, Levy, Ljung, and Morf (14) recommend use of formulas analogous to 8 rather than those analogous to 7. They argue that there can be a very large number of terms in the summation analogous to formula 7. They also point out that, if $Q$ is Toeplitz, there are convenient recursive schemes for computing the $A$ and $B$ matrices and for updating them as more data is observed. They state that the computation and updating of the eigenvectors of (7) may be quite complicated.
We argue below that there are compensating advantages for the approach of formula 7, especially for the adaptive case in which the statistics of the observed data are not completely known.

Now let us consider the role of the likelihood function in hypothesis testing. To be specific we assume that, under each of two hypotheses, the observed vectors are zero-mean, complex, Gaussian vectors. The elements of the parameter vectors under the two hypotheses, are the elements of covariance matrices of the observed elements of data under the hypotheses.

Let us further assume that (a) the hypotheses are based on the absence or presence of a Gaussian signal in ever-present Gaussian noise and (b) the signal vector, $\pi$, and the noise vector, $\pi$, are uncorrelated. Then, under each hypothesis, we have the following forms for the covariance matrix of the observed vector $\pi$.

$$
H_0 \text{ (signal absent) : } \text{Cov}(\pi) = N \tag{9a}
$$

$$
H_1 \text{ (signal present) : } \text{Cov}(\pi) = S + N \tag{9b}
$$

According to various reasonable criteria for decision making – such as minimum Bayes risk, minimum probability of error, and minimum probability of one type of error for a constraint on the probability of the other type of error – the processing task is to compute the difference of the logarithms of two likelihood functions. This is equivalent to computing the likelihood ratio test statistic (3,4).

For the case of the two Gaussian hypotheses of formula 9, the difference of the two log-likelihood functions takes the form

$$
P = \pi^* N^{-1} \pi - \pi^* (S + N)^{-1} \pi = \pi^* \left[ N^{-1} - (S + N)^{-1} \right] \pi \tag{10}
$$

By simultaneous diagonalization of the signal and noise covariance matrices, $S$ and $N$, R.N. McDonough (4), using earlier results of N.R. Goodman (5), expressed the test statistic, $P$, in terms of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the generalized signal-to-noise ratio matrix $SN^{-1}$. This expression is

$$
P = \sum_{k=1}^{r} \left( \frac{d(k)}{1+d(k)} \right) \left( \frac{\pi^* \pi}{k} \right)^2 \tag{11}
$$

in which $r$ is the rank of the signal covariance matrix $S$ (assuming that the noise covariance matrix, $N$, has full rank) and $d(k)$, for $k = 1, 2, ..., r$, is the set of non-zero eigenvalues of $SN^{-1}$ and $\pi^*_k$ is the corresponding set of column eigenvectors.

We note that the $r$ inner products of vectors, $\pi^*_k \pi$, $k = 1, 2, ..., r$, can be computed simultaneously in component processors of a multiprocessor system.

An important special case of formulas 10 and 11 has been further analyzed by Claus, Kadota, and Romain (6) and by Brooks and Reed (7). That is the practically interesting case in which the signal correlation matrix has rank one. In this case the required computation has the form

$$
P = \left( S^{-1} \pi \right)^2 \pi \tag{12}$$
in which \( \mathbf{v} \) is the unique signal eigenvector which represents the signal covariance matrix \( \mathbf{S} \) by the outer product formula

\[
\mathbf{S} = \sigma_s^2 \mathbf{v} \mathbf{v}^* \tag{13}
\]

in which \( \sigma_s^2 \) is a positive, real number.

Suppose that \( \mathbf{N} \) is the covariance matrix of zero-mean, correlated-plus-white noise,

\[
\mathbf{N} = \sigma^2 \mathbf{I} + \mathbf{Q} = \sigma^2 \mathbf{I} + \sigma^{-2} \mathbf{Q} \tag{14}
\]

in which \( \sigma^2 \) is a positive, real number, \( \mathbf{I} \) is an identity matrix, and \( \mathbf{Q} \) is the correlation matrix of the correlated noise.

Claus, Kadota, and Romain (6) studied this case, in which there exists a correlated noise component. By application of matrix-inversion identities they expressed \( \mathbf{N}^{-1} \) as follows:

\[
\mathbf{N}^{-1} = \sigma^{-2} \begin{bmatrix} \mathbf{I} + \sigma^{-2} \mathbf{Q} \end{bmatrix}^{-1}
= \sigma^{-2} \begin{bmatrix} \mathbf{I} + \sigma^{-2} \mathbf{E} \mathbf{E}^* \end{bmatrix}^{-1}
= \sigma^{-2} \{ \mathbf{I} - \mathbf{E} \begin{bmatrix} \mathbf{I} + \sigma^2 \mathbf{G}^{-1} \end{bmatrix}^{-1} \mathbf{E}^* \}
= \sigma^{-2} \{ \mathbf{I} - \mathbf{E} \mathbf{H} \mathbf{E}^* \}
\tag{15a}
\]

in which \( \mathbf{I} + \sigma^2 \mathbf{G}^{-1} \) is a diagonal matrix with \( j \)th element down the diagonal given by \( (\lambda_j + \sigma^2) / \lambda_j \), where \( \lambda_j \) is the \( j \)th eigenvalue of \( \mathbf{Q} \). And \( \mathbf{H} \) is a diagonal matrix with \( j \)th element down the diagonal given by \( \lambda_j / (\lambda_j + \sigma^2) \). The columns of the matrix \( \mathbf{E} \) are the eigenvectors of the correlated noise covariance matrix \( \mathbf{Q} \).

Using 15d we can rewrite formula 12 in the forms

\[
\mathbf{P} = \sigma^{-2} \left( \mathbf{I} - \mathbf{E} \mathbf{H} \mathbf{E}^* \right) \mathbf{\bar{x}} \mathbf{v}^* \tag{16a}
\]

and

\[
\mathbf{P} = \sigma^{-2} \left[ \mathbf{\bar{x}}^* - \mathbf{E} \mathbf{H} \mathbf{E}^* \mathbf{\bar{x}}^* \mathbf{v}^* \right] \mathbf{v} \tag{16b}
\]

The column vector \( \mathbf{E} \mathbf{H} \mathbf{E}^* \mathbf{\bar{x}} \) is an estimate of the correlated noise. This correlated noise estimate can be written out more explicitly as a linear combination of the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix \( \mathbf{Q} \) of the correlated noise.

\[
\mathbf{E} \mathbf{H} \mathbf{E}^* \mathbf{\bar{x}} = \sum_{k=1}^{m} \left( \frac{1}{\lambda_k + \sigma^2} \right) (\mathbf{e}_k^* \mathbf{\bar{x}}) \mathbf{e}_k
\tag{17}
\]

in which \( \mathbf{e}_k \) is the \( k \)th eigenvector of the rank-\( m \) noise correlation matrix \( \mathbf{Q} \), and \( \mathbf{e}_k^* \mathbf{\bar{x}} \) is the inner product of the observed data vector with the \( k \)th eigenvector. Again, as in formula 11 above, we can directly observe the potential for parallel processing. The innerproducts can be simultaneously and separately computed.

A scale invariant version of the above Gauss-Gauss detection problem has been considered by Scharf and Lytle (10,11). Such results can be used to construct a constant false-alarm rate (CFAR) \( \mathbf{v} \) vector. The resulting test statistics are normalized versions of formulas 11 and 15.
Above we considered the reduction in dimensionality of likelihood computations which result from the practically interesting cases of a low-rank of $S$ and a strong, low-rank component of $N$. Kadota and Sheep have considered this reduction in dimensionality from the different point of view of a best low-rank approximation to the computations (15).

Now let us depart from the above tutorial discussion to consider the case in which the pertinent correlation functions are incompletely known. To be specific let us consider the special case of a rank-one signal covariance and the signal-detection test statistic of (12). We also assume that the noise covariance consists of a strong rank-one interference component plus an identity matrix, which is a special case of (14). The test statistic of (16) can then apply, and there is only one term in the summation of (17). However, because $\varpi$ and $\lambda$, and $\mathcal{U}$, are not known, we cannot directly evaluate (16). But, in the interesting case of strong interference, the best, least-squares, rank-one approximation to a linear-prediction data matrix or a corresponding covariance matrix estimate provides a nearly optimum estimate of the interference waveform or of $\mathcal{U}$, respectively. In this manner the interference estimate required in (16) can be formed. Then different hypotheses about $\mathcal{U}$ can be tested using a generalized likelihood ratio test.

In 1936, Eckart and Young presented the derivation of a procedure for finding the best lower rank approximation to a given matrix (16).

The starting point for our discussion is the singular value decomposition (SVD) of a rectangular matrix $A$ which has real or complex entries. Eckart and Young (17) showed that the SVD of such a matrix $A$ can be used to find an approximant to $A$ of lower rank. The SVD of the matrix $A$ can be specified by the following product of three matrices (18):

$$ A = U \Sigma V^* $$

(18)

The dimensions of each matrix are written below the matrix. The matrices $U$ and $V$ are unitary, and $\Sigma$ is rectangular diagonal matrix of the same size as $A$ with real, nonnegative diagonal entries. These diagonal entries, called the singular values of $A$, are conventionally ordered in decreasing order with the largest in the upper lefthand corner. These singular values are the non-negative square roots of the eigenvalues of $A^*A$ and $AA^*$. The asterisk is used to denote the complex conjugate transpose of a matrix.

The theorem of Eckart and Young (16) can be stated as follows:

Let $A$ be an $m \times n$ matrix of rank $r$ which has complex elements. Let $S_p$ be the set of all $m \times n$ matrices of rank $p < r$. Then for all matrices $B$ in $S_p$

$$ \| A - B \| < \| A - \bar{A} \| $$

(19)

where

$$ \bar{A} = U \Sigma_l V^* $$

(20)

and $\Sigma_l$ is obtained from the matrix $\Sigma$ of (16) by setting to zero all but its $p$ largest singular values. The matrix norm of (17) is the Frobenius norm.
\[ |A - B|^2 = \text{tr} [(A - B)^* (A - B)] \]  

(21)

Hence in words, \(A\) is the best least squares approximation of lower rank \(p\) to the given matrix.

Because of the intimate connection between least squares approximation and maximum likelihood and maximum posterior probability signal estimation in Gaussian noise, the applicability of the Eckart-Young theorem should not be surprising.

The Eckart-Young theorem can be used to improve the ill-conditioned nature of signal parameter estimation via linear prediction by replacing the raw data matrix by a "cleaned-up" data matrix of lower rank (8, 19, 20, 21).

To apply the Eckart-Young theorem it is not necessary that the signal be deterministic nor that the signal matrix be of less than full rank. What is important is that the signal matrix be of approximately lower rank in the sense that, with high probability, the signal-only matrix can be well approximated by a matrix of lower rank. This will happen for a random signal when its estimated correlation matrix has a few eigenvalues which are significantly larger than the others.
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1. Introduction

Digital signal processing (DSP) encompasses a variety of tasks which include linear (digital) filtering, spectral estimation, signal generation, correlation, time varying or adaptive filtering and other similar tasks. This work is directed at obtaining special purpose structures for DSP tasks that are well suited for VLSI implementation.

In the sequel the terms realization and implementation are used in the following sense. A realization or algorithm for a DSP problem is a specification of the task in terms of a (primitive) signal flow graph (SFG). There are, in general, an infinite number of SFG's that can realize a given task. The freedom one has in choosing a particular realization can be used to optimize some performance criterion that is generally related to the complexity of the hardware. For example, if complexity is measured by the number of multiplies per output sample, we choose a realization that minimizes the number of multiplies or total arithmetic operations. An implementation is the hardware specific for a given realization. (Hardware in this context refers to a VLSI design.) There are, again, an infinite number of implementations for a given realization. The choice of an implementation is generally based on optimizing data throughput and some measure of hardware complexity.

In order to illustrate our ideas for implementing DSP tasks in VLSI we shall limit our discussion to the task of digital filtering. The general principles and parameters of design we advocate apply to all DSP tasks. However, each task has its own unique characteristics which dictates the final VLSI design.

2. Parameters for VLSI

In VLSI design the primary resource is chip area. For a given DSP problem we wish to conserve chip area and maximize data throughput. We are not explicitly concerned with the portion of area given to logic or to interconnections so long as the total area dedicated to the task is minimized or, at least, used efficiently. Thus, to a first approximation, it seems reasonable to use chip area as the measure of hardware complexity for a given realization and implementation.
To optimize chip area utilization and maximize data throughput there are at least three primary parameters in the VLSI design of a DSP problem. They include:

(i) modularity and regularity of the design
(ii) concurrency of computation
(iii) finite length register effects of the DSP realization.

Modularity and Regularity

Modularity and regularity of the realization and implementation helps to reduce interconnection area and also simplifies the original design by breaking the realization into small, easily designed subunits. A regular and modular structure with local data transfers and local processing sites will be simpler to design and easier to verify and check. Moreover, if desired, redundancy can be more easily built into the final design.

Regularity in the underlying structure of a VLSI design is currently being exploited in gate arrays to reduce the design time for VLSI chips. The gate array type of design does not impose regularity and modularity on the algorithm or realization of a DSP task. Modularity and regularity should be imposed at a functional level as, for example, in Kung's work on systolic arrays. How does one define a good modular and regular realization for a DSP task into an equivalent description which also infers the geometry of the hardware? We have attempted to answer this question by reformulating the DSP task in terms of a matrix product which transforms the input sequence $u$ into the output $y$. We then perform factorizations and rearrangements of the original matrix (or matrices) to structure the geometry of the hardware. By studying the structure of the individual matrices after one or more factorizations we attempt to infer the modularity and regularity in the algorithm of interest. The process of factorization is now the key step.

Regularity introduced at the gate level may be useful to reduce manufacturing costs and to simplify the design process for present day VLSI designs. However, it is not the path that leads to fundamental breakthrough in the use of VLSI for highly computational tasks.

Parallelism

The emphasis on modularity and regularity in the structure of the algorithm introduces into the structure an implicit parallelism. By requiring local data transfers, arithmetic processing must be distributed uniformly over the entire structure. The requirement of local data transfers eliminates the possibility of long data busses into and out
of a central arithmetic unit.

**Finite Register Effects**

In digital implementations of DSP algorithms, effects due to finite length registers always degrade the performance of the implementation. This degradation can always be reduced to as small a level as desired by increasing the register length containing the parameters and internal states of the algorithm. This solution requires more chip area and, in general, reduces the chip area available for logic and communication. Thus we can always trade signal quality for area.

The most effective way to minimize finite register effects is to find new realizations for a given DSP task. In some recursive algorithms certain good realizations are orders of magnitude better than others. This means that for the same signal quality a good realization can use (significantly) shorter word length registers. Thus a good realization can be implemented in less area. It is therefore less complex.

Realizations that minimize finite register effects conserve chip area by reducing register lengths. In general, these realizations do not reduce logic and may, in fact, actually increase the amount of logic needed. Thus there is a crossover point between the reduction of register length and the increase in the required logic needed to perform a given task. In digital filtering it is a function of filter bandwidth. As bandwidth decreases, finite register effects become more important.

3. **An Example - A VLSI Design for Digital Filtering**

Digital filtering is a task which is described externally by the linear difference equation

\[
y_k = \sum_{i=0}^{m} a_i u_{k-i} - \sum_{i=1}^{n} b_i y_{k-i} \quad (1)
\]

where \( u_k \) are input samples, \( y_k \) are output samples, and \( a_i \) and \( b_i \) are parameters of the filter. Previous work has shown [1-4] that certain classes of realizations possess good finite register effects. One such class is the orthogonal structure of which the normalized all-pole lattice of Markel-Gray is an example [5-6] and is shown in Figure 1 for the second-order case (n=2).
This lattice realization can be formulated as a matrix product in which each matrix of the product computes one of the rotations defined by the parameters $a_i$, $b_i$, $i=1,2$. By using a matrix factorization and a communitivity property on certain special forms we can obtain a new highly modular and regular structure depicted in Figure 2.

In this realization the filtering process in (1) is expressed in terms of computations of the form

$$w_i = a_1 x_{1i} + a_2 x_{2i}, \quad i = 1, 2, ...$$

(2)

where $a_1$, $a_2$ are constants $x_{1i}$, $x_{2i}$ are intermediate stored variables of the filter. The filter is thus realized by a collection of modules that compute (2) and that are arranged geometrically in a highly regular structure. There are several advantages to this realization. The interconnections between modules are local connections. The modules compute such a simple form that one can implement the computation locally within each module. The word rate of the filter is determined by the module word rate. Each module works independently and so the structure is fully pipelined. The word rate of the filter is independent of the order of the filter. All modules are identical in form - only the parameters $a_1$, $a_2$ $i=1,2, ...$ change with the filter transfer function.
Generalizations of the Modular Lattice Structure

The modular lattice described here is one structure in a large class of highly modular and regular structures known as orthogonal structures. These structures all possess good finite arithmetic effects which implies they can be implemented using short register lengths. These structures are obtained by factoring a state variable representation of the digital filter into a product of matrices that represent each stage of the filter. By rearrangement of the matrices using commutativity one can obtain various forms of the filter. These various forms represent trade-offs between the order of the inner product required at each stage, the number of computational cycles needed at each stage, and the number of unit delay registers required in the structure.

Summary

The modular lattice structure proposed here for digital filtering is one realization and implementation that appears to be well suited for possible VLSI implementation. It is highly regular and modular, uses only local interconnections, it is fully pipelined, possesses excellent finite register properties, and can be implemented with many simple arithmetic processing sites. The promise of VLSI for DSP is to obtain good algorithms for particular tasks. In the same way the FFT algorithm revolutionized the computation of the DFT, there are realizations and implementations for other DSP problems that are well-suited for VLSI.
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AND SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITIONS?¹
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INTRODUCTION

For many signal and image processing applications, such as high resolution spectral estimation, image data compression, etc., [1,2,3] eigenvalue and singular value decompositions have emerged as extremely powerful and efficient computational tools. As far as the symmetric eigenvalue problem² is concerned, the QL and QR algorithms ... have emerged as the most effective way of finding all the eigenvalues of a small symmetric matrix. A full matrix is first reduced to tridiagonal form by a sequence of reflections and then the QL [QR] algorithm swiftly reduces the off diagonal elements until they are negligible. The algorithm repeatedly applies a complicated similarity transformation to the result of the previous transformation, thereby producing a sequence of matrices that converges to a diagonal form. What is more, the tridiagonal form is preserved.* (cf. Parlett [4] .) Therefore, the QR algorithm can be regarded as the best sequential algorithm available to date. The question is whether or not the QR algorithm may retain that same effectiveness when mapped into a parallel algorithm on a square or linear multiprocessor array.

In the this note, we shall offer an answer to this question using the computational wavefront notion. First, we shall demonstrate that it is advantageous to perform the tridiagonalization of the original matrix by means of a linear array. As the tridiagonalization process requires \( O(N^3) \) time on a sequential computing machine, a processing time of \( O(N^3) \), using \( N \) processing elements in the array, is called for. Secondly, the iteration of the tridiagonal matrix is especially attractive for implementation by means of a linear configuration of the WAP, as the volume of data is linear, i.e. \( O(2N) \). Both above operations can conveniently be performed involving local communications only.

¹Research supported in part by the ONR under contract N00014-81-K-0191 and by the NSF under grant ECS-80-16581.

²In signal processing applications, the covariance matrices involved in eigenvalue decomposition are very often symmetric
The Wavefront Array Processor (WAP)

The wavefront array processor (WAP) [5] is conceived as a programmable variant of the systolic array [6], aimed at solving a majority of matrix algorithms. The topology of most matrix multiplication algorithms can be mapped naturally onto a square or a linear array of processor elements with regular and local interconnections (cf. Fig. 1). To create a smooth data movement in a localized communication network, we make use of the computational wavefront concept. A wavefront in the processing array will correspond to a mathematical recursion in the algorithm. Successive pipelining of the wavefronts will accomplish the computation of all recursions. The pipelining is feasible because the wavefronts of two successive recursions will never intersect (Huygen's wavefront principle), as the processors executing the recursions at any given instant will be different, thus avoiding any contention problems.

The wavefront concept provides a firm theoretical foundation for the design of highly parallel array processors and concurrent languages, and it appears to have some distinct advantages. With respect to the language aspect, the wavefront notion drastically reduces the complexity in the description of parallel algorithms. The mechanism provided for this description is the special purpose, wavefront-oriented language, i.e. the Matrix Data Flow Language (MDFL)[5]. Rather than requiring a program for each processor in the array, this language allows the programmer to address an entire front of processors. As to the architectural aspects, the wavefront notion leads to a wavefront-based architecture which preserves the Huygen's principle, that ensures wavefronts never intersect. Therefore, a wavefront architecture can provide asynchronous waiting capability, and consequently, can cope with timing uncertainties, such as local clocking, random delay in communications and fluctuations of computing-times. In short, the notion lends itself to a (asynchronous) data flow computing structure that conforms well with the constraints of VLSI.

The WAP is, in a sense, an optimal trade-off between the globally synchronized and dedicated systolic arrays [6], (that work on a similar set of algorithms), and the general purpose data-flow multiprocessors. It provides a powerful tool for the high speed execution of a large class of algorithms which have widespread applications. In this note we shall focus on the application of the WAP to the parallel computing of eigenvalue and singular value decomposition problems.

TRIDIAGONALIZATION OF A SYMMETRIC MATRIX

The basic tridiagonalization of a symmetric matrix is implemented by means of the similarity transform:

\[ W = Q^* A * Q^T \]

where \( W \) is tridiagonal and \( Q \) is orthonormal. Usually, \( Q \) consists of the product of \( N-1 \) orthonormal matrices \( \chi(p) \) such that:

\[ Q = \chi(2) \chi(3) \ldots \chi(N-1) Q(1) \]

and \( \chi(p) \) causes the \( (N-p-1) \) lower elements in the \( p \)th column of \( A \) to be set to zero. Similarly, \( Q(2)^T \) causes the \( N-p-1 \)
rightmost elements in the $p^{th}$ row of $A$ to be set to zero. Under the constraint of localized communications, it is preferable to use a Givens rotation on the matrix for tridiagonalization (rather than, e.g. a Householder transformation). In essence, the operator $Q^p$, described above, is broken down into a sequence of finer operators, $Q(q,p)$ where each operator annihilates the element $a(q,p)$. Thus, \( Q(p) = Q(p+2,p) \ast Q(p+3,p) \ast \ldots \ast Q(N,p) \). Each operator $Q(q,p)$ is of the form:

\[
Q = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 1 \\
C(q,p) & S(q,p) \\
-S(q,p) & C(q,p)
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
C(q,p) = \frac{a(q-1,p)}{a(q-1,p)^2 + a(q,p)^2}^{0.5} \\
S(q,p) = \frac{a(q,p)}{a(q-1,p)^2 + a(q,p)^2}^{0.5}
\]

Of major importance are the following facts: (1) The premultiplication of $A$ by $Q(q,p)$ modifies only rows $q-1$ and $q$ of $A$. The elements of those two rows assume the following values after applying the rotation:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
a'_r(q-1) \\
a'_r(q)
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
C(q,p) & S(q,p) \\
-S(q,p) & C(q,p)
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
a'_r(q-1) \\
a'_r(q)
\end{bmatrix}
\]

where \( a'_r(k) \) represents the row vector containing the elements of row $k$ of matrix $A$, and \( a'_r(q,p)=0 \); (2) The effect of postmultiplying $A_2=(Q^T A)$ by $Q^T$ is to modify the elements of columns $q-1$ and $q$ of $A_2$ to assume the following values:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
a''_c(q-1) & a''_c(q)
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
a'_c(q-1) & a'_c(q)
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
C(q,p) & -S(q,p) \\
S(q,p) & C(q,p)
\end{bmatrix}
\]

where \( a''_c(k) \) represents column vectors of matrix $A_2$. As $A$ was symmetric, this operation is largely a repetition of many of the row operations effected in the $Q^T A$ process. The exceptions are the four elements located at the junction of rows and columns $q$ and $q-1$; (3) The sequencing of operations is not quite as rigid and therefore allows for pipelining of wavefronts.

**Computational Wavefront**

When taking the wavefront viewpoint of the operations, two types of waves are discernable. The first is an advancing wave, related to the row operations up to the diagonal elements and referred to as the "row wavefronts". The second involves computation in the junction regions and the column operations and can be seen as a reflected wavefront along the diagonal. These are dubbed the "column wavefronts".
The wavefront nature can be seen in Fig. 1, which traces the fronts of activity relating to the row operations involved in the annihilation of the elements of the first column (row wavefronts). For descriptive purposes, let us temporarily assume a one-to-one mapping of matrix elements onto processing elements, and let each PE include a rotation processor. The wavefront starts at PE(N,1), fetching a(N,2) from above and performing the computation for generating the rotation parameters C(N,1) and S(N,1) which annihilate a(N,1). Upon completing this task, it will further trigger the processor to the right PE(N,2) and the processor above, PE(N-1,1): (1) The rotation parameters will propagate to PE(N,2), and then PE(N,3), etc., each of which will then perform the rotation operations as in eq. (2). (Note that one of the operands is fetched from above, and the updated result will be returned to the PE above.); (2) Almost simultaneously, PE(N-1,1) is triggered to generate its own rotation parameters, and continues to trigger its successor PEs in a similar fashion. In short, the computation activities are propagated upwards and sideways by the first column PEs, and down the rows by all other PEs. Taking a simplified perspective, we can say that the first wavefront activity is started at processing element PE(N,1). PE(N,1) propagates the rotational parameters to PE(N,2) and also triggers the activity of PE(N-1,1), thus forming the second front. They, in turn, activate PE(N,3), PE(N-1,2) and PE(N-2,1) which represent the third front, and so on.

Architecture for Linear Array Eigenvalue Solvers

In order to take advantage of the symmetry of the symmetric eigenvalue problem, let us delete those PEs above the main diagonal, retaining a triangular array. Since the subdiagonal elements are still producing the same results as before, and the superdiagonal elements are simply their transposition, no information will be lost.

We now pose a most important question: can the square (or triangular) array be utilized with reasonable efficiency in solving the symmetric eigenvalue problem? Our answer to that question is: NO. This critical decision leads us to conclude that, in general, the linear array is the optimal choice.

The reasons supporting this claim can be made clear by a closer examination of the column wavefronts. Fig. 2 shows the sequencing of these column wavefronts and their propagation. (There are several variants of the propagation pattern. This one, however, appears to be the simplest and most representative.) The first column wavefront can be initiated when and only when the first row wave reaches the end of its travel, i.e. the last two elements of the last two rows. Its first task corresponds to iterating columns N and N-1 through operator \( [\bar{Q}(N,1)]^T \). The column wave can advance by one stage when the row wave has operated on the last elements of rows N-1 and N-2. In the evolution of the computations, row operations applied to rows p and p+1 must terminate before the corresponding column operations are initiated. This is due to the fact that column operations require data that is the outcome of the row operations. By the same token, the column operations corresponding to annihilation of the \((N-p-1)\) elements of row \(p\) (column wave \(\bar{F}_p\)) must terminate before the row operations relating to the annihilation of column \(p+1\) (row wavefront \(\bar{B}_{(p+1)}\)) may commence. On the basis of these observations we claim two facts:
1. Unlike the basic QR decomposition problem [11], row wavefront \( \theta(p+1) \) cannot be initiated until the column wavefront \( \theta(p) \) has reached and updated the values of elements \( a(N,p+1) \) and \( a(N-1,p+1) \). As each wavefront requires \( O(N-p+1) \) time to propagate, and there are \( (N-2) \) waves of each kind necessary to annihilate the \( N-2 \) columns and rows, the total processing time is \( O(N^2) \). Utilization of \( N^2 \) PEs in a square array (or even half that number in the triangular array) is extremely inefficient and not cost effective, when compared to the single PE execution time of \( O(N) \).

2. From Fig. 1 one can also see that essentially at most two PEs in each column are actively executing rotation oriented operations at any time instance. We, therefore, propose to apply the same procedure described above, utilizing a \((n)\)-linear array of \( N \) processing elements. One linear array of processors will implement the row operations, while the other carries out column operations. By the above argument, we note that the linear array will yield the same \( O(N^2) \) execution time as the square (or triangular) array, thus proving that they are unnecessary.

It should be noted that, although the physical configuration of the processor array has changed from square to linear, the nature of the computational wavefront has not, and the theoretical propagation of computational activity is retained. Thus, we have a square array virtual configuration [7] mapped into a linear array actual machine.

Processing Time

It is important to estimate the processing time for the linear array eigenvalue solution. To facilitate the analysis, we shall make a simplifying assumption that each rotation takes one time unit for execution, and that data transfer time is negligible (i.e. zero time units). The critical factor in execution time is the inherent delay between fronts \( p \) and \( p+1 \) (which eliminate columns \( p \) and \( p+1 \), respectively). To this end, note that: (1) The first column wavefront can start one time unit after the rotation parameters have been generated (as the parameter transfer time through the array is neglected); (2) The second row front can begin when the first column front has updated the values of \( a(N,2) \) and \( a(N-1,2) \). This occurs \( N-1 \) time units after the generation of the first column front, and \( N+1 \) time units after the beginning of the first row wavefront. In general, the \( p \)th wave starts \( N+3-p \) time units after the \( (p-1) \)th wave (for \( p = 2, \ldots, N-2 \)); thus totalling up to an overall processing time of approximately \( N^2/2 \).

The scheme presented above has several advantages. First, the final values of the tridiagonal matrix are, upon terminating the procedure, already in their proper placement within the processor array. This allows for pipelining the second phase of eigenvalue determination immediately after the first phase. Thus, once the first and second column annihilation has been completed, PE(1) and PE(2) can commence the activities required by the QR iterations. There is no activity gap between the two execution phases. Secondly, the scheme requires only local communications and is, therefore, well suited for SAP implementation. Finally, each processor may access the elements it processes by stacking them. It can be easily shown that the data
elements are in the proper order for this stacking scheme (cf. Fig. 3).

DETERMINING THE EIGENVALUES OF A
SYMMETRIC TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX

Among the most popular methods for determining the eigenvalue of a symmetric tridiagonal matrix is the iterative diagonalization scheme mentioned above. It uses a series of similarity transformations which retain the symmetry and bandwidth of the matrix, while reducing the off-diagonal norm and converging to a diagonal matrix, the elements of which are the sought eigenvalues. The algorithm chosen involves repetitive application of the QR algorithm to the matrix A shown in Fig. 4, which is the outcome of the first computation phase, that of tridiagonalizing a symmetric matrix.

In the basic QR algorithm, the matrix A is decomposed into the product of an orthonormal matrix, Q, and an upper triangular matrix, R, such that A=QR. Thus, R=Q^T A. Postmultiplying R by Q creates A_2=RQ=Q^T AQ, so that A_2 is similar to the original A. Rather than generating the decomposing orthonormal matrix Q in a single operation, we choose, as before, to create Q as a product of orthonormal matrices, Q=Q_2*...*Q_1, where each Q(p) represents a rotation operator of the type shown in eq. (1), designed to annihilate a single subdiagonal element. The order of application of premultiplications and postmultiplications is flexible. Assume, for the moment, that all premultiplications (row operations) are executed first. The resulting A' is of the form given in Fig. 5. The values of A do not have to be computed, as they are redundant. It can clearly be seen that implementation of these iterations involves local dependence only, as the updated diagonal, sub- and super-diagonal values are generated from the original element values in the same and adjacent locations.

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
a_1 & b_1 & & & \\
b_1 & a_2 & b_2 & & \\
& b_2 & a_3 & b_3 & \\
& & & \ddots & \\
& & & & b_{n-2} a_{n-1} b_{n-1} \\
& & & & b_{n-1} a_n b_n
\end{bmatrix}
\]

Fig. 4: Symmetric Tridiagonal Matrix.

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
x & x & \Delta & & \\
& x & x & \Delta & \\
& & x & x & \Delta \\
& & & \ddots & \\
0 & 0 & \cdots & 0 & x \Delta
\end{bmatrix}
\]

Fig. 5: Matrix of Fig. 4 after row modification.

The second phase of the algorithm requires column oriented multiplication which will convert the matrix back to a symmetric, tridiagonal form. The operation involved is similar to that of the row operations described above. Thus the problem is defined by means of an algorithm which adheres to the locality constraint of the WAP. This is, of necessity, the first stage of writing any program for the WAP in a wavefront language, MDFL: define the
sequence of operations in such a manner that meets the local communication requirement of the WAP. In most cases, this is done in the most straightforward manner by presenting the algorithm in a matrix-oriented notation, where succession of indices is mapped into geometric adjacency of executing PEs. According to Parlett [4], the diagonalizing processing time is linear.

The following is an MDPL program that implements the tridiagonalization of a symmetric matrix. In order to avoid extensive explanations, we assume the following with regards to the bi-linear array: (1) Every element PE(p) in each row has a FIFO stack of size N-p+1. (2) The elements of each row "push" data onto the stack of the corresponding element in the other row, and "pop" data from their own stack. This, then, replaces the regular FETCH/FLOW data transfer mode between first and second rows. (3) A TOP-OF-STACK pointer is included in each stack. When data is pushed onto the stack, that pointer moves up, and when data is removed from the stack, the pointer travels down. Data cannot be popped from the stack when the TOP-OF-STACK pointer is at the bottom of the stack, thus inducing the wait state inherent to data transfer operations.

```plaintext
1 REPEAT
   WHILE WAVEFRONT IN ARRAY DO
       CASE FIND OF
           FIRSTROW: BEGIN (* First-row excludes PE(1). *)
               POP A;
               FETCH B, LEFT;
               IF B EQ INF THEN SET TERMINATED; (* INF represents a flagging value *)
               (* used to trigger the next wavefront *)
               END;
       ELSE BEGIN
           REPEAT
               IF NOT TOP-OF-STACK THEN POP B;
               FLOW A, RIGHT;
               FETCH (S, C) LEFT;
               FLOW (S, C) RIGHT;
               IF TOP-OF-STACK THEN FLOW (S, C) DOWN;
               ROTATE (A, B, C, S);
               (* Put a'(e, p) on top of lower stack. *)
               (* This operation enables the column *)
               (* POPs of the 27 *)
               (* SET A'(e', p') *)
               EB: (* OF ELSE block. *)
           END;
       END;
       SECOND ROW BEGIN (* Column operations. *)
           FLOW A, LEFT;
           FETCH (S, C) RIGHT;
           ROTATE (A, B, C, S);
           FLOW A, LEFT;
           END;
       CASE EXIT: (* Set A'(e, p). *)
           IF RIGHT NOT DISABLED THEN BEGIN
               FETCH (S, C) RIGHT;
               FILTER (S, B, C);
               FLOW A, LEFT;
               FLOW A, RIGHT;
               END;
           FETCH A, LEFT;
           FETCH A;
           (* Place a'(e, p) from left. *)
           (* This operation will enable the *)
           (* row wavefront FLOW operations in *)
           (* the first, 12, 16 and 10 *)
       END CASE.
       REMAINING CASES,
       UNTIL TERMINATED.
```
LINEAR ARRAY FOR SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION (SVD)

There are several square array configurations that have been proposed for SVD computations, including those in [8,9]. An alternative to the square array implementation of the SVD employs a linear array which bidiagonalizes the given matrix, A, in emulation of the Golub-Reinsch algorithm [10]. The bidiagonalization procedure is identical, in most respects, to the tridiagonalization routine used above in the symmetric eigenvalue problem.

Once the original matrix A has been transformed into a bidiagonal matrix, the number of data elements active in the processing reduces to 2N-1. The Golub-Reinsch “skipping” sequence is now implemented on these elements by means of Givens rotations. Due to the reduced number of operands, a linear processor array can effectively be used at this stage to converge to the singular values. Thus, the original square matrix is largely impotent and of no use. For this reason it is more beneficial to implement the entire Golub-Reinsch procedure by means of a linear array, in O(N^2) time. The application of the linear array to execution of the diagonalization is, also, very similar to that of the symmetric tridiagonal matrix described above, and will not be further dwelt upon here.

LINEAR OR SQUARE ARRAY?

In this paper we have discussed parallel algorithms for solving eigenvalue and singular value decompositions. Our approach relies heavily on the powerful notion of computational wavefronts and leads to very efficient linear and square array computing structures. In our eigenvalue and singular value decomposing schemes there is strong evidence that a linear array structure can, very often and quite effectively, rival the processing speed achieved by the square array. This, despite the fact that the latter employs considerable more processing elements. The basic facts supporting these claims are: (1) Tridiagonalizing a symmetrical matrix can be performed efficiently in O(N^2) time with a linear array. Thereafter, reducing the tridiagonal matrix can be accomplished in O(N) iterations. (2) Other, non-tridiagonalizing methods, such as RT [8] or modified Householder schemes [9] involve full matrix manipulations. These, in general, involve a linear number of iterations of O(N) operation each [1]. Thus, a square array of processors can, in general, only achieve O(N^2) processing time, which is the same as the linear array.
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Fig. 1: Row Wavefronts in (virtual) Square Array WAP

Fig. 2: Column Wavefronts

Fig. 3: Bi-Linear WAP with Data Stacks for Eigenvalue Decomposition

(Upper row executes row operations, lower row executes column computations)
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ABSTRACT

Over the past several years, many special purpose (in particular, systolic) architectures have been proposed as solution to computation bound problems. More recently, implementation and testing of certain of these architectures have begun. In light of these studies, this paper surveys two topics of practical interests. The requisites for successful applications of the special purpose architecture approach, and the outlook for the applications of systolic algorithms.

In order to succeed economically, special purpose design efforts must deal with the following factors:

- Algorithms
- Architectures
- Hardware Design and CAD
- Implementation Technology
- Fabrication Turnaround
- System Integration

Taking these factors into account, we can assess the promises and limitations of the systolic array approach to signal processing, along with its reductions to practice. Some of the issues we consider are:

- Programmability
- The Design Problem
- Standard Interfaces
- Applications System Development
- Physical Limit on Communication and Synchronization

This research was supported in part by the Office of Naval Research under Contract N00014-77-C-0015, N00014-80-C-0102, and N00014-84-C-0135, and in part by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), ARPA Order No. 2217, monitored by the Air Force Avionics Laboratories under Contract F19628-77-C-1003; A. Fisher was supported in part by an IBM Graduate Fellowship.
This conference is exploring the methods by which the emerging very large scale integration (VLSI) technology, i.e., the ability to place more than 10,000 logic gates on a single integrated circuit, can be exploited for the solution of difficult signal processing problems. The following discussion will concentrate on a highly specialized subset of the total signal processing environment, i.e., that small minority of such problems in which a single unprocessed data stream appears at the input of a digital processor in real time and at very high data bandwidths. These high volume data streams must be processed by the "front end" of the signal processor at clock rates equal to or greater than the rates at which they are delivered; in later stages of processing, it may be possible to partition the single high-speed data stream into a series of lower speed substreams, and to institute parallel processing on the substreams. We have been compelled to consider potential solutions to these high data rate problems, and to compare these problems with the capabilities of silicon VLSI, as well as other technologies, with which they may be addressed.

The evolution of digital integrated circuit technology for commercial application, and even to some extent in the military world, has been directed to the fabrication of ever-smaller physical structures and device geometries on mass produced integrated circuits.
circuits. This desire for high device count and high packing
density has resulted in an emphasis on structures such as CMOS on
bulk silicon and CMOS on sapphire (CMOS/SOS), whose device
characteristics permit gate propagation delays in the 2-5 nsec
range; the most advanced of these structures can support system
clock rates in the 30-50 MHz range. However, several classes of
problems, e.g., electronic warfare, radar signal processing,
wideband spread-spectrum military communications, and certain
biomedical tasks may require unprocessed input data bandwidths as
great as .1-2 x 10^9 bytes/second, necessitating system clock
rates as high as 2 x 10^9 Hz. High density, low clock rate VLSI
technology is simply incapable of solving these types of pro-
blems; alternative methods must be identified. One of the most
promising of these is the exploitation of "processor speed".

Methods for Achieving Processor Speed

Enhancements in "processor speed" are primarily achieved
through the exploitation of faster device technology, i.e., tran-
sistors which achieve shorter switching delays. High transistor
switching speed is a parameter which is difficult to exploit at
the VLSI level, since the attainment of subnanosecond logic gate
propagation delays in silicon integrated circuits requires the
dissipation of large amounts of power. Power dissipation
increases in this manner because large instantaneous current
flows are required at a given logic voltage swing to charge the
parasitic capacitances of the interconnecting lines between adja-
cent logical functions on the integrated circuit (or, for that
matter, between integrated circuits). If each gate dissipates an
average of 1 mW, a 10,000 gate VLSI component would dissipate 10
W, making it difficult to achieve adequate cooling of the
integrated circuit in a straightforward manner. Silicon VLSI
devices of 10,000 gate complexity should dissipate no more than
100-400 microwatts per gate; at this low power dissipation,
switching currents are so small that it is difficult to achieve
gate propagation delays much less than 1-2 nsec.

The Exploitation of Gallium Arsenide Digital Device Technology
to Obtain Processor Speed

How, then, can those signal processing problems be solved
which are simultaneously constrained by high input data band-
width and high system clock rate, and which require the design of
special components in a low volume production, rapid turnaround
environment? One approach currently under intensive investiga-
tion in a number of research laboratories involves a synergistic
interaction of new technologies which will allow system clock
rates above 250 MHz, as well as rapid design and turnaround
cycles both at the system and at the component level. Such a
capability may be developed by exploiting the physical properties
of Gallium Arsenide (GaAs) for the integrated circuit substrate
rather than conventional bulk silicon or silicon on sapphire substrates.

The Gallium Arsenide integrated circuit technology has several useful characteristics for such an application. First, the mobility of the electrons in GaAs crystals at a given voltage gradient is six to eight times greater than for silicon, which in turn results in faster electron transit across the channels of N-channel field effect transistors (FETs) fabricated on GaAs substrates. Gate propagation delays can thus be more than three times faster than for similar structures in silicon, or gate power dissipation can be decreased for a given gate speed, or a combination of these two may be achieved.

Gallium Arsenide SSI and MSI integrated circuits, exploiting primarily depletion-mode MESFET SDFL diode-transistor structures, have been successfully fabricated at Rockwell International Microelectronics Research and Development Center, diced, packaged in leaded flat packs or leadless ceramic chip carriers, installed on logic boards, and operated in the Mayo Foundation laboratories at clock rates unachievable with equivalent silicon integrated circuits. Figures 1 and 2 present the performance of single components and of small multicomponent test structures operated over a range of system clock rates from 1-2.5 GHz. It is believed that these data represent the first published demonstration of the performance of multiple interconnected GaAs components operating together in a representative circuit board environment. On-chip gate delays of 80-120 psec, and off-chip risetimes of 250-350 psec, have been measured, with good system noise margins and waveform conformations, even though optimum chip carrier packaging and board design technology were not employed in these early studies. Such speeds are greater than the best achieved in silicon to the present time.

**Performance Comparisons of Communications Node Fabricated in Silicon and GaAs**

A comparison of present and expected Gallium Arsenide transistor and gate performance characteristics with similar values from high-speed silicon emitter coupled logic (ECL) structures may be enlightening. For example, assuming a silicon-based sub-nanosecond ECL custom LSI design, we examined the probable performance to be expected from a computer communications network node element with eight input lines and eight output lines. If this node element were fabricated using present state of the art silicon ECL technology, a structure containing approximately 500-700 gates would be required and could be fabricated. The communications node would be able to transmit data from any one or more of the eight input ports to any one or more of the eight output ports at rates of up to 500 megabits second per line, with a total on-chip power dissipation in the range of four to eight watts. An extrapolation to technology improvements likely to occur by 1985-1987 indicated that advances in lithography tech-
niques would allow this silicon ECL structure to be fabricated with roughly the same number of gates, but exhibiting half the total power dissipation, or twice the throughput (i.e., to a rate of 1 gigabit/second per line), or some combination of decreased power dissipation and enhanced throughput.

The same communications node structure was then designed assuming currently available Gallium Arsenide depletion mode SDFL integrated circuit device technology, using either of two possible designs to achieve the same network node performance. The results from the design exhibiting the lowest gate count are presented here. For single-component gate counts of approximately 500 gates, throughput data rates of 1.5 gigabits/second per line are feasible with 1982 technology at a power dissipation of 1.6 watts, i.e., three times the performance of the 1982 silicon implementation for a power dissipation only 20-40% as high; in a second and more optimistic implementation of this same node, the throughput rates with present GaAs technology would be 3 gigabits/second per line at a power dissipation of .3 watts. The performance achievable in a Gallium Arsenide SDFL implementation in 1985-1987 was estimated, assuming process and device fabrication improvements, to yield transistors with .5-.7 micron transistor channel lengths; throughput rates would then increase to 4 gigabits/second per line at chip power dissipations of .2 watts.

Gate/Macrocell Arrays Fabricated on GaAs Substrates

The speed and power characteristics described above underscore several of the advantages of Gallium Arsenide technology whenever extremely short gate delays or fast system clock rates are a necessity. However, as alluded to earlier, an additional constraint faced by the practitioners of extremely high-speed signal processor design is the small production runs generally undertaken, whether or not the processor incorporates "off the shelf", custom, or semicustom integrated circuits. Recognizing this problem, several laboratories have begun the development of configurable gate arrays and/or configurable macrocell arrays based upon Gallium Arsenide substrates. Mirroring recent results for silicon CMOS configurable gate arrays and configurable macrocell arrays and for first generation silicon ECL macrocell arrays, it appears that Gallium Arsenide gate/macrocell arrays in the 1,000-4,000 equivalent gate size are probably feasible, while even larger gate/macrocell arrays may be feasible. Tradeoffs between the achievement of maximum packing density for custom circuits, and the rapid design cycle possible for the layout and fabrication of semicustom designs on a gate or macrocell array, favor the latter approach if high density is not required or cost ineffective.
Near-Term Technical Feasibility of GaAs-Based Processors

Recent data from a number of sources indicates that it will become technically feasible in the near and intermediate term to assemble and operate Gallium Arsenide processors, or mixed Gallium Arsenide/silicon ECL processors, at clock rates of 250 MHz and above. First, a large number of custom integrated circuits based upon Gallium Arsenide SDFL gate structures have been fabricated and tested (Figures 1 and 2) at small scale and medium scale integrated circuit density levels. Wafer yields have become sufficiently high that these devices are now being included in brassboard versions of processors intended for eventual manufacturing and field installation. Second, the device structures used to implement these custom-designed SSI and MSI GaAs components are at least as easy to manufacture as the equivalent silicon components, although fabrication techniques themselves (based upon ion implantation rather than gaseous diffusion) are quite different. Custom-designed large scale integrated circuits consisting of more than 1,000 equivalent gates have already been successfully tested, although device yields are still unacceptably low. However, both the yields and the device densities on these custom designs appear to be improving in a manner similar to the advances in silicon LSI device densities and yields during the mid and late 1970s.

Although there is thus little remaining doubt that custom GaAs components will continue to improve in a number of operational parameters, the same optimism does not prevail among all observers concerning the feasibility of semi-custom structures, i.e., GaAs gate/macrocell arrays. These observers have commented that GaAs gate/macrocell arrays will not be feasible for a variety of detailed technical reasons. However, the first such array, consisting of 100 gates and designed for low power dissipation, has been fabricated and does appear to work properly for small test circuits assembled by interconnection of gates in the array. Gate propagation delays are comparable to the best commercial silicon subnanosecond ECL, even though this structure was optimized for low power rather than for speed. Gate arrays using both bipolar and field effect transistor technology are currently in layout and will undergo testing in 1983. Macrocell arrays are inherently more attractive for high performance devices, particularly on Gallium Arsenide substrates, since any gate structure may be located wherever desired on the integrated circuit to provide minimum spacing between a signal source and its intended destinations. Lastly, much larger gate/macrocell arrays presently appear feasible, which can also benefit from the exploitation of high-speed bipolar structures to maximize transistor fanout capacity and integrated circuit throughput.

This combination of device technologies thus provides a potentially powerful vehicle for the design of very high clock
rate, high throughput processors relying upon "custom" integrated circuits, while preserving the option to perform these design and development projects for very small production runs.

In summary, high throughput signal processors based upon Gallium Arsenide integrated circuits operating at system clock rates above 250 MHz will be capable of confronting wide bandwidth signal streams, and will be able to execute algorithms at clock rates equal to or greater than the input data rate. Further advances will be required in Gallium Arsenide chip and substrate technologies, improved packaging for high performance integrated circuits, logic boards which support transmission line interconnects, and rapid-turnaround hierarchical CAD packages. Research is under way in all of these areas; progress to the present has been truly impressive.
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OPERATION OF SDFL GALLIUM ARSENIDE
DIVIDE-BY-4 COMPONENT IN CIRCUIT BOARD ENVIRONMENT
(2.47 GHz Sine Wave Clock;
16-Pin Leaded Flat Pack; Wire Wrap Interconnects)

Operation of a single SDFL Gallium Arsenide divide-by-4 component in a representative circuit board environment. Note similarity of waveform conformations between direct oscilloscope and 14 GHz sampled measurements.

Figure 1

OPERATION OF SDFL GaAs DIVIDE-BY-4
AND Si ECL COMPONENTS IN VARIOUS DRIVE COMBINATION
(2.07 GHz Sine Wave Clock Drive; Negatively Shifted GaAs Supply Volta
Flat Pack/LCCC Encapsulation; Wire Wrap Connections)

Operation of multiple SDFL Gallium Arsenide and Silicon ECL components interconnected as depicted in diagram. Off-chip rise-times are consistently less than 300 psec.

Figure 2
A VLSI ARITHMETIC PROCESSOR CHIP FOR ARRAY PROCESSING
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ABSTRACT

The described Arithmetic Processor Unit (APU) uses the efforts of Motorola's three micron silicon gate CMOS semiconductor fabrication technology and CHI System's array processor architecture technology. CHI Systems Inc. has developed architectures for array processor systems (as well as the hardware and software elements) for over ten years. In 1979, CHI Systems was developing their fifth iteration of an array processor system, called CHI-5. The U.S. Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) was sponsoring development of the CHI-5. Motorola was seeking to use the CMOS process for low-power and medium-speed linear algebra processors. DARPA proposed the natural combination of these two technologies. Emphasis of this program, sponsored by DARPA, has been to obtain the best deliverable silicon gate CMOS APU capability for a fixed investment. Thus, yield and production cost have been secondary factors. Processing throughput and maximum functions obtainable on the chip were desired features.

The functions on chip, rationale for chip functions, as well as design methodology and benchmarks will be discussed in the full paper.
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PARTITIONING BIG MATRICES FOR SMALL SYSTOLIC ARRAYS

Don Heider
Computer Science Dept.
Pennsylvania State University

ABSTRACT

The systolic array concept has proved attractive for design of matrix processors operating in pipelined mode. It may be viewed as a programming technique for parallel computers or as a design technique for special purpose processors. For VLSI implementation, one drawback is the frequent design assumption that the number of input ports exceed some feature size of the input data (rows, columns, nonzero diagonals). We discuss the unfavorable but inevitable situation where the matrix is too large for the processor array. Partitioning methods are surveyed and their influence on systolic processor design is considered for some basic matrix computations. The most efficient partitioning methods require use of more than one systolic design, so we argue in favor of programmable processor elements and flexible control of the processor array.
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1. INTRODUCTION

One of the main function of an underwater passive listening system is the reckoning of the number of present sources as well as the characteristic parameters of everyone. To do so, the noises transmitted by the sources are used when recorded on the sensors of an array. The basic tool is the spatial processing. The traditional tool is the classical beamforming. Then, in view of improving the performance, one came to adaptive beamforming on a sensor array. As a result, this method brings an improvement—an array gain—which is asymptotically bound by the signal to noise ratio of the source noises, when measured on a particular sensor. More recently have appeared more powerful methods called "high resolution". The improvement in performance as compared to previous processing is at the cost of one more assumption on the medium. Nevertheless, these methods carry the possibility to include free parameters in the medium model, and that make more flexible the assumptions to be accepted.

Adaptive array processing, as conventional beamforming, needs hypotheses only on the sources: they are pointlike, perfectly spatially coherent, and the wavefront shape from a source is a known function of the source position (the transfer function of the sensors is also supposed known). The additional hypothesis needed by high resolution methods concerns the background noise: its spatial coherence has to be known. High resolution methods have better performance than those of adaptive array processing thanks to that hypothesis. They suppose also that the number N of sources is less than the number K of sensors.

2. BASIC PRINCIPLES OF HIGH RESOLUTION METHODS

The basic hypothesis made on the background noise is that it is statistically independent between the sensors. Therefore, the cross spectral density matrix (CSDM) \( \gamma(f) \) of the received signals is written according to the hypotheses made:

\[
\gamma(f) = \gamma(f) I + \sum_{i=1}^{K} \gamma_1(f) \hat{\mathbf{b}}_i(f) \hat{\mathbf{b}}_i^*(f) = \gamma(f) I + \gamma_1(f) \Sigma_1 \tag{1}
\]

\( \gamma(f) \) is a \((K \times K)\) matrix
\( \gamma(f) \) is the spectral density of the background noise
\( I \) is the spatial coherence matrix of the background noise that is equal to the identity matrix
\( \gamma_1(f) \) is the spectral density of source 1
\( \hat{\mathbf{b}}_i(f) \) is the source position vector expressed of the normalised transfer functions between source 1 and the K sensors.

High resolution methods are based on the eigenvector-eigenvalue decomposition of \( \gamma(f) \). It can be shown that:
(K-N) eigenvectors are equal to \( \gamma_i(f) \), and the N other are greater
- the N eigenvectors \( V_i(f) \) (\( i \in [1,N] \)) related to the N maximum eigenvalues
\( \lambda_i(f) \) are in the N dimensional subspace spanned by the N source position
vectors called the source subspace. An important relation is:
\[
\Gamma_s(f) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \gamma_i(f) \overline{V}_i(f) \overline{V}_i^+(f) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \lambda_i(f) \overline{V}_i(f) \overline{V}_i^+(f)
\]  
(2)

the (K-N) eigenvectors \( V_{i0} \) (\( i \in [N+1,K] \)) related to the (K-N) minimum and
equal eigenvalues are orthogonal to each of the N source position vectors.
They spanned a (K-N) dimensional subspace called the orthogonal subspace.

This analysis yields the principle of high resolution methods:

a) From the eigenvalues of \( \tilde{\Gamma}(f) \) are deduced the number of sources (which is the
number of sensors minus the number of equal and smallest eigenvalues), and
the source subspace and the orthogonal subspace.
b) The source locations can be obtained using either the source subspace, or
the orthogonal subspace. In both cases, a model for the source position vector
\( \mathbf{D}(f,\mathbf{\theta}) \) has to be used (\( \mathbf{\theta} \) stands for the source position parameters).
With the source subspace, the source parameters \( \mathbf{\theta}_i \) and \( \gamma_i(f) \) can be looked
for, such as the following equation is satisfied \([1,2]\]
\[
\sum_{i=1}^{N} \lambda_i(f) \sigma(f) \overline{V}_i(f) \overline{V}_i^+(f) \mathbf{D}(f,\mathbf{\theta}_i) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \gamma_i(f) \mathbf{D}(f,\mathbf{\theta}_i) \overline{V}_i(f) \overline{V}_i^+(f)
\]  
(3)

Modified maximum likelihood or maximum entropy methods can also be used \([3]\).
With the orthogonal subspace \([4,5]\), the source positions are given by the
values of \( \mathbf{\theta} \) for which the following function comes to a null:
\[
G(\mathbf{\theta}) = \sum_{i=N+1}^{K} |\overline{V}_i(f) \mathbf{D}(f,\mathbf{\theta})|^2
\]  
(4)

The above properties are of course asymptotical ones, since, in
practice, only an estimation \( \hat{\tilde{\Gamma}}(f) \) of \( \tilde{\Gamma}(f) \) can be obtained. Thus only estimates
of the sources parameters can be gotten. The (K-N) smallest eigenvalues are not,
in practice, strictly equal. Therefore, the decision about the number of sources
and equivalently the source subspace and the orthogonal subspace, is relevant of
the detection theory. It has been shown \([6]\) that it is possible to find a test
for the number of sources which depends only on the eigenvalues of \( \tilde{\Gamma}(f) \). It has
been shown simultaneously that the properties of the eigensystem of \( \tilde{\Gamma}(f) \) remain
valid for the eigensystem of \( \tilde{\Gamma}(f) \).

3. GENERALIZATION OF HIGH RESOLUTION METHODS

The main property of high resolution methods is that their resolution power is no longer limited by the signal to noise ratio as for adaptive
processing, but it increases with the observation time up to infinity. Therefore,
asymptotically, two sources can be resolved how close and weak they may
be. Physical limitations come from the non perfect knowledge and the fluctuations of both the spatial coherence of the background noise and the shape of
the source wavefronts. But it can be shown that the assumptions about these
two quantities can be made more flexible, which increases the validity domain
of high resolution methods.

3.1. Modeling of background noise spatial coherence \( \sigma \)

At sea, the background noise is somewhat correlated between the
sensors. Its spatial coherence matrix is not an identity matrix. But if it can
be modeled as a known function of unknown parameters \( \tilde{m} : J(\tilde{f}, \tilde{m}) \), the unknown parameters can be determined. For a given \( \tilde{m} \), there exists a known matrix \( C(\tilde{f}, \tilde{m}) \) such that:

\[
C(\tilde{f}, \tilde{m}) J(\tilde{f}, \tilde{m}) C^*(\tilde{f}, \tilde{m}) = I
\]

Let \( \tilde{m} \) be the value of the background noise parameters as it is at sea. Consider the matrix:

\[
\Gamma_0(\tilde{f}, \tilde{m}) = C(\tilde{f}, \tilde{m}) \Gamma(\tilde{f}) C^*(\tilde{f}, \tilde{m}).
\]

Thus:

\[
\Gamma_0(\tilde{f}, \tilde{m}) = \sigma(\tilde{f}) C(\tilde{f}, \tilde{m}) J(\tilde{f}, \tilde{m}) C^*(\tilde{f}, \tilde{m}) + \sum_{i=1}^{N} \gamma_i(\tilde{f}) D_0^i(\tilde{f}, \tilde{m}) D_0^{i*}(\tilde{f}, \tilde{m})
\]

Where:

\[
D_0^i(\tilde{f}, \tilde{m}) = C(\tilde{f}, \tilde{m}) D_0^i(\tilde{f}).
\]

It is clear that if \( \tilde{m} \) is moved through different values, when it reaches \( \tilde{m}_0 \), \( C(\tilde{f}, \tilde{m}) J(\tilde{f}, \tilde{m}) C^*(\tilde{f}, \tilde{m}) \) becomes equal to the identity matrix. Thus if the eigenvalues of \( \Gamma_0(\tilde{f}, \tilde{m}) \) are plotted versus \( \tilde{m} \), when \( \tilde{m} = \tilde{m}_0 \), the \((K-N)\) eigenvalues come to be equal, property which gives the value of \( \tilde{m}_0 \). Knowing \( \tilde{m}_0 \), the source subspace and the orthogonal subspace can be determined.

Of course in practice, only an estimate \( \tilde{m}(f) \) of \( m(f) \) is available. Thus only a focusing point is observed versus \( \tilde{m} \) for the eigenvalues of:

\[
\Gamma_0(\tilde{f}, \tilde{m}) = C(\tilde{f}, \tilde{m}) \Gamma(\tilde{f}) C^*(\tilde{f}, \tilde{m}),
\]

and thus only an estimate of \( \tilde{m}_0 \) is obtained.

3.2. Exploitation of the source subspace

As for the background noise spatial coherence, less stringent assumptions on the wavefronts of the sources can be accepted.

If nothing is known about the wavefronts, the source position vectors can be deduced from the reconstructed spectral density matrix of the source alone (relation (2)) but only as functions of \( N(N-1)/2 \) unknown scalar parameters. Thus some a priori knowledge is needed in order to have a model which yields another expression of the source position vectors. Therefore, the identification of the two expressions of the \( N \) source position vectors, every one with \( K \) components, leads to \( KN \) equations. As the number of unknowns are the \( N(N-1)/2 \) preceding parameters, and the \( N \) spectral densities and the \( 3N \) coordinates of the sources, the model of the source position vector can include \( Z \) "medium descriptive" parameters in order to have as many unknowns as equations.

Thus:

\[
Z = N \left[ K - \frac{N+1}{2} \right]
\]

Therefore the medium is all the better described than the number of exploring sensors and of sources which "light" is larger.

In the above method, the source parameters are directly obtained. Another procedure may be proposed which is based on the feeling that the amount of a priori to be accepted in order to express the source vectors themselves is much "lighter" and more credible than the amount needed for a model of the medium. In this method, a source vector model which does not include the source position is used first to determine the wavefronts of the sources, and the positions are obtained in a second step.

It is shown than propagation parameters can also be included in the model with the orthogonal subspace method.

4. HIGH RESOLUTION METHOD IMPLEMENTATION

The general structure of the processing scheme can be divided in three main parts:

- Input data preprocessing: in this part the FFT of the received signals is performed, and after that there are \( L \) identical channels, one for each frequency cell. The second step of the preprocessing is cross spectral density matrix estimation: the computations are complex matrix multiplications and additions.
High resolution methods specific calculations: in this part, the parameters of the background noise spatial coherence are estimated, and then the source subspace and the orthogonal subspace are determined. The calculations needed are of a new sort in array processing and typically belong to the matrix computation domain. They consist in eigensystem decomposition of the cross spectral density matrices.

Source parameter estimation: in this part, the source parameters are estimated using the source subspace or the orthogonal subspace. The complexity of the calculations depends on the number of propagation parameters. They are mainly scalar products of complex vectors or resolution of systems of equations, but which are generally not linear.

5. CONCLUSION

High resolution methods are very interesting because of their improved resolving capability compared to that of conventional processing. They leads to new types of architectures and of computations. The calculations mainly belong to the field of matrix operations. Thus new parallel computation methods as systolic array processing must be an appropriate solution [8].
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HIGH RESOLUTION SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
BY DOMINANT MODE ENHANCEMENT
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ABSTRACT
(Extended Summary)

High-resolution, data adaptive spectrum analysis techniques can exploit prior knowledge of the signal dimensionality and noise coherence to obtain even higher resolution capabilities than previously envisioned (Lacoss). The classical minimum variance (maximum likelihood) and maximum entropy/spectrum estimators form the basis for corresponding enhanced estimators which require only a prior knowledge of signal bandwidth to provide resolution which is limited only by observation time. The basic idea is to identify only that portion of the estimated data covariance matrix which corresponds to the coherent signal portion of the analysis data. This can be accomplished alternatively by eigensystem analysis, singular value decomposition and Cholesky factorization of the estimated "signal only" covariance matrix. The resultant signal covariance matrix decomposition is formally substituted into the high-resolution spectral estimator along with a scalar multiplier called an enhancement factor. As the enhancement factor is made large, the ability of the analysis process to separate closely spaced spectral components increases until it is limited only by the amount of averaging time available to estimate only the largest eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors. The enhanced maximum entropy appears to have better resolution capabilities than the enhanced minimum variance. This is a benefit only when two spectral lines have to be resolved to reduce the component of frequency estimator total RMS error due to bias. Otherwise, the enhanced minimum variance estimator has less RMS error due to random fluctuation which is an advantage when only moderately enhanced resolution is required. The new and important problem of estimating the range response of a linear array of passive sensors is presented as an example which illustrates all of the important aspects of the topic.

INTRODUCTION

High-resolution power spectrum analysis methods have well known applications to single channel frequency analysis (1) and multiple channel sensor array frequency-wavenumber analysis (2). More recently, sensor array simultaneous frequency-wavenumber-range analysis has provided a further extension of fundamentally the same power spectrum analysis procedures (3). Principal among these techniques are, first, the minimum variance, distortionless response (MV) filter which is closely related to maximum likelihood procedure (1,2) and, secondly, the class of last-squares linear smoothing/prediction techniques referred to herein corporately as the maximum entropy (ME) method (5,6,7). It is typical of these techniques to assume no prior knowledge of the vector space dimensionality or either the signal or noise components of the data to be analyzed. Such prior knowledge of the
signal takes the form of total bandwidth, angular and radial extent or the
signal for frequency, wavenumber and range analyses respectively. Prior
knowledge that the noise can be prewhitened and the signal is known to have a
dimensionality which is small relative to the analysis data dimensionality can
be exploited to enhance the spectrum estimator resolution capabilities to an
extent limited only by the observation time. Accordingly, an approach to data
adaptive spectral analysis is described herein which can be characterized by a
modal decomposition of the observation data covariance matrix. This approach,
which can be expressed alternatively in terms of either orthonormal (8,9,10),
singular value (10) or Cholesky decompositions of the covariance matrix, is in
contrast to either the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization procedures (11) or
related schemes as embodied in the lattice filter structure (12).

The use of eigenvector orthonormal decompositions for frequency-wavenumber
spectrum analysis has evolved from nonparametric and adaptive array processing
schemes (13,14,15) to applications as high-resolution spectral estimators
(9,10,15-22). Frequently, these high resolution techniques are viewed as ad
hoc methods based on the notion of separability of signal and noise processes
into orthogonal vector subspaces. In fact, two distinct versions of these
high resolution spectrum estimators are derived herein from the formal
expressions for the minimum variance, distortionless response (MV) and maximum
entropy method (ME) spectrum estimators. The additional prior information
which allows the extension of the MV and ME estimators to their so-called
enhanced high resolution, dominant mode forms is either that the noise is
uncorrelated or can be prewhitened and the signal components of the analyzed
data are spectrally narrow.

In this paper, the dominant mode form of the analysis data covariance
matrix is presented along with the expression for the readily derived inverse
of this matrix. Next, the MV and ME spectrum estimators in modal
decomposition form are developed along with 3 dB down resolution expressions.
Finally, the modal MV and ME estimators are applied to passive sensor array
processing for source range estimation.

SIGNAL MODEL

Let the covariance matrix for the stationary, zero mean complex data
N-vector $x(t)$ at discrete time $t$ be given by the expectation

$$R = E\{x(t)x(t)^\prime\}$$

(1)

where the notation $^\prime$ indicates the complex conjugate transpose. Of course, in
practice, a time averaged estimate of $R$ can be used instead of $R$ in terms of
the ensemble average as defined in Eq. (1). This covariance matrix is assumed
to consist of the signal and noise components,

$$R = P + \sigma^2 I_N$$

where $P$ is a rank $K \leq L \ll N$ signal covariance matrix, $\sigma^2$ is the
uncorrelated noise variance and $I_N$ is an $N$-by-$N$ unit diagonal matrix.
In terms of a dominant mode(s) decomposition we have

\[ P = \sum_{k=1}^{K} \lambda_k M_k M_k^T = M \Lambda M^T \]

where \( M \) denotes an \( N \times K \) modal matrix of \( P \), and \( \Lambda \) denotes the diagonal matrix formed by the eigenvalues of \( P \). An enhanced data covariance matrix can be written as

\[ R(e) = e M \Lambda M^T + \sigma^2 I_N \quad (2) \]

where the scalar parameter \( e \) is referred to as the modal enhancement factor.

**SPECTRUM ANALYSIS**

Two approaches to high resolution spectrum analysis are presented in the following. Both methods result from a linearly constrained quadratic minimization problem formulation with the additional information that, first, the signal vector subspace is of dimension \( K \), second, the noise process is zero mean, independent and identically distributed and, third, the spectral resolution is to be maximized. The maximization of resolution is equivalent to saying that the enhancement factor, \( e \), is to be made large. This is because a large \( e \) is equivalent to a high signal-to-noise ratio which is the principal factor in resolution improvement.

**Minimum Variance Distortionless Response (MV)**

For this procedure, it is desired to find a linear filter vector \( W \) for the analysis data vector which is a solution to the following constrained minimization problem.

Minimize:

\[ \sigma_{MV}^2 = \mathbb{E} \left\{ \left| W^T x(t) \right|^2 / e \right\} \]

\[ = W^T R(e) W \]

Maximize: Spectral resolution, i.e., \( e \to \infty \)

Constraints: (a) Distortionless (unit) response requires

\[ 1 = W^T D(\vartheta) \]

(b) Signal space of dimension \( K \) and uniform independent noise requires Eq. (2).

**Maximum Entropy (ME)**

For smoothing and prediction it is desired to find a linear vector \( W \) which is to be applied linearly to the data vector \( x(t) \) in such a way that the \( m \)-th element in \( x(t) \), say \( x_m(t) \), is estimated in a least squares sense by a linear combination of the \( m \)-th elements of \( x(t) \). This objective in conjunction with high resolution maximization and the a priori knowledge that the data covariance matrix has the structure specified by Eq. (2) or as stated as the following constrained optimization problem:
Minimize: \[ \sigma_{ME}^2 = E\left\{ \left| W_x(t) \right|^2 \right\} \]

Maximize: spectral resolution, i.e., \( e \to \infty \)

Constraints: (a) Smoothing/Prediction at point \( n \) in data window requires

\[ 1 = W^\dagger 1_n \]

where \( 1_n \) is a real \( N \)-vector consisting of all zeroes except a one for the \( n \)-th element (b) Eq. (10).

(b) Signal space of dimensionality \( K \) and uniform independent noise requires Eq. (10).

In the full paper, the solutions to both of the above problems, will be examined. Other issues including resolution performance, computation of the enhanced spectrum estimators, and high resolution range estimation will also be discussed.

CONCLUSIONS

Two high resolution spectral analysis procedures based on the well-known minimum variance (MV) and maximum entropy (ME) have been presented. These procedures exhibit superior resolution performance relative to either the MV or ME spectrum estimators with ultimate performance limited only by observation time. Such performance should have substantial impact in spectral analysis applications which are estimator bias limited as opposed to estimator random fluctuation limited.
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State of the Art in Eigenvalue Computations

B. N. Parlett†

Extended Summary

The subject must be divided up according to two obvious but unappreciated criteria. Matrices are either large or small (see Section 3) and their eigenvalues are either real or complex. Moreover, the property that produces real eigenvalues in the overwhelming number of cases is the symmetry of a real matrix.

Definition: An \( n \times n \) matrix is small (in a given computer system) if it and its matrix of eigenvectors can be held as conventional square arrays in the fast (random access) store or memory. Otherwise, it is large.

This is a useful distinction. There is a sharp difference between the techniques used for the two cases (large and small), and also between the very problems which give rise to the matrices. On conventional number crunching systems (CDC 7600, 6600, IBM 370/195, 165) a \( 100 \times 100 \) matrix is small. On a small mini-computer system a \( 50 \times 50 \) might well be large. Nevertheless we may safely say that \( 1000 \times 1000 \) is large and we must note that quantum physicists would like to compute the spectra of matrices of size \( 2^p \) with \( p \) rising to 20, 30, 40 and beyond!

Small Matrices

Most numerical analysts consider that the eigenvalue problem is solved for small matrices. Results are as accurate as the stability of the problem and the precision of the computer permit.

There is one open problem of a theoretical nature (convergence of shifted QR for nonnormal matrices) and I am not aware of any computational bottlenecks, complaints, or unfulfilled requests in this category.

† Department of Mathematics, and the Computer Science Division of the Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, University of California at Berkeley.
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It would be interesting to learn of important computing tasks for which the current quality of performance is not adequate. Real time applications come to mind.

Another aspect to bear in mind is that it is just not worth trying to exploit special patterns of zero elements in small matrices (their so-called sparsity structure). The only exception is when the matrix has very narrow bandwidth (e.g. tridiagonal, pentadiagonal). In other words there is enough overkill in the techniques used for small matrices that there is no point in exploiting any special properties of the matrix (except for tridiagonality).

Another fact which surprises many people is that it is as easy (i.e. as quick) to compute all the eigenvalues of a small, full, real symmetric matrix (with \(n \geq 30\)) as to multiply that symmetric matrix by another one! Briefly, "eigenvalues are easier than multiplication".

Suppose that we drop the adjective symmetric in the previous paragraph. The assertion is then false, but not by much. Of course, the eigenvalues may well be complex. Nevertheless, they can all be computed in less time than it takes to form five matrix-matrix products, i.e. \(5n^3\) scalar multiplications. Again, \(n\) must be large enough so that its leading powers dominate the others, say \(n = 20\), but still be small.

This state of affairs would have been unbelievable in 1955. What made the difference?

The programs which achieve these attractive performance levels are widely available through libraries such as EISPACK, IMSL, or NAG, which are well documented and have been savagely tested. They embody what was learnt between 1958 and 1970 by the small cooperative group of experts.

Large Matrices

The picture changes sharply when the matrix (the input) and the results (the output) can no longer be held in the random access memory. Such problems are vital to a variety of users. Some good methods have been developed, research is active, but there is nothing like EISPACK available. Indeed, some of the good methods are buried inside special purpose packages (e.g. NASTRAN, ADINA for structural analysis, and the Quantum Chemistry Program Exchange at Indiana).

Two aspects of the problem need emphasis:

(1) It is important to exploit any sparsity structure that the original problem may enjoy.
(2) The efficiency of a technique depends quite strongly on the computer system (virtual memory or explicit transfer between primary and secondary storage).

The information demanded from large problems is less varied than for small. The symmetric case dominates. I have never heard of a need for the complete spectral factorization (all eigenvalues and all eigenvectors) but I do know of one application using the whole spectrum! The dominant demand (by far) is for some eigenvalues (maybe 3, maybe 50) at the left end of the spectrum (near 0) together with the associated eigenvectors. In 1978 an engineering company spent $12,000 of computer time for 30 eigenpairs of a problem with \( n = 12,000 \). This figure excludes the cost of program development.

There is a beautiful way to exploit sparsity without developing a different method for every important pattern of zero elements. The user supplies a program which takes any \( n \)-vector \( v \) as input and produces the \( n \)-vector \( u = Av \) as output. The method must then compute eigenvalues and eigenvectors by supplying suitable vectors \( v \) to the program. The linear operator \( A \) is never known to the solution method. No transformations on \( A \) are possible. In this way the burden is on the user to exploit what is known about \( A \) to make the computation of \( u (=Av) \) as efficient as possible. In practice \( A \) will not be a simple matrix. A typical situation involves a diagonal matrix \( D \), a structured matrix \( K \), and a shift parameter \( \sigma \). In fact \( A = D(K-\sigma D^2)^{-1}D \). No inversion please, just solve linear systems, however painful that may be. The output \( u \) is found in three steps:

(i) form \( w = Dv \). (ii) solve \( (K-\sigma D^2)x = w \) for \( x \). (iii) form \( u = Dx \).

Please note that step (ii) itself might employ some iterative method for solving the system whenever it is inconvenient to factor \( K-\sigma D^2 \). For big problems it is sometimes necessary to use secondary storage for step (ii).

It is not surprising that vector computers (particularly the Cray-1 and Cyber 205) are attractive devices for problems where the vectors are long and full but the matrices are sparse.

Nor is it surprising that the methods which have emerged as champions for serial computers exploit heavily the characteristics of these machines: ready access by the processor to a large store, facility for complicated nesting of loops in programs. It would be surprising if such methods were well suited for parallel processors.
Parallel Computation

It seems that research on parallel algorithms is focused on surpassing serial machines on standard small problems (n ≤ 100) such as matrix-matrix multiplication or solution of linear equations. Yet these same tasks are ignored by the conventional matrix experts who feel that nearly all needs are being satisfactorily met for small problems. Their research efforts are directed to large problems, either perfecting general methods or devising special techniques for important special cases, such as solving quadratic λ-matrices, (λ²A + λB + C)x = 0, or use of the Cray-1 in place of serial computers.

There seems to be a contradiction here, but perhaps I am misreading the situation.

All the work I have read on eigenvalue techniques for parallel algorithms is devoted to treating full matrices. Yet most large matrices are sparse and one would expect any efficient algorithm to exploit such structure, if only to conserve storage.

Very small changes in the assumptions concerning a large problem can strongly affect the efficiency of rival techniques.

Here is one difficulty. How can systolic algorithms with a very uniform flow of information respond efficiently to small changes in the specified task or the information available? If they cannot respond flexibly, then can they be effective for big calculations?
IMPACT OF VLSI ON MODERN SIGNAL PROCESSING*

Sun-Yuan Fung
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Driven by steep increase in the complexity of computations, processing speed requirements and the volume of data handled in various signal processing applications, modern signal processing research and development is undergoing a major revolution. On the other hand, the availability of low cost, high density, fast-speed VLSI devices has timely opened a new avenue for implementing these increasingly sophisticated algorithms and systems. Therefore, the future trend of VLSI signal processing research will require very close interactions between different disciplines in VLSI, computer engineering, and signal processing. This paper addresses three fundamental issues:

1. impact of VLSI on signal processing methods,
2. impact of VLSI on array processors for signal processing
3. integrated design of signal processing systems.

The purpose is to provide a cross-disciplinary understanding of the modern signal processing techniques, parallel array processors, and VLSI technology potentials and constraints.

I. IMPACT OF VLSI ON SIGNAL PROCESSING METHODS

The computation potential of VLSI will definitely have an important impact on modern signal processing methods.

High Performance Signal Processing Techniques

In terms of advanced signal processing research development,

---
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the processing techniques can be divided into two categories: the conventional transform based techniques and the modern (non-linear) spectrum analysis methods [1].

The invention of the FFT provided the first major impetus towards the advancement of signal processing. The technique has drastically reduced computing time for signal and image processing problems, and this important advantage has rapidly promoted the FFT based methods to become the dominant approach in current signal processing research and development [2].

From another perspective, FFT based methods, being batch-processing technique, can not claim the recursiveness and self-adaptivity offered by some other methods. For example, the Kalman filtering method has a convenient recursiveness property, and is very useful in many real-time processing problems. Moreover, for high resolution spectrum estimation problems the transform based methods in general can not yield a satisfactory resolution capability [1]. In contrast, with a little higher computation complexity, modern (non-linear) spectrum analysis methods often offer much better performance[3 - 6].

Massive parallelism

While a major improvement in device speed is foreseen, it is in no way comparable to the rate of increase of throughput rate required by modern real-time signal processing. In order to achieve such increases in throughput rate, the only effective solution appears to be highly concurrent processing. Since massive parallelism will have a major impact on the modern signal processing techniques, the traditional performance criterion will have to undergo a major modification. In several instances, VLSI has made several conventionally inefficient or impossible techniques desirable or even rather attractive. Conversely, several "fast" techniques have started losing ground under this technological impact.

In evaluating the degree of inherent parallelism those methods with frequency or spatial decoupling will often receive a greater advantage, as they are decomposable into independent subproblems. On the other hand, much of the work on parallel algorithms has historically concentrated on numerical linear algebra [7 - 9]. Consequently, the class of methods which are reducible to basic matrix operations are becoming preferred candidates [10], [11].

Parallel Algorithms

There has been a number of efficient parallel algorithms for solving linear equations, triangular and orthogonal matrix decomposition (i.e. for matrix inversion and least-square
solution), eigenvalue and singular value decomposition, and linear recurrences. An immediate consequence of the parallel processing capability for matrix operations is that the modern high-resolution methods such as Maximum Entropy Method [12], Maximum Likelihood Method [13], eigenvalue decomposition methods [4-6] can be performed at higher speeds.

The preference on regularity and locality will have a major impact in deriving parallel algorithms, (cf. Section II.a). In our work, the two most critical issues - parallel computing algorithm and VLSI architectural constraint—are considered:

1. To structure the algorithm to achieve the maximum parallelism and, therefore, the maximum throughput-rate.
2. To cope with the communication constraint (cf. Sect. 2.a) so as to compromise least in processing throughput-rate.

Example: A Highly Concurrent Toeplitz System Solver [14]

In order to achieve full parallelism, we have to fully exploit the Toeplitz structure. For this purpose, we have proposed a new, pipelined version of the Levinson algorithm which allows the "reflection coefficients" to be computed in a pipelined fashion. This avoids the need of the inner product operations, in the original Levinson algorithm, and the total computing time is therefore reduced to $O(N)$. The configuration of computing structure and its VLSI implementation in a joint project between USC and Hughes are discussed in [14], [15].

Challenge of Modern Signal Processing

From the viewpoint of advancing signal processing research the overwhelming popularity on FFT-based methods has somewhat hampered the due attention to other (more analytical) modern methods. The latter approach, in our opinion, will have a long-term impact to the advanced signal processing technology. Here is our reasoning:

(1) Modern signal processing methods place the emphasis on certain critical optimality criterion (such as resolution), which will in turn lead to the optimal modeling and algorithms, at the expense of somewhat higher computational complexities comparing to the conventional FFT methods [16]. Consequently, they often provide better performances.

(2) More promisingly, computations for the modern signal processing methods, are often reducible to basic matrix operations which have very high potential for VLSI parallel computing. Thus, there are several very bright aspects for the design of modern signal processing computing systems (discussed
in the next section).

(3) The advent of VLSI offers a new opportunity to review the new signal processing trend. The low-cost, large volume of computations will encourage sophisticated, and high-performance techniques, at the expense of more computations. The new trend should not only encourage more in-depth mathematical analyses on modern methods traditionally deemed unfeasible; but also promote more hardware development of the modern fast-speed, special-purpose, parallel processors. The availability and accessibility of the modern computing hardwares will definitely further enhance the popularity on the modern signal processing methods.

II. IMPACT OF VLSI ON ARRAY PROCESSORS FOR SIGNAL PROCESSING

In order to accommodate the ever increasing speeds of processing requirements and volumes of data handled in various modern signal processing applications, the low cost, high density, fast VLSI devices has offered a new avenue implementing the modern signal processing systems. A very critical concern is that the traditional design of parallel computers and languages is deemed unsuitable for VLSI systems [17], since it suffers from heavy supervisory overhead incurred by storage, communication, and scheduling tasks, which severely hamper the real-time signal processing speed. Summarized below are several key considerations unique for VLSI design environment.

Communication Constraints

Although VLSI provides the capability of implementing a large array of processors on one chip it imposes its own constraints on the system. Among them, the most critical is the restricted (localized) communication, since it costs the most in VLSI chips, in terms of area, time and energy [18]. In general, highly concurrent systems require this locality property in order to reduce interdependence and ensuing waiting delays that result from excessive communication. This locality constraint, discouraging the use of centralized control, leads to the utilization of distributed control and localized data flow on regular and modular array structures. The utilization of a repetitive modular structure also help reduce the high design and test costs in VLSI systems.

VLSI Array Processors

The above restrictions, imposed by VLSI, will render the general purpose array processor very inefficient. It is therefore beneficial to restrict the array processors to a special class of applications, i.e. recursive and local data
dependent algorithms, to conform with the constraints imposed by VLSI. On the other hand, this restriction incurs little loss of generality, as a great majority of signal processing algorithms possess these properties.

One typical example is a class of matrix algorithms. It has recently been indicated that a major portion of the computational needs for signal processing and scientific computation problems can, in fact, be reduced to a basic set of matrix operations and other related algorithms. Therefore, a special purpose parallel machine for processing these typical computational algorithms will be cost-effective and attractive in VLSI system design.

For special purpose array processors, the key of designing computing structures is mapping algorithms into computing structures, while keeping a natural topological relationship between the mathematical algorithm and the computing structure. Typical such design examples of the VLSI oriented computing structures are the systolic array processor [19] [18, Chap. 8] and wavefront array processor [20]. They are becoming increasingly popular due to their simple and regular control/data flows and localized communications.

Example: Wavefront Array Processor [20]

The wavefront array processor (WAP) is conceived as a programmable variant of the systolic array, aimed at solving all the matrix algorithms. To create a smooth data movement in a localized communication network, we make use of the computational wavefront concept. A wavefront in the processing array will correspond to a mathematical recursion in the algorithm. Successive pipelining of the wavefronts will accomplish the computation of all recursions.

The wavefront concept provides a firm theoretical foundation for the design of highly parallel array processors and concurrent languages, and it appears to have some distinct advantages. With respect to the language aspect, the wavefront notion drastically reduces the complexity in the description of parallel algorithms. The mechanism provided for this description is the special purpose, wavefront-oriented language, i.e., the Matrix Data Flow Language (MDFL) [20]. Rather than requiring a program for each processor in the array, this language allows the programmer to address an entire front of processors. As to the architectural aspects, the wavefront notion leads to a wavefront-based architecture which preserves the Huyghen's principle, that ensures wavefronts never intersect. Therefore, a wavefront architecture provides asynchronous waiting capability, and consequently, can cope with timing uncertainties, such as local clocking, random delay in communications and fluctuations of computing-times. Therefore, the notion lends itself to a (asynchronous) data flow computing structure that conforms well with the constraints of VLSI. In a sense, the WAP is an optimal
combination of the synchronous and dedicated systolic array, and the general-purpose (asynchronous) data-flow multiprocessors.

Parallel Languages

In order to meet the basic requirement of real-time processing rate and yet to accommodate a reasonable programmability, a new signal processing (parallel) language should be developed in coordination with the hardware structure.

Traditionally, programming language for multiprocessors focus exclusively on the description of parallel data executions with little consideration over the data movements. Therefore, programming an array processor usually involves a heavy burden of scheduling, resource sharing as well as the control of processor interactions. Due to the communication problem in VLSI systems, the issue of data availability and management becomes critical and it has become very desirable to have a new language capable of expressing parallel data movements in a computing network. In other words, an effective parallel programming language can not be simply an ensemble of separate programs; it should also precisely define the coordination and interdependence of the data and the sequencing of the tasks between the processing elements.

Moreover, a truly VLSI oriented parallel language should also take into account the features of regularity, locality, and data-flow nature in a VLSI array processor. For example, the design concept of the wavefront language ITL [2] has largely complied with all the above considerations.

VLSI Signal Processor Architectures

For an optimal design signal the processor architecture there should be signal processing dedicated Control Unit, Program Memory, and ALU, etc. As to the ALU, the selections between fixed/ floating point, parallel/serial, or cordic/noncordic arithmetic units depend largely on the applications. For example, Givens-type rotations have received a great deal of popularity in some new computing structures, such as lattice structures[14], least-square solvers[21 - 23] and eigenvalue-decomposition problems [23]. There are several candidates for the implementation of hardware "rotators", among them Cordic Unit [21], [24], [25] appears to be most competitive. However, in the rotations the major operations are square-roots and multiplications, for which the cordic may not offer as fast convergence speed as some conventional designs [26]. (Cordic is relatively more effective for computing trigonometric functions which are not necessarily useful in signal processing computations.) In short, the choice of signal processing arithmetic units (and in general signal processor architectures) remains largely unsettled, and its final settlement should take
both the signal processing needs and VLSI implementations into account.

Fault Tolerance in VLSI Systems

While VLSI offers more affordable chip area, it is also becoming more vulnerable to faulty circuits. In order to achieve a more reliable VLSI computing system, fault tolerance techniques are considered. Basically, this is to trade chip area for reliability, yield, etc. From VLSI array processor perspectives, the regularity and locality properties should be exploited to design an efficient fault tolerant diagnosis scheme. Moreover, since repairing and rerouting are necessary, extra flexibilities on timing and data paths are often useful.

III. INTEGRATED DESIGN OF SIGNAL PROCESSING SYSTEMS

The future trend of technology will call for integrated research approach aiming at incorporating the vast VLSI computational capability into modern signal processing applications.

Top-down Design

Usually, a VLSI system design includes several design phases:


In our opinion, a top-down design should start with a full understanding of the problem specifications, signal analyses, (parallel and optimal) algorithms; and then map them into a suitable computing structures. Once these steps are accomplished, several existing CAD packages may then be utilized to facilitate the circuit layout design to produce standard layout codes ready for chip fabrication. Finally, the tested chips should be integrated into the applicational systems. Here we emphasize a somewhat untraditional methodology calling for a close coordination of the algorithm, language, and hardware designs from The very beginning stages. It should be noted that there may be necessarily interactive (top-down and bottom-up) design activities across different levels of design phases, and very often several such iterations are unavoidable.

Development of VLSI Design Language
For hardware fabrication, register transfer or computer description languages have been developed as convenient models at levels of abstraction in digital design. These hardware description languages need to be extended for system level VLSI design. Naturally, VLSI systems should be described by multilevel, hierarchical models. By taking advantage of the modular and regular structure in VLSI systems and identify those modules functionally, rather than in terms of logic/circuitry details, high-level descriptions of VLSI systems should be possible [27]. One approach is to map an algorithmic level parallel language (such as MEFL) into its corresponding hardware description codes. Such research effort, if successful, will certainly impact the future trend of customized designs of VLSI signal processing chips.

Insertion of VLSI Chips into System Design

One of the major difficulties in VLSI design is the integration of VLSI array processor chips into applicational systems. One of our current research objectives is to demonstrate the feasibility of utilizing the systolic or wavefront array processors to handle the major portion of parallel computations needed in some specific applications, such as real-time passive sonar systems.

IV CONCLUSION

The advent of VLSI technology provides an opportunity for setting a new signal processing trend. A cross-disciplinary and integrated (top-down) design methodology appear to be the most effective for the development of future VLSI signal processing systems. The paper presents some (rather subjective) viewpoints of the author’s. This is indeed intended for inviting different or opposing perspectives, hopefully in a much broader spectrum, and yet focusing the theme on the VLSI signal processing research and development.
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ABSTRACT

The Configurable, Highly Parallel (CHiP) Computer is composed of a collection of parallel processing elements (PEs) placed at regular intervals in a two-dimensional lattice of programmable switches. Each PE is a microprocessor with its own local program and data memory and its own instruction counter; there is no shared primary memory. The switches, which have local memory, allow the processors to be dynamically connected into arbitrary topologies. The CHiP Computer can be thought of as a generic signal processor since it efficiently hosts systolic arrays as well as most other recently developed signal processing algorithms. The CHiP machine can be efficiently implemented in VLSI and is suitable for wafer scale integration.
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A SYSTOLIC SIGNAL PROCESSOR FOR
RECURSIVE FILTERING
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the design of a systolic signal processor for recursive Kalman filtering. The architecture of the processor is based on mapping the Kalman filter equations onto a linearly connected systolic array. A successful prototype of the systolic Kalman filter processor has been constructed using state-of-the-art VLSI components. The systolic processor is well-suited for recursive filtering, beam forming, target tracking, image processing and radar signal processing.

INTRODUCTION

Estimating the frequency and angle of arrival of a point emitter can be viewed as an application of recursive filtering. The signals received at the linear sensor array, shown in Figure 1, carry both angle-of-arrival and frequency information. The estimator in Figure 1 may be viewed as a space-time sampling system where the number of sensors, m, and the number of memory elements per sensor, n, determine the size of the two-dimensional window in the signal field. As in the one-dimensional case, the resolution that can be obtained with conventional Fourier analysis is limited by the window length, in both the temporal and the spatial dimensions.

In the one-dimensional case, Pisarenko has proposed a harmonic retrieval method for detecting sinusoids in additive white noise, that removes the bias problem associated with FFT methods while preserving high-resolution. Pisarenko's method, however, is not computationally efficient and must be applied off-line. Thompson derived an adaptive version of Pisarenko's method but its convergence rate is slow. Reddy and Kailath derived a least-squares type adaptive version of Pisarenko's method that is similar to the γ-LMS algorithm proposed by Frost for noise power cancellation of sinusoids in noise. A performance comparison of the adaptive Pisarenko method and a recursive maximum likelihood method indicates that the recursive maximum likelihood method gives higher resolution estimates but is computationally slow.

In this paper, systolic array concepts are used to develop efficient architectures to speed-up computations in the recursive maximum likelihood estimator. A systolic signal processor based on these concepts has been constructed and successfully applied to harmonic retrieval problems.
Consider the problem of estimating the frequency and angle of arrival of multiple sinusoids corrupted by wide band noise. Let $x_i(t_k)$ denote the $k$-th time sample at the $i$-th sensor in the linear array of Figure 1 and suppose the sinusoidal signals are modeled by:

$$x_i(t_k) = A_i \cos (-\omega_i t_k + \phi_i)$$

where $\omega_i = 2\pi f_i$ and $A_i$ are the frequency and amplitude of the $i$-th sinusoid.

The wave number $\nu_i$ of the $i$-th sinusoid is defined as:

$$\nu_i = \frac{\omega_i}{c} \sin \phi_i$$

where $c$ is the speed of sound between the sensors, $d$ is the isotropic function of the three axes and $\phi_i$ is the angle of arrival with respect to the broadside direction. The phase, $\phi_i$, of the $i$-th sinusoid is assumed to be uniformly distributed over $[0, 2\pi)$. In the ideal, $\phi_i = 0$ denotes the $i$-th sample time and $T$ is the sampling interval.
The recursive Kalman filter needed in Figure 1 is of the form:

\[
\hat{x}_{k+1} = \hat{x}_k + K[y_k - Hx_k]
\]

or equivalently,

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\hat{x}_{k+1} \\
y_k
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
-I & H \\
-KH & K
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\hat{x}_k \\
y_k
\end{bmatrix}
\] (4)

In this formulation, the elements of the filter design matrix are constant. \(c\) and \(K\), however, are dependent on the specific values of \(\omega_i\), \(i = 1, 2, ..., m\). \(y_k\) are measurements of the received signal. The structure of the filter indicates that it can be implemented as a single matrix-vector multiply. The elements of the filter design matrix can be stored in a ROM to cover the anticipated range of \(\omega_i\). A bank of recursive Kalman filters may then be used to obtain the maximum likelihood estimates of the sinusoidal signals from noisy data. (See Figure 1.)

The conditional probabilities, \(p(\omega_i | Z_k)\), can be easily computed recursively from the following formula:

\[
p(\omega_i | Z_k) = c \det (R^{-1})^{-\frac{1}{2}} \exp \left(\frac{1}{2} z_k^T R^{-1} z_k \right), \quad p(\omega_i | Z_k) \quad (5)
\]

where \(c\) is a normalizing constant, independent of \(\omega_i\), chosen to ensure that \(\sum p(\omega_i | Z_k) = 1\). The innovations, \(z_{k-1} = z - Hx_{k-1}\), and the covariance of the innovations, \(R\), needed to evaluate \(p(\omega_i | Z_k)\) can be obtained from the bank of recursive Kalman filters. The maximum likelihood estimates of the sinusoidal signals can then be obtained by computing (see Figure 1):

\[
\hat{x}_k = \sum_{i=1}^{m} \hat{x}_{k-1} \quad p(\omega_i | Z_k) \quad (6)
\]

Note that once \(p(\omega_i | Z_k)\) \(i=1, 2, ..., m\) have been evaluated, the value of \(\omega_i\) which maximizes \(p(\omega_i | Z_k)\) can be easily determined by ranking \(p(\omega_i | Z_k)\). Thus, the range of \(\omega_i\) in the bank of Kalman filters can be reduced to obtain a more accurate estimate of \(\omega_i\). The bank of recursive Kalman filters, therefore, may be adapted to the data being processed.

Since \(p(\omega_i | Z_k)\) needs to be evaluated rapidly, \(p(\omega_i | Z_k)\) can be stored in a ROM in a table look-up form. Thus, the set of implementing the overall scheme illustrated in Figure 1 is to develop a high-speed \(\omega\) filter processor. Due to the structure of the filters, system architecture may be identified to speed up the computations.
SYSTOLIC KALMAN FILTER DESIGN ARCHITECTURE

The structure of the recursive Kalman filter algorithm described in the previous section suggests that it can be implemented on a linearly connected systolic array (see Figure 2). This architecture assumes the filter design matrix coefficients, $f_{ij}$, may be precomputed and stored in a ROM for a given range of $i$. This assumption is not restrictive since 32K ROM's already exist (e.g., Intel 27E5). The coefficient data can be downloaded to high-speed RAMs and passed to a systolic Kalman filter processor (see Figure 2). The state estimates in the systolic Kalman filter architecture can be computed as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{FOR } i = 1 \text{ to } m \\
\mathbf{x}_1(1) &= 0 \\
\mathbf{x}_1(i+1) &= \mathbf{x}_1(i) + f_{ij} s_j & j = 1, 2, \ldots, n+m \\
\mathbf{x}_1 &= X+1 \\
\end{align*}
\]

Since the filter design matrix is $(n+m) \times n$, the above recurrence can be evaluated by pipelining the $x_i$ and $s_j$ through $n+m$ linearly connected processors.

![Figure 2. Systolic Kalman Filter Processor (m = 1)](image-url)
BOARD-LEVEL IMPLEMENTATION

To determine the feasibility of the systolic architecture a board-level design was constructed. A 4k data memory was required to store the filter design matrix coefficients based on a 32 channel filter. On-board A/D and D/A converters were used to pass the signal measurements directly to/from the inner product step processors. Critical timing signals were generated by hardware, rather than by a microprocessor, to maintain a high-throughput rate. A 16-bit multiply-accumulator was used to compute the inner products in the architecture. A board-level prototype of one element of the systolic Kalman filter processor is shown in Figure 3. The prototype board has been operated successfully at a 17.4 MHz clock rate. A faster clock rate should be achievable if the design is fabricated as a VLSI chip set.

![Figure 3. Systolic Kalman Filter Board.](image)

SUMMARY

A systolic signal processor was developed based on mapping the Kalman filter recursions directly onto a linearly connected systolic array. Analysis of the recursive equations was used to specify the wordlength, sampling rate and memory requirements of the processor. The analysis showed that a 16-bit processor is adequate to ensure stability of the recursive equations for a wide range of applications.

A board-level implementation of the systolic signal processor was designed using state-of-the-art VLSI components. The systolic processor has been successfully tested and is currently being applied to other applications.

As VLSI technology matures, larger numbers of processors may be fabricated on a single chip. At that time, it may be feasible to implement the board-level design as a VLSI chip set.
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INTRODUCTION

Modern acquisition techniques produce high volume data sets that must be processed not only very quickly, but also reliably. The computational speed requirements can be achieved only through the use of either faster processing algorithms, or computational components with improved performance, or parallelism. The likelihood of further major advances in regard to the first two options is small. Therefore, the only realistic means for achieving high throughput is the use of parallelism.

Most signal processing algorithms are intended to be used on a single computational device, and therefore one needs specially designed segmented algorithms in order to use a network of interconnected computers. The segmentation of the software and the modularization of the hardware are not independent. In fact, software segmentation and hardware modularization must be considered simultaneously to achieve the desired efficient use of the hardware. The design of the interconnected network is a typical engineering problem in the sense that it involves a number of tradeoffs among speed-up, number of processors, number of interconnection links and maximum number of input/output links per processor.

In terms of reliability, we need the capability of efficient and timely fault detection, location, recovery and repair. Fault detection and location schemes should be capable of operating on permanent faults, transient faults, data dependent faults and environment dependent faults. As far as recovery is concerned, we want to immediately minimize the effect of the faults so that they do not propagate to the non-faulty hardware. A second constraint on the recovery schemes is that we lose as little data as possible. The repair schemes may use switching techniques to replace the faulty hardware, or to reconfigure
the computing network so that the processing tasks may still be performed although in a possibly degraded fashion.

REAL TIME FAULT DETECTION

To achieve real time fault detection, one needs a concurrent fault detection scheme: one that takes place as the processing network is operating. There currently exist three basic techniques for carrying out concurrent fault detection. One is total hardware redundancy [AVI76], [GRA76], the second is partial hardware redundancy and the third is functional redundancy [SOG69], [CLA78]. In all three cases, the detection scheme involves the generation of an auxiliary boolean sequence \( \{b(i)\} \), followed by a decision based on that sequence. The elements of \( \{b(i)\} \) are generated so that if \( b(i) = 1 \), the system is faulty, and if \( b(i) = 0 \), the system may or may not be faulty. The decision scheme uses the elements of the sequence \( \{b(i)\} \) up to the present time to determine the status of the system.

In the case of total hardware redundancy the entire signal processor \( P_1 \) is duplicated as \( P_2 \). At time \( i \) outputs \( w_1(i) \) and \( w_2(i) \) of \( P_1 \) and \( P_2 \), respectively, are compared to produce the quantity \( b(i) \). The variable \( b(i) \) is set equal to 0 if \( \|w_1(i) - w_2(i)\| \leq \epsilon \), and is set equal to 1 otherwise. In the case of partial hardware redundancy, we do not duplicate the entire signal processor, but only part of it. This approach decreases the complexity of the hardware, but increases the design difficulty: the computational device \( P_2 \) is not identical to \( P_1 \) and must be separately designed. With functional redundancy, simulation is used in lieu of hardware duplication. The most important aspects of the operations of \( P_1 \) are simulated in the device \( P_2 \).

The above considerations lead to a general concurrent fault detection
model in which, given a sequence \( \{ z(i) \} \) that is determined by the outputs of the computational elements of the signal processor, one needs to find a map \( f(.) \) such that \( f(z(i)) \) is easily computed, \( f(z(i)) \leq \epsilon \) means that the outputs may be correct and \( f(z(i)) > \epsilon \) means that the outputs are incorrect. In general, there is no inherently natural map \( f(.) \), and therefore we need to add hardware to artificially create such a map. This produces what we call an \( f(.) \)-redundant design. As long as no assumptions are made on the nature of the input data, one can obtain an \( f(.) \)-redundant design only by using total hardware redundancy, partial hardware redundancy, or functional redundancy. In the next section, we show that if the data is stochastic in nature, we can exploit this property to obtain a special type of redundant design, namely a stochastic \( f(.) \)-redundant design, that may be used for the purpose of fault detection.

STATISTICAL SIGNAL PROCESSING AND STOCHASTIC REDUNDANCY

For our purpose, we view statistical signal processing as the transformation of an input sequence of random variables \( \{ u(i) \} \) into an output sequence of random variables \( \{ v(i) \} \) possessing desirable properties. This transformation is implemented on a three part network: a generating network, a computing network, and a receiving network. The generating network breaks up the input sequence \( \{ u(i) \} \) into \( N_g \) subsequences or input data streams \( \{ w_{0,0}(i) \} \), \( \{ w_{0,1}(i) \} \), ..., \( \{ w_{0,N_g-1}(i) \} \). The computing network processes the input data streams in parallel and produces \( N_r \) output data streams. The receiving network combines the output data streams to produce the desired output sequence \( \{ v(i) \} \).

In order to achieve our fault detection objectives, the generating network
should break up the input sequence \( \{u(i)\} \) into subsequences having maximum mutual information [GEL59], [AND58], [BRI75]. Preliminary investigations have shown that under mild assumptions this goal may be achieved by the following natural scheme. For \( k = 0,1,2,...,N_g-1 \), let

\[
w_{0,k}(jN_g+k) = u(jN_g+k), \quad j = 0,1,2,....
\]

The computing network is designed so that the initial redundancy (measured by the mutual information) among the input data streams is preserved as the data propagate through the network, and so that the necessary computations are distributed among the computing elements in a balanced fashion. In this way a stochastic \( f(.) \)-redundant design can be implemented without additional hardware, and the required processing speed can be achieved. A stochastic \( f(.) \)-redundant design is characterized by the following properties. If \( w_{k,l}(i) \) and \( w_{m,n}(i) \) are the respective outputs of any two computing elements \( P_{k,l} \) and \( P_{m,n} \), then there is an easily computed map \( f(.) \) such that, in the absence of faults, \( f(w_{k,l}(i),w_{m,n}(i)) \) has zero mean and a variance that goes to 0 as \( i \) goes to infinity. As a result, the status of the computing network can be determined by comparing \( f(w_{k,l}(i),w_{m,n}(i)) \) to a threshold for various values of \( k, l, m, \) and \( n \).

It is important to note that the need for real time fault detection puts non-trivial constraints on the way the data can be processed in parallel. Previous parallel processing studies [MCR74], [MOR79] have ignored the issue of network reliability.
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Abstract

In this paper intersitial fault tolerance (IFT), a technique for incorporating fault tolerance into systolic arrays in a natural manner, is discussed. IFT can be used for reliable computation or for yield enhancement. Here we compare IFT used for yield enhancement to Wafer Scale Integration (WSI) techniques. Previous WSI techniques for yield enhancement have been proposed only for linear processing element arrays. IFT is effective for both linear and two dimensional arrays. Results of Monte Carlo yield simulation of IFT are presented.

1. Introduction

About the design of systolic arrays for fault tolerance, we know very little. This is especially true in the area of yield enhancement techniques. Increases in the scale of integration result from two factors: decreasing minimum geometries and increasing chip size. One can delay fabrication of a device too large for current technology to take advantage of the former but the other alternative is very attractive because it can be attempted immediately providing an increased number of defects can be tolerated. Wafer Scale Integration (WSI) techniques [AbCa78, LeSr79, GaSa82, FuVa82] attempt the latter. Most approaches to WSI have been concerned with connecting the functioning units after fabrication. This results in a virtual one dimensional array which snakes its way around the wafer in an irregular but nearest neighbor interconnection avoiding defective units. (See Figure 7(a).) This technique is not suitable for two dimensional arrays, however. The intersitial fault tolerance technique permits the fabrication of one- or two-dimensional arrays in the presence of degraded yield in a straightforward manner.

In general, incorporating fault tolerance into a design implies redundancy. Redundancy may have two forms, increased hardware or increased computation time. Some WSI techniques [EMOT80], require increases in hardware and require overriding some of the efficiency of a fast local interconnection. The WSI techniques mentioned above
maintain local interconnections but they implicitly use hardware redundancy in the form of unreachable functional units. The interstitial fault tolerance technique however uses time redundancy. Because implementing multiple processing element systems on a chip has only become feasible with VLSI technology and we seek to use this technology to implement highly parallel systems first and fault tolerant systems second few previous results hold.

Consider the conventional Price Yield Law [Pric70]

\[ Y = (1 + \frac{DA}{m}) \]

where \( Y \) is the yield, \( D \) is the defect density, \( A \) is the effective chip area and \( m \) is the number of defect inducing mechanisms, mainly the number of fabrication steps. Price's yield law may not be realistic in this case for two reasons. First, it must be observed that processing elements are connected by only one or two layers of material in most systolic arrays so that the system can be modelled by a two level model:

- On the lower level, fabricating each unit or processing element does follow Price's law yielding a certain unit defect density, \( f \), of nonfunctioning processors.

- On the higher level, the distribution of failed processors based on independent events obeying the unit defect density determines the system yield, \( Y \).

Second, in conventional non-fault tolerant systems yield is actually the probability that zero defects occur in area \( A \). For a parallel processor fault tolerant system such as the one proposed here this definition does not carry over. A large number of failures may be tolerated, up to \( O(N) \) out of \( N \) processing elements for interstitial fault tolerance, if the distribution is optimal. (In the WSI models mentioned above the yield degradation is entirely graceful.) As determined by the two level model, the proper measure of yield for an interstitial fault tolerant system depends upon the local fault distribution. If the system will function with \( k \) or fewer adjacent faults, then the system yield of the fabrication process is the probability that the chip nowhere has more than \( k \) adjacent faults:

\[ Y = \Pr(\text{defects occur in no more than } k \text{ adjacent processors}) \]

2. Interstitial Fault Tolerance

Any systolic algorithm can be represented by a skewed iteration space in which each operation can be assigned to a processor in space and a particular step in time. (A skewing is a linear transformation from the iteration space to a processor-time space which exposes systolic parallelism.) Assume now that one processor in the array is faulty. As the systolic algorithm sweeps through the iteration space as a sequence of parallel wavefronts, one sequence or line of computations will not be performed. This line is called the fault line. It will be shown that by proper skewing of the iteration space the fault line can be mapped to another line of idle processor cycles which occurs on an adjacent processor. This line of idle cycles is
Numbers represent time step at which computation will occur in skewed space.

(a) Original iteration space for LU decomposition.

Processor id's attached to iteration space points as shown.

(b) Skewed iteration space.

Processor id's for perimeter processors are in parentheses.

(c) The local fault graph.

Repair processor (-1,1)

Repair computation occurs at relative time 0.

Figure 1. Skewing the hexagonal LU decomposition algorithm for interstitial fault tolerance.
called the repair line, and the processor possessing the repair line is called the repair processor for this fault.

In a properly skewed iteration space both fault and repair lines contain periodic compute and idle cycles. By design, at least one adjacent processor has idle cycles which mesh with the compute cycles of the faulty processor. Thus, the method is called interstitial fault tolerance. That is, the time redundancy needed for fault tolerance is hidden in the interstices of the prospective repair processor's computation. Interstitial fault tolerant arrays can be classified by a basic property of the skewing applied to the iteration space. If there exists \( n \) idle cycles per one compute cycle then the algorithm is called level \( n \) interstitial fault tolerant. This figure is closely related to the system yield. A level \( n \) interstitial fault tolerant array will function with at least \( n \) adjacent faulty processing units.

**Example: LU Decomposition**

Figure 1 illustrates the application of this technique to Kung and Leiserson's LU decomposition algorithm. Figure 1(a) shows the original iteration space for the standard LU decomposition. Figure 1(b) shows how the iteration space is skewed to realize the algorithm on a hexagonal mesh. If processor \((0,2)\) is faulty, the fault line of computations that would have been performed by processor \((0,2)\) can be computed by processor \((-1,1)\), the repair processor. The repair line is an interstitial repair line. That is, no other computation is being performed at the times when a fault line computation must occur. LU decomposition is level 2 interstitial fault tolerant. Figure 1(c) and 1(d) show the local fault graph and the local remapping of communication to effect the repair if the interconnection network at the faulty processor has failed. Three routing steps per computation cycle are required to mask the rerouting time in this case.

### 3. Yield Analysis

Yield analysis for interstitial fault tolerance has been conducted analytically and by simulation. Melzak [Melz73] and others have studied a mathematical model based on forbidden configurations and coincidences that can be adapted to evaluate the yield for interstitial fault tolerant arrays. A statement of the model in terms of our yield model is given by the parameters:

\[
d - \text{the systolic array dimension},
\]

\[
n - \text{the number of faulty processors in the system},
\]

\[
f - \text{a unit defect density function which holds for all defects, and}
\]

\[
k - \text{the maximum number of adjacent faulty processors}.
\]

Using the inclusion-exclusion principle, with this model it can be shown that:

\[
Y_k = \sum_{r=1}^{\binom{k}{r}} \sum_{i=1}^{r-1} (-1)^{r-i} N_{r,i,k}(m) \int_{G_{ri}} f dx_1 \cdots dx_{n(G_{ri})}
\]
where the $G_{ri}$ are coincidence graphs with $v(G_{ri})$ vertices such as the ways in which triples of pairs of adjacent failed processors can share a failed processor, $t(r,k)$ is the number of such graphs for a fixed term $r$ in the inclusion-exclusion series, and $N_{ri}(m)$ a combinatorial coefficient expressing the number of occurrences of the graph $G_{ri}$ in the $d$ times $n$ dimension problem domain. However, evaluating this yield function is extremely cumbersome. Melzak points out that due to the oscillating and diminishing nature of the inclusion-exclusion formula the leading terms can be computed and an error bound proportional to the last term computed can be found.

Figure 2 shows the results of simulating three interstitial fault tolerant networks. The three networks simulated are:

- A linear systolic array with level 1 interstitial fault tolerance.
- A linear systolic array with level 2 interstitial fault tolerance.
- A linear systolic array with level 2 interstitial fault tolerance laid out in a snakelike manner on a mesh. In the linear snakelike network we allowed a processor in one row to repair a processor in an adjacent row. See Figure 3(b) for an example.

The method of simulation was to inject uniformly distributed random faults into the network. Each fault failed exactly one working processor, an adjacent processor which could execute the processing needed by the failed processor during its idle cycles was selected as the interstitial repair processor. The adjacent processors were checked in the same order for each failed processor. If no adjacent processor with interstitial idle periods could be found, the entire network was considered failed and the trial was terminated recording the number of faults it survived. No attempt was made to reassign repair processors in an optimal way. This model models a reliable computation model closely but it is more pessimistic than a yield model should be in that multiple defects per processor should be allowed.

The results of the simulation for networks ranging from 16 to 256 processors are shown in Figure 2. Figure 2 shows the unit defect density that can be tolerated for a system yield of .5. (System yield as a function of unit defect density curves are contained in the report.) The interstitial fault tolerance technique compares favorably with the WSI techniques cited in the references. Especially for the snakelike linear layout. For example Figure 3 shows an 8 by 8 processor array with random unit defect with a density of 20% corresponding to a unit yield of 71%. Using a simple WSI algorithm, a usable yield of 50% is achieved by the connection shown in Figure 3(a). A level 1 interstitial fault tolerant network laid out in a snakelike manner with the repair processor assignment shown in Figure 3(b) would yield a functioning system using all 71% of the unit yield. The WSI approach has inherently used hardware redundancy while the interstitial fault tolerant approach has used time redundancy because the array will run at half the speed. (More sophisticated WSI algorithms have been developed such as [GaS32] but they also have
Figure 2: P.E. defect density vs. number of processing elements for system yield of .5.

Figure 3: Comparison of WSI and IFT techniques applied to a random point defect distribution.
used some time redundancy.)

This discussion has centered around one type of defects, independent point defects, other types of defects have been observed on ICs such as: line defects, point cluster defects, and area defects. In addition, researchers have observed considerable radial variation in defect density [GuP174]. That is, defects are more frequent on the perimeter of the wafer than at its center due to temperature gradients during fabrication, mask warping, and handling. Interstitial fault tolerance may be well suited to such distributions if the original iteration space is skewed so that the computation density decreases linearly towards the perimeter of the wafer. The full paper contains a two dimensional array that has been skewed to minimize the effect of radially increasing defect density. The ability to adapt systolic arrays in this manner is due to our abstract representation of systolic arrays as skewed computations on an iteration space.

4. Conclusions

Highly parallel systems must provide some form of fault tolerance to be useful, especially in the VLSI area where defects are not uncommon. Interstitial fault tolerance is a natural technique for incorporating fault tolerance into systolic arrays and it compares well with currently known WSI techniques. The technique that we propose permits the linear speedup found in systolic arrays. And, using the analysis methods mentioned above, it can easily be used by an IC designer even after an initial layout of the systolic array without fault tolerance. Since interstitial fault tolerance uses time redundancy, it does not require large amounts of hardware redundancy and it is especially well suited for configurable and programmable systolic arrays which already incorporate some form of local switches or routing tables. It also handles two dimensional arrays where WSI techniques do not.
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Many modern applications, such as signal processing and real-time simulation, require large amounts of computation. This poses a dilemma: General-purpose computers are too costly for real-time applications, and special-purpose hardware is not flexible enough for research and development work.

Traditionally, Peripheral Array Processors (PAP) provide a cost-effective compromise that combines the best of both worlds: large amounts of computation performed at a very high rate, at a reasonable cost, and without loss of generality or programmability. Therefore, throughout this note PAPs are used as the baseline for the discussion of signal processing engines.

With the rapid advance of VLSI technology new alternatives have emerged, such as the so-called "signal processor on a chip" and numerous special purpose processing devices.

An interesting question is, are the new VLSI devices about to do to the conventional signal processors what microprocessors and PAPs did to mainframes?

The Conventional Signal Processors

It is strange to use the term "conventional" to describe devices that have existed for only about a decade. In most other fields of technology 10 years is hardly a break-in period, but in electronic computation it is long enough for several generations to become obsolete.

Early Peripheral Array Processors were primarily signal processing engines. Since most signal processing algorithms are basically evaluations of bilinear forms, most of the PAPs were built around the concept of optimizing sum-of-products evaluated by a repetition of the multiply-and-add.

If fast hardware is to be used efficiently, it must be given data as fast as it can perform its operation. Hence, hierarchical memory caches and many parallel data paths are used in most PAP systems.

Generality results from the use of loadable microcode rather than hardwired instructions. Still, generality is below that of the instruction sets of most modern computers.

Additional I/O devices, more general instruction sets, large amounts of storage, and even peripheral devices have made recent PAPs more useful -- the well-known wheel of reincarnation is still turning. For example, early PAPs paid scant attention to such issues as address arithmetic, index registers.

---

1This work was sponsored by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) under Contract No MC-5933-81-C-0035, with USC/ISI. Views and conclusions contained in this note are those of the authors and should not be interpreted as representing the official opinion or policy of DARPA, the U.S. Government, or any person or agency supporting with them.
pointers, indirect and other modes of addressing, subroutines, and logical instructions. They were limited in the amount of storage they could handle directly and had to rely on their host computers to provide interfaces to mass storage and to such external devices as sensors. In short, they were basically an augmentation of their hosts, aimed at fast arithmetic.

As experience increased, the importance of the above issues grew and became apparent. The transformation of PAPs recalls the evolution of general-purpose computers, which were once aimed primarily at numerical problems.

Many of today’s PAPs are independent enough that they need very little help from a host machine. It is common to find a very small computer hosting a PAP with computational power orders-of-magnitude greater than itself. In such cases, the host primarily services man/machine interface, initial program loading, and similar low duty-cycle activities.

To sum it all up: PAPs started as small peripheral devices helping bigger hosts, but needing their help for I/O, mass storage and program storage. They quickly became big, independent and self-sufficient, even to having their own peripheral devices, which are more cost-effective in performing certain chores.

Progress in device technology has led to a new generation of general-purpose programmable mini peripheral array processors. These are much like the first PAPs, but at a much lower cost. Such a device typically consists of a card or two, designed to be installed directly not only on the buses of its host computer, but also physically inside it, hence sharing its power supply and cooling systems.

VLSI Processors

VLSI devices of two types are entering the array processing arena: special devices and general processors.

The former category include special-purpose chips designed for a specific function of the type that once required a full PAP, such as speech analysis and synthesis, moderns and signal enhancement.

The latter category includes full-fledged general-purpose signal processors, typically optimized for general evaluation of bilinear forms. These can be programmed to achieve the functionality as the earlier PAPs, but not always with the performance of the existing PAPs.

Thanks to the low cost of VLSI devices large arrays of processors (either special- or general-purpose) can be implemented. Large arrays of even relatively slow processors may have high enough computational power for performing signal processing, as well as the conventional PAPs, which are typically single-engine signal-processors.

SPECIAL PURPOSE DEVICES

It is feasible now to implement, at a reasonable expense, VLSI devices optimized for solving particular problems. This is not so in situations in which the development cost of devices cannot be justified unless large number of devices are manufactured. However, since the new design tools and fabrication environment have reduced dramatically the cost of design and fabrication it is practical to implement VLSI devices even in small quantities.

In situation where performance and size are more important than flexibility special purpose VLSI devices prove to be the best solution.

Devices for real-time computer image generation and special filters are examples for such devices.
The well-publicized systolic arrays are also examples of special purpose high performance devices.

**GENERAL PURPOSE DEVICES: VLSI/PAP**

The VLSI/PAPs may not be as efficient as the special purpose devices, for some problems, but the flexibility provided by the ability to program the VLSI/PAPs often offsets the loss in performance.

Among the most interesting single chip programmable signal processors are TI's TMS-320, NEC's uPD7720, BTL's DSP, AMI's S2811 and Intel's 2920. Several others are in the final development stages, but not yet announced.

The designers of each of these chips made various trade-offs. For example, Intel put an analog subsystem (A/D and D/A conversion) on the chip, a choice not made by most of the others.

The designers of the NEC uPD7720 included memories for program, data (RAM) and such constants (ROM) as trigonometric tables needed for the Fourier transform. They also implemented a sophisticated and versatile I/O interface to support both parallel (under DMA control) and serial (up to 2.048 Mbps) communication with the outside. Not all designers chose to implement these features. TI, for example, excluded several of the above choices in favor of such features as a more general instruction set.

One cannot help noticing the steep learning curve demonstrated by these designers. They seem to have grasped nearly all the available lessons, and continue to assimilate new ones as they arise. These lessons are reflected in the new versions of VLSI/PAP chips.

As a result of increased attention to general system issues, most of the new VLSI/PAPs can be integrated into a multi-VLSI/PAP that delivers arithmetic instructions at a rate matched only by that of the few supercomputers and multiprocessors in existence.

**ARRAYS OF PARALLEL PROCESSORS**

Arrays of many independent processors working concurrently on the same problem present a possible dramatic increase in computational power.

Microprocessors (like RISC, the M68000 and the 8066) and VLSI/PAPs like the TMS–320 and the uPD7720) can be the building blocks of multiprocessor machines with hundreds or even thousands of independent parallel processors for applications such as image processing. Such multiprocessors would provide orders-of-magnitude more computational power than that available today, and provide it at a reasonable cost.

It is also possible to assemble arrays of special purpose nature in order to provide ultra fast solutions for specific problems. Many of the real-time multi-dimensional problems may, for the time being, be handled only by this approach.

However, it will be a long time before concepts in general and software in particular are developed to support these multiprocessor systems.

**Cost-Effectiveness**

Currently, most of the VLSI/PAPs are geared toward signal processing on relatively small data sets. This is not an inherent limitation of their architecture, but a result of particular implementation trade-offs.
There is no question that VLSI/PAPs represent a dramatic increase in cost effectiveness for signal processing applications. Still, they are far from reaching the maturity of first generation PAPs in ease of use, programming, simulation, and debugging. Though far behind in these areas, VLSI/PAPs are improving much faster than did their predecessors. However, the utility of the VLSI/PAPs is currently limited to those willing and able to expend the effort required to use them.

First generation PAPs perform fast computation much more cost-effectively than do mainframes, but this did not come easily. It took several years for PAPs to mature and come into wide use. It took a long time to develop the appropriate software (from microcode to the FORTRAN level programming capability), to learn to use PAPs effectively, and to educate users.

Mini PAPs are even more cost-effective than PAPs, but still are far behind on the learning curve. However, for many applications in which problems are relatively simple and well-defined, mini PAPs are very popular.

VLSI/PAPs are by far the most cost-effective of the above. They are perfect for special-purpose applications not requiring flexibility. These include components in consumer products and those applications in which programmability is only part of the design process (e.g., a modem) and is a given as far as the user is concerned. The consumer market, with its high volume demand, can reasonably be addressed only by VLSI technology.

In spite of the tremendous cost-effective advantage of the special-purpose VLSI device, their lack of programmability and the need to go through the entire implementation cycle (from design through fabrication and debugging to testing) for each case reduce dramatically, in our opinion, their expected impact on signal processing, except for a small number of very special application (mostly military).

We expect that because of issues like deferred binding and quantities the same relation between general- and special-purpose devices which exists for computers will prevail also for VLSI devices for signal processing.

Future Trends

Forecasting is not as easy and safe as it used to be, but it seems reasonable to expect VLSI signal processing devices

* to be in the near future more of general purpose programmable nature (a la VLSI/PAP) than of special purpose nature;

* not to significantly affect the conventional signal processing arena until enough software is available for VLSI/PAPs, and many potential users are educated;

* to take some business away from the conventional signal processing engines, the PAPs but not to replace them entirely — just as PAPs did not entirely replace the mainframes.

In answer to our original question, Yes, the VLSI devices will do to conventional signal processors what microprocessors and PAPs did to mainframes.
VLSI, SIGNAL PROCESSING, and FORMAL SEMANTICS

Carver A. Mead
California Institute of Technology

Signal processing has historically been the only widely practiced form of computing based upon a formal semantics. The properties of linear systems have allowed the behavior of a computational module to be defined independent of the input data upon which it will act. Although it is so familiar we all take it for granted, the linear transfer function is perhaps the most powerful engineering abstraction ever invented. Components can be composed by merely multiplying their transforms. It is commonplace for exceedingly complex filtering computations to be designed, implemented, and perform their function precisely as specified without a single redesign.

Contrast this situation with the common practice of computer programming. Specifications are vague. Most important aspects of an application are discovered in the process of implementation. Interfaces between modules are never precisely specified and cause enormous difficulty. Although advances in the art have been made in recent years through better modularity and more precise specification of interfaces, one astonishing fact remains – the only precise definition of the function of a system is the code which implements it! This situation is glorified with the title “Operational Semantics” in the computer science world, meaning “The Code Does Whatever It Does”.

In the past when the world was viewed as one lone sequential process, it was perhaps possible to delude oneself into believing that a program was its own best definition. In today’s world, algorithms are mapped onto silicon, distributed in space and time. The sequential way is no longer the only way – in most cases it is not even a viable contender. New approaches to algorithms are emerging daily, many of the best are represented at this conference. It is essential to be able to compare the area, time, and power required by several implementations of the same function. The ability to precisely specify the function performed by a system thus assumes far greater importance for the future than it has in the past.

In spite of the lack of formal specification and analysis, a small group of highly skilled professionals can build and maintain exceedingly ambitious software projects. It is instructive to observe how they do it. Universally, they take a hierarchical divide and conquer approach. The application is broken down into a small number of component modules. These are given names which clearly indicate their function. Each of these modules is further broken into sub-modules which are also carefully named. The process continues until the lowest level modules can be implemented directly. Complexity management is done through reasoning about a set of abstractions. The definition of each abstract function is carried by its name.

Since the earliest days of programming, attempts have been made to ascribe a precise definition to the abstract function performed by a program, apart from its
implementation. If each part of a program performs an operation which is described by a mathematical function, the entire program can be viewed as the composition of its component functions. Powerful properties of mathematical functions can be brought to bear. This approach has evolved into the so-called applicative languages such as pure LISP, Bacus's FP, etc. A precise abstraction can be given for non-linear functions. However, one difficulty is encountered. There is no way to represent state. A bank account would be described by the entire history of deposits and withdrawals rather than by a simple balance. While functional notation provides an excellent mechanism for abstracting function, it does not allow for the abstraction of history! This inability to deal with state has prevented the purely functional or applicative approach from being widely used.

From a signal processing perspective, this state of affairs is incomprehensible. After all, a recursive filter retains traces of its input from an indefinite period into the past. The state stored in the delay elements of the filter is just the right abstraction of that history to give the filter its well defined transfer function. This point is not a trivial one – it clearly demonstrates that the presence of state does not, in itself, prevent a mathematical abstraction of the function.

We are led to ask whether we can, in some sense, have the best of both worlds – the power of general non-linear functions together with the linear systems' ability to abstract an element with state. The answer is yes, and details are given in Marina Chen's PhD thesis (CalTech, 1982). A brief account is presented for the first time in our companion paper in this conference. The success of this project is a direct result of its determination to understand and formalize real engineering practice used in the design of real systems. The key to understanding the dilemma came from signal processing. The Z-transform allows us to talk about events ordered in time. Since state is an abstraction of time history, no semantics can handle it properly if relations in time cannot be described. The purely functional approach ignores time completely, and thus cannot represent a system with state. In our treatment we combine the generality of the functional approach with the explicit time relationships necessary to represent state.

Armed with a formalism for describing and analysing general non-linear functions in a system with state, we are in a position to describe the broad range of real machinery which can be implemented in the VLSI medium. We can truly abstract from circuit and gate level to high level functions. I firmly believe that this approach will form the basis for a unified semantics of computation. However we must not underestimate the work left to be done.

Since the underlying space-time representation can describe any arbitrary system, it is in some sense like a blank piece of paper. It is as if we have just discovered differential equations, but have not as yet developed solution techniques. Of all possible classes of systems, only the familiar linear ones have evolved a sophisticated calculus. Using the space-time formalism for a wider range of algorithms is an important task for the future. I believe the effort will be well rewarded. For the first time we can discuss systems of all types, at all levels, in a common language.
VLSI ARCHITECTURES FOR RECOGNITION
OF CONTEXT-FREE LANGUAGES
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Summary
The speed of formal languages recognition is frequently considered to be important in many applications such as syntactic pattern recognition, artificial intelligence, natural language processing, syntax analysis of programming languages, pattern matching, etc. With the continuing advances in Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) technology making circuitry smaller and faster, many processors can now be put together on a single chip and communicate with each other at on-chip speeds. This offers the opportunity in building low-cost, high-performance, special-purpose multiprocessor architectures to aid in the rapid solution of sophisticated language recognition problems. In this paper, two VLSI architectures are introduced for high speed recognition of general context-free languages. These languages are most commonly used in the mentioned areas and their recognition methods have been well studied. The recognition methods employed in this paper will be based on the Cocke-Younger-Kasami (CYK) algorithm and Earley's algorithm. Multiprocessing and pipelining techniques are used in the architectures to execute the algorithm in parallel.

The method proposed by Cocke, Younger and Kasami requires a grammar in Chomsky normal form with no null rule. The second major method was developed by Earley which will work for context-free grammar of any form. Although the two algorithms appear to be quite different, both have the same time bound of $O(n^3)$ for general context-free languages. Valiant had shown that the computation performed by CYK algorithm can be related to boolean matrix multiplication, and came up with a recognizer running in time $O(n^{2.81})$. This is the fastest known method of a sequential machine. About the same time, Kosarajju showed that CYK algorithm can be used to recognize context-free languages in time $O(n)$ on two-dimensional array automata, and in time $O(n^2)$ on one-dimensional array automata.

+This work was supported by the NSF Grant ECS 80-16580.
In order to implement the CYK algorithm efficiently in hardware, the VLSI structure is chosen to be the same as the strictly upper triangular recognition matrix $T$. In this way, the data paths which are determined by the recognition matrix and the algorithm are explicitly incorporated in the processors' organization. On the other hand, data in each matrix element are represented by using a $s$-bit bit vector as used in the preprocessing tasks. In this way, the set membership representation of nonterminals can be done efficiently. The hardware design can be subdivided into two portions: The dataflow requirement and the functional units design. The dataflow requirement takes care of the necessary data communications between cells whereas the functional units design handles the required operations on input data within a cell.

Each cell has three types of channel for data communications between its neighbors. The first one is called the fast belt, it can transmit one data value at a rate of one cell per time unit. The second one is known as the slow belt, it can transmit one data value at a rate of one cell in every two time units. The third one is a single bit control line, it is used for transmitting control signals between cells. There are five registers in each cell: The accumulator (ACCUM.) where the current value of an entry of the recognition matrix is maintained, the horizontal fast (HORI. FAST) and vertical fast (VERT. FAST) registers for the implementation of the fast belts, and similarly the horizontal slow (HORI. SLOW) and vertical slow (VERT. SLOW) registers for slow belts implementation. Each of them is $s$-bits in length, where $s$ is the number of distinct non-terminals in the grammar. In each time unit, the horizontal fast register receives data from its left neighbor while sending its old content to its right neighbor. On the other hand, the vertical fast register receives data from its neighbor below while sending its old content to its neighbor above. The horizontal slow and vertical slow registers behave exactly the same way except that the operation is done in two time units. That is, each of these registers has two stages. The incoming data enter the first stage, move to the next stage at the next time unit and finally exit the cell at the following time unit. In each unit of time, a cell takes part in the belt motion as well as updating its accumulator. The new value of the accumulator is updated by the functional module FM using the current contents of the five registers. The FM uses two permutation modules to compute all possible right-hand side nonterminal pairs induced by data in each register pair. In addition, if the cell is at a distance $t$ away from the boundary, then at time $2t$ it will copy the contents of its accumulator into its fast horizontal and vertical registers.

The VLSI system for Earley's algorithm is similar to the one for CYK algorithm except one extra vertical INP bus was used here to transfer input symbols. Every cell has identical structure. The system is controlled under a system clock (or unit time). It is assumed that during each system unit time, every cell can finish its computation and every bus can complete its data transfer operation. There are three vertical buses, VFB (vertical fast bus), VSB (vertical slow bus) and INP (input symbol bus), and two horizontal buses, HFB (horizontal fast bus) and HSB (horizontal slow bus). The fast buses and slow buses have the same transfer rate as discussed in the CYK algorithm, and INP bus has a transfer rate as that of a slow bus. Each cell has three
functions, namely, computing the "x^i" operation, loading the data onto fast buses and shifting the data from the fast buses to the slow buses. The last two functions are essential for keeping the bus system work and are controlled by two control lines, VC (vertical control) and HC (horizontal control). The control lines only transfer one bit at a time.

It is interesting to see that although the VLSI systems for CYK algorithm and Earley's algorithm use the same triangular matrix structure, the cell designs in each system are different. Notice that the VLSI system for CYK algorithm has simpler cell design; however, the algorithm requires the grammar to be converted into Chomsky normal form. On the other hand, a more complex cell design is required in the VLSI implementation for Earley's algorithm that, however, has imposed no specific restrictions on the form of grammar. For both algorithms, the designed VLSI systems are capable of recognizing a string of length n in 2^n time units.

Since finite-state languages form a subset of context-free languages, the context-free parsing algorithms and hence the VLSI architectures described can also be used for the recognition of finite-state languages. A more efficient method for finite-state language recognition, derived from the CYK algorithm, has recently been proposed. The VLSI architecture using this algorithm can be made to recognize a string of length n in constant time.
EXTENDED SUMMARY
PARALLEL ALGORITHMS
FOR IMAGE ANALYSIS
Azriel Rosenfeld
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Image processing and analysis (IPA) systems employ a wide variety of techniques for image encoding, transformation, segmentation, and property measurement. Many of these techniques are suitable for efficient parallel implementation. This paper defines some general classes of IPA algorithms, and indicates how such algorithms can be implemented in parallel using various types of "cellular" multiprocessor architectures.

It was proposed about 25 years ago that many IPA algorithms could be implemented in parallel using a "cellular array" machine - i.e., a two-dimensional array of processors ("cells"), operating synchronously, each of which can communicate with its neighbors in the array. Several machines of this type, with array sizes of up to 128×128, have actually been constructed. Numerous IPA algorithms suitable for implementation on a cellular array have been developed. Recently there has been some interest in using "pyramids" of cellular arrays, of sizes 2^n×2^n, 2^{n-1}×2^{n-1}, ..., 2×2, 1×1, where each cell can communicate not only with its neighbors ("brothers") on its own level, but also with its four "sons" on the level below and with its "father" on the level above.
Cellular arrays or pyramids are suitable for many types of IPA operations at the pixel level. On the other hand, some image analysis operations, involving regions in an image, do not make use of pixel arrays, but rather use other types of data structures to represent regions and their relationships. For such operations, a more general class of graph-structured cellular machines would be appropriate, in which the cells correspond to the nodes of a graph, and can communicate with their neighbors as defined by the arcs of the graph.

For pixel-level operations taking images into images, a cellular array architecture, with processors connected in a regular grid, is very natural. For image property measurement, on the other hand, greater efficiency can be achieved by using tree-structured connections, with the processors at the leaves of the tree. For parallel processing of regions defined by border codes, ring-connected processors are appropriate. Other connection schemes are suitable if the regions are defined by maximal blocks, e.g., by run length codes or by quadtrees. At a more abstract level, when regions are represented by lists of properties, region merging can be carried out in parallel using a network of processors connected in the same way as the region adjacency graph.

Parallel region-level processing generally requires a much smaller number of processors than parallel processing at the pixel level. A cellular array machine for parallel processing
of a 512×512-pixel image, one processor per pixel, requires $1\frac{1}{4}$ million processors, which is not yet practical; but a region-level processor might require only a few hundred processors per region (depending on their complexity), or even fewer processors to handle a region adjacency graph (depending on the complexity of the segmentation). These numbers of processors are quite manageable, but their interconnections pose a problem. For pixel-level processing, the images to be processed will all be of the same size, and the neighbor interconnections are the same for every image, so that a cellular array machine can be hard-wired once and for all. For processing at the region level, on the other hand, the interconnections vary from image to image, since the shapes of the regions cannot be predicted in advance. Worse yet, we may even want the interconnections to vary in the course of a computation, as new regions are defined or old regions merged. This calls for some type of reconfigurable multiprocessor architecture, where ideally the reconfiguration itself should take place in parallel. For some types of representations (e.g., border codes, for which linked rings of processors can be used), such reconfiguration may be relatively easy; but for other representations, requiring tree or graph interconnections, parallel reconfiguration may not be easy to realize in such a way as to avoid serious interprocessor communication bottlenecks. As advances in hardware
technology make it possible to build large multiprocessor networks, the problems involved in designing efficient systems for parallel image processing and analysis, both at the pixel and region levels, will have to be addressed.
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Introduction

Because of the availability of low power, high density VLSI and recent developments in parallel algorithms, there presently exists a significant opportunity for dramatic advances in intelligent signal and image processing systems. The effect of these advances will be felt over a broad spectrum of commercial and military systems. Typical applications range from CAD/CAM for automation and robotics to intelligent communications, radar and image analysis systems.

We concern ourselves here principally with the computational issues associated with detection and analysis of images, whether obtained by synthetic aperture radar (SAR), infrared radiometry, or visible imaging. We anticipate two types of developments. The first can be viewed as simple extensions of our present systems, such as enhanced resolution of radar and electro-optical imaging due to an increased processor throughputs. For example in SAR two basic filtering operations are required, pulse compression for range and doppler for cross range. One can show that the required throughput for range calculation is given approximately by 2BD, where B is the bandwidth and D is the duty cycle. The corresponding expression for cross range is

\[ 4v \alpha R \ln[R \beta 2d^2]/d^2 \]

where \( v \) is the effective platform speed, \( R \) is the range, \( \lambda \) is the transmitted wavelength, \( \alpha R \) is the swath width and \( d \) the resolution. A future airborne mapping system, operating at W-band (94GHz), with one foot resolution over a mile swath could require throughputs \( \sim 10^3 \text{MOPS} \) for range data and \( >200 \text{MOPS} \) for azimuthal data.
Once the two-dimensional data has been correctly collected and formatted to provide conventional imagery, the subsequent processing steps are also highly computationally intensive. Typically, operations will include restoration and enhancement (potentially based on maximum entropy techniques or local matrix operations), followed by conventional feature extraction involving spatial filtering, median operations, histogramming, etc. Finally, some global operations, potentially including graph analysis, are required. Typically each element in the unprocessed image is processed in conjunction with its local neighbors over a kernel size ranging from 3x3 to 64x64. This involves each pixel being accessed and used up to $10^4$ times. For relatively low resolution imagery (equivalent to television), with a raw data rate of $10^7$ samples/sec, a throughput requirement of $10^5$ MOPS is a minimum. Further, for operations such as median filtering, requiring $O(N^2)$ operations, or matrix based operations, requiring $O(N^3)$, throughputs of $10^7$ MOPS or more are required.

A second, probably more important, system development will be the emergence of more intelligent and autonomous systems. A simple example might be a situation in which both the transmitter and sensor performances are made self-adaptive to optimize the overall system performance. This intelligence can frequently be gained by introducing multiple sensor systems working with loosely coupled nets of processors.\textsuperscript{1} This concept of arrays of automated processors (each potentially working from a different sensor) with the capability of data 'fusion' is gaining popularity with military planners, and spawning new theories of detection probabilities.\textsuperscript{2}

An essential ingredient for these future systems will be small, low-power processors with ultra-high throughput. The essential element to be exploited and the opportunity presented by VLSI is concurrency, both at the algorithmic level and in terms of hardware. Present indications are that a throughput improvement of $10^3$ to $10^5$ might be obtainable this way. Further, the pressing need to reduce memory access times and avoid complex data searching has been particularly emphasized in the need for a smooth and regular data flow.

**Elemental Processor Design**

Much attention has been given to various ways of arranging processor elements (PEs) in an array to simultaneously maximize their generality of capabilities and efficiency of processor usage. Examples of these are data flow, systolic, wavefront, and multiprocessors. However, less attention has been given to the problem of optimizing each PE for the most efficient use of area and time. The elemental processing unit must be very flexible, e.g., programmable, and capable of rapid performance of a few basic arithmetic algorithms. These two capabilities have in the past been incompatible. Generally one can either buy special purpose high speed hardware and integrate this into a processor, or use a microprocessor which contains sufficient bus oriented circuitry to be flexible, but is very slow. We are proposing a PE structure that integrates high speed arithmetic capabilities onto a slower system bus in such a way that both flexibility and speed are preserved. An example of this concept is shown in Figure 1. Here we have a dual bus running through our processor with various memory and sub-processor modules attached to it. The bus structure is the basis for the needed flexibility and the sub-processors provide the required high throughput. The sub-processors operate with their own set of high speed clocks in a serial-parallel fashion. The high
speed clocks provide throughputs near those of parallel combinatorial logic, but with sufficient area efficiency to allow a large number of different modules on a single PE bus. Custom VLSI chips requiring arithmetic functions can be rapidly assembled by attaching required modules to the chip bus. The use of carry-save, bit slice schemes provide the flexibility necessary to increase operand lengths without incurring significant degradation in speed. Since the sub-processor modules run on their own separate clocks and are isolated from the bus in normal operation, it is possible for several of them to be operational at the same time, further increasing concurrency of operation.

**Multiplication Oriented Processor (MOP) Chip**

To demonstrate the integration of a high speed sub-processor module onto a bus, we have built a PE capable of high speed multiplications for application to signal processing systems where calculations of "ax+b" is of prime importance. The MOP chip we have designed contains 15,000 devices and was built for processor array applications. As shown in Figure 2, it is highly modular with a bus oriented, bit slice structure for ease of design and programmability. It uses a 28-bit fixed point word, and contains 10 dual port storage registers, a 32 word LIFO stack, a serial/parallel multiplier, a Manchester fast carry propagate adder, and two multiplexed I/O ports. The I/O ports allow parallel communication with adjacent chips at approximately 40M bytes/sec. The radix-4 multiplier, which runs on its own set of high speed clocks, uses a carry-save scheme to add partial products so that its speed is relatively independent of word length. All carry propagation takes place in the adder. The chip has been designed in a way that arithmetic and communication requirements between processor elements are "balanced" in the
sense that neither causes a calculational bottleneck.

Applications

The MOP chip described above can be configured to perform a wide variety of concurrent cellular operations. An example which indicates the usage of this concurrency is the solution of Toeplitz linear systems. Such systems are very common in both one and two-dimensional signal processing systems. For example in image analysis and restoration, the point spread function is of block Toeplitz form for space invariant systems. Toeplitz systems also appear in many in spectral analysis systems. Included are autoregressive/maximum entropy analyses based on the autocorrelation matrix, and autoregressive methods operating directly on input sample data.

The Toeplitz system solver (TOPSS-28) which we are building solves, \(RX = C\), where \(X\) is an unknown vector, \(R\) is a known Toeplitz matrix, and \(C\) is a known vector. A modification of the Levinson algorithm is used to perform the LU decomposition of \(R\). This is done in a way that allows the reflection coefficients to be calculated without the evaluation of an inner product at each recursion. Thus, with \(O(N)\) processors, the Toeplitz system of \(O(N)\) can be solved in \(O(N)\) time steps instead of \(O(N \ln N)\). The solution of \(RX = C\) can be shown to be \(X = U^{-1} D [U^+]^{-1} C\). The matrix \(D\) is a diagonal matrix containing the diagonal elements of \(U\). The multiplication by \(U^{-1}\) and \([U^+]^{-1}\) is done in two back substitution steps, with the LIFO on the MOP chip used to store the elements of \([U^+]^{-1}\) and return its transpose for the second back substitution.

step. We use \( \frac{N}{2} \) of our MOP chips (one processor per chip with 6um feature sizes) to solve an \( N^{th} \) order Toeplitz system. A pipelined organization with nearest neighbor communication and a global control arrangement are used. A special interface which we have developed is required for communication with the DEC unibus host computer.
Figure 1. Illustration of modular PE organization.

Figure 2. Layout of MOP chip.
In this presentation, VLSI computing structures are introduced for the analysis and management of imagery data. Information scientists have long recognized the fact that *one picture is worth a thousand words*. Machine intelligence would be greatly enhanced, if new generation of computers could be designed to process multi-dimensional imagery data above the string processing of alphanumerical information by present computers. Over the last decade, extensive research and development has challenged to achieve the capabilities of pattern analysis and image understanding by computers. Practical applications of such computers include the processing of biomedical images for diagnosis, the recognition of characters, fingerprints, and moving objects, remote sensing, industrial inspection, robotic vision, military intelligence, and data compression for communications [11,12].

Image analysis refers to the use of digital computers for *Pattern Recognition and Image Processing* (PRIP). On-line imagery data needs to be restored on disks and fastly retrieved for PRIP applications. A VLSI-based image analysis machine should integrate both pattern-analysis and image-database-management capabilities into a unified system design [1,10].

**VLSI and Architectural Impacts**

We are in the era of *Very Large Scale Integration* (VLSI). Integrated circuits have penetrated all areas of human civilization. It was reported that worldwide sales of electronic products reached 200 billion dollars in 1980, matching that of automobile sales at that year. IC wafer size has increased from 1 inch to 6 inches in twenty years. Bell Laboratory has produced some 8-inch wafers and 1 mega-bit memory chips. Fujitsu in Japan has announced a new non-silicon device, *High-Electron Mobility Transistor* (HEMT), which has a 17 pico-second switching time, 30 times faster than the fastest silicon counterparts. The *Very High-Speed Integrated Circuit* (VHSIC) project has challenged to produce 4-pico-second devices with some success. In the research community, *Wafer Scale Integration* (WSI) has been vigorously considered in implementing algorithmically specialized computer structures.

Advances in VLSI technology have triggered the thought of implementing many signal/image processing algorithms directly in specialized hardware chips. To promote
image understanding, backend image database machine is highly desirable in future computers. The new concept of data-driven computations can be considered for artificial intelligence applications. New concepts on VLSI computing architectures and asynchronous dataflow multiprocessors should be seriously explored for potential use in image processing and pattern recognition. Extending control flow computers from 2-D arrays to 3-D pyramid structures is also a viable approach. Multiple-pipeline computers are also good candidate for parallel image processing, if task scheduling problems can be efficiently solved [3,6,7,8,10,13,14,15,16,18].

**Image Analysis/Retrieval Functions**

Deficiency of today’s computers lies mainly in its input/output mechanisms. Still computers cannot communicate with human beings in natural forms, such as spoken or written languages, pictures or images, documents and illustrations. Existing computers are far from satisfactory in their slowness in I/O and lack of speech, vision, translation, and real-time responses. To develop “human-oriented” interactive computer requires first to upgrade their capability to understand “natural” information representations and to respond to them intelligently and perhaps more reliably than human beings. Natural language and speech processing are beyond the scope of this presentation. We focus below on developing intelligent computer with image analysis/retrieval functions.

To establish these functions, one need to develop subsystems for **input**, **output**, and **analysis** of imagery data retrieved from a large **image database system**. Pictorial functions of such an intelligent image processing computer are conceptually illustrated in Fig. 1. The input forms may be logic circuit diagrams, chest X-ray pictures, and aerial photo images. The corresponding outputs may be the layout of a VLSI circuit design, a precise description of the abnormality in the lung area, or a combat map generated in real time. The image database machine may be a part of a large knowledge base system. Many image analysis functions need to be built into the middle processing section for image enhancement and segmentation, feature extraction, pattern classification, structural analysis, image description and interpretation as listed in Table 1. Some of these functions can be implemented directly by VLSI hardware and some by special software packages. Advances in image I/O devices, pictorial query processing, and image database management techniques are demanded to construct an integrated image analysis/retrieval system [2,4,17].

**VLSI Image Processors**

Recently, many attempts have been made in developing VLSI devices for signal/image processing and pattern analysis. The statistical approaches to PRIP often involve large-scale matrix computations. The structural approaches require to perform syntax analysis and parsing operations. We present below as an example design of a pipelined VLSI architecture for statistical feature extraction. The pipeline stages are
Table 1 Candidate image algorithms for VLSI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image Processing</th>
<th>Pattern Recognition</th>
<th>Image Query Processing</th>
<th>Image Database Processing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Enhancement, Filtering, Phasing, Edge Detection, Segmentation, Restoration, Clustering, Texture Analysis, Convolution, Fourier Analysis, etc.</td>
<td>Feature Extraction, Template Matching, Statistical Classification, Graph Algorithms, Syntax Analysis, Change Detection, Language Recognition, Scene Analysis and Synthesis, etc.</td>
<td>Query Decomposition, Query Optimization, Attribute Manipulation, Picture Reconstruction, Search/Sorting Algorithms, Query-by-Picture-Example Implementation, etc.</td>
<td>Relational Operators (JOIN, UNION, INTERSECTION, PROJECTION, COMPLEMENT), Image-Sketch-Relation Conversion, Similarity Retrieval, Data Structures, Priority Queues, Dynamic Programming, Spatial Operations, etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
constructed with modular arithmetic devices as functionally specified in Fig. 2. These VLSI arithmetic modules will be used iteratively in submatrix computations. This pipeline architecture is based on the "partitioned" matrix algorithms developed in [9] for L-U decomposition, matrix multiplication, inversion of triangular matrices, and solving triangular system of equations.

Figure 3 shows the pipelined structure for implementing the "partitioned" matrix inversion algorithm being outlined in four steps. Each VLSI module performs an r×r submatrix computation where n is the order of the input matrix U. In practice, n=Fr and n>>r are assumed. The case of k=n/r=1 is shown in Fig. 3. For large k, this pipeline requires O(k) = O(n/r) VLSI modules to implement. The total time delay to generate V=U⁻¹ will be O(n²/r). Similar arithmetic pipelines can be constructed for matrix multiply, L-U decomposition, and solving triangular systems. Details can be found in [8].

Figure 4.a shows the functional design of a VLSI feature extractor. This extractor is constructed with three subsystems: scatter matrix generator, matrix inverter, and feature generator as shown by dash-line boxes. The vector subtractor is implemented with modified V-modules for generating the sample offset matrices, and the mean difference. Two matrix multiply networks are used to perform orthogonal matrix multiplications. Each network contains n/r M-modules. The weighted matrix adder can be implemented by n/r M-modules with some special constant inputs. The inversion of the scatter matrix is done by employing an L-U decomposition network, two triangular matrix inverters, and one multiply network to yield the computation $A^{-2} = (L \cdot U)^{-1} = U^{-1} \cdot L^{-1}$. The feature generator can be implemented by V-modules with modified constant inputs. Finally, the matrix-vector multiplier is also implemented with V-modules.

Functional design of a VLSI pattern classifier is sketched in Fig. 4.b. The schematic design of the covariance matrix generator is similar to the scatter matrix generator in Fig. 4.a. The linear system solver is composed of an L-U decomposition network and a triangular system solver. This matrix solver is needed to triangularize a dense system. The Fisher classifier is implemented by some combinational logic circuits and modified V-modules.

Image Database Machines

An image database system provides a large collection of structured imagery data (digitized pictures) for easy access by a large number of users. Most image database systems are implemented with specially developed software packages upon dedicated pattern analysis systems. It is highly desirable to develop a dedicated backend database machine for image database management. So far, several hardware attempts were suggested [14,16]. But none of them has been actually implemented for image database management.
(a) Submatrix Decomposition Module

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
 a_{11} & a_{12} & a_{13} \\
 a_{21} & a_{22} & a_{23} \\
 a_{31} & a_{32} & a_{33}
\end{bmatrix}
= 
\begin{bmatrix}
 1 & 0 & 0 \\
 k_{21} & k_{22} & 0 \\
 k_{31} & k_{32} & k_{33}
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
 u_{11} & u_{12} & u_{13} \\
 0 & u_{22} & u_{23} \\
 0 & 0 & u_{33}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(b) Submatrix Inverter

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
 u_{11} & u_{12} & u_{13} \\
 0 & u_{22} & u_{23} \\
 0 & 0 & u_{33}
\end{bmatrix}^{-1} = 
\begin{bmatrix}
 v_{11} & v_{12} & v_{13} \\
 0 & v_{22} & v_{23} \\
 0 & 0 & v_{33}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(c) Matrix Multiplier

\[
D = C \cdot \sum_{l=1}^{p} A_l \cdot b_l \text{ where } C, D, \text{ and } A_l \text{ are } r \times r \text{ matrices.}
\]

(d) Matrix-Vector Multiplier

\[
d = C \cdot \sum_{l=1}^{p} A_l \cdot b_l \text{ where } c, d, b_l \text{ are } r \times 1 \text{ column vectors, and } A_l \text{ for } l = 1, \ldots, p \text{ are } r \times r \text{ matrices.}
\]

Fig. 2 Primitive VLSI matrix arithmetic modules
I: Inverter Module  
M: Multiply Module  
L: Latch  

\[ U^{-1} = \begin{bmatrix} U_{11} & U_{12} & U_{13} & U_{14} \\ 0 & U_{22} & U_{23} & U_{24} \\ 0 & 0 & U_{33} & U_{34} \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & U_{44} \end{bmatrix} \]

\[ V = \begin{bmatrix} V_{11} & V_{12} & V_{13} & V_{14} \\ 0 & V_{22} & V_{23} & V_{24} \\ 0 & 0 & V_{33} & V_{34} \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & V_{44} \end{bmatrix} \]

**Step 1:**  
\[ V_{11} = U_{11}^2 ; V_{22} = U_{22}^2 ; V_{33} = U_{33}^2 ; V_{44} = U_{44}^2 \]  
(I-modules)

**Step 2:**  
\[ V_{12} = -V_{11} \cdot (U_{12} \cdot V_{22}) ; V_{23} = -V_{22} \cdot (U_{23} \cdot V_{33}) ; V_{34} = -V_{33} \cdot (U_{34} \cdot V_{44}) \]  
(M-modules)

**Step 3:**  
\[ V_{13} = -V_{11} \cdot (U_{13} \cdot V_{23} + U_{12} \cdot V_{33}) ; V_{24} = -V_{22} \cdot (U_{24} \cdot V_{34} + U_{23} \cdot V_{44}) \]  
(M-modules)

**Step 4:**  
\[ V_{14} = -V_{11} \cdot (U_{14} \cdot V_{24} + U_{13} \cdot V_{34} + U_{12} \cdot V_{44}) \]  
(M-modules)

**Fig. 3** VLSI matrix inversion pipeline based on Hwang/Cheng's partitioned algorithm.
(a) A VLSI feature extractor

(b) A VLSI pattern classifier

Fig. 4 VLSI architectures for pattern analysis/recognition
Image database management functions and peripheral supports are depicted in Fig. 5.a. First, we need faster and intelligent image input devices. The image features and structures (shape, texture, and spatial relationships) extracted by the host image processor should be converted into symbolic image sketches stored in a logical image database. For those unconverted raw images, the system must convert them into efficient codes stored in the physical image database. Flexible image manipulation and retrieval functions must be established using high-level image manipulation languages and image description languages. The logical database is used for image reconstruction from relational sketches. The compressed raw images must be decompressed for high-resolution console display. The above image database management functions should be implemented with specially designed image database machines at the backend.

Presented in Fig. 5.b is the conceptual design of a backend image database machine. It has a multiprocessor structure for parallel query processing and image database management. This structure is very similar to the DIRECT architecture [4], with multiple query processors accessing a set of shared data banks. A set of VLSI database functions is shared by all query processors. A resource sharing network is needed between the query processors and shared VLSI database operators. The shared database operators will be used for data filtering, projection, join or other operations, if relational image database is established. Some VLSI database operators are listed in Table 1.

Concluding Remarks

Feature extraction and pattern classification are initial candidates for possible VLSI implementation. The Foley-Sammon feature extraction method [5] and the Fisher's linear classifier have been proposed for VLSI implementation [8]. Other methods such as the eigenvector approaches to feature selection and Bayes quadratic discriminant functions should be also realizable with VLSI hardware. It is highly desired to develop VLSI computing structures also for smoothing, image registration, edge detect, image segmentation, texture analysis, multi-stage feature selection, syntactic pattern recognition, pictorial query processing, and image database management, etc. The potential merit lies not only in speed gains, but also in reliability and cost-effectiveness.

Pattern-analysis and image database management are two functions that cannot be separated in an efficient pictorial information system. The integrated system approach is supported by the merging VLSI technology and by various parallel processing techniques. Cost-effectiveness is the key issue in developing special-purpose machines for image processing, recognition, and database management. Towards the eventual VLSI realization of an integrated image analysis/retrieval computer, we suggest below a number of important research topics:
(a) Image database management functions

(b) A backend image database machine

Fig. 5 VLSI image database machine
(a) Develop systematic design methodology for mapping PRIP algorithms into VLSI hardware architectures.
(b) Develop VLSI devices for image description, image manipulation, and pictorial query processing.
(c) Develop backend image database machines, including both image database structures and management policies.
(d) Compression/decompression techniques for image data communication, storage, and display.
(e) Moving image processing, change detection, and scene analysis towards computer vision and related applications.
(f) Develop the resource arbitration networks for a multiprocessor system with shared VLSI resource pool.
(g) Promote biomedical image processing with specially designed systems. Remote sensing and earth resource satellite image processing applications.
(h) Innovative computer architectures for PRIP applications in artificial intelligence, industrial automation, CAD/CAM, and office automation.
(i) Reconfigurable architectural controls, partitionable interconnection network design, and macropipelining requirements.
(j) Effective resource allocation schemes for multiple pipelining, multiple-SIMD array processing, and asynchronous multiprocessing.
(k) Possible use of data flow concept in designing VLSI systems for PRIP and artificial intelligence computations.
(l) Integrate VLSI architectures for image analysis with those for natural language and speech processing.
(m) Extensions of 2-D arrays to 3-D structures for hierarchical image processing.
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Abstract

This paper suggests that the critical issues pertaining to the very large scale integration of signal processor implementation are properly cast within the structure of the several design phases from concept to demonstration and test. It is further suggested, using a Matrix Functional Processor consisting of an array of LSI devices, that there are at least four critical issues supporting the contention that the signal processing community could benefit from revisions in educational programs, from improvements in design aids with extended data-bases, and from revisions in the traditional design processes. It concludes with an appeal for greater integration of the physical aspects extending and limiting signal processor performance into the conceptualization and comparative analysis of designs intended for implementation.

Introduction

The critical issues of VLSI signal processor implementation may be cast within the broad framework of the succession of design considerations that ultimately lead to the physical realization of a signal processing concept. The physical realization, or implementation, represents the result of a family of related balanced compromises made by the designers responsible for specific choices at each phase of the design process. The merit of the result and the design process depends sharply upon the extent to which those responsible for comprehensive superior completion of the implementation have developed an appreciation for the critical issues which arise at each stage of consideration in the steps required to pass from system concept to testing of the implementation. Depth and breadth
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of understanding of the critical issues by the designers are the critical issues. This extremely demanding requirement of the signal-processing engineer will grow in importance as the variety of microelectronic alternative by which to implement signal processing concepts increases the means available to realize promising solutions to operational requirements.

Until the advent of very large scales of integration, the division of labor relating to the passage from system-concept to factory-test and repair could be effectively distributed in reasonably non-overlapping career categories or specializations. Since superior VLSI solutions to signal-processing problems so comprehensively span these traditional design-process slots in thinking and organization, a complacent compartmentalization or stratification (1) is no longer attractive. If effective and competitive application of VLSI to signal processing is to impact current practice in the context of standard, flexible, and custom componentry, the educational viewpoints, the design and instrumentation tools, and the design process will have to be modified. The modifications must reflect the need for increased emphasis upon the horizontal and vertical integration of design methodology related to signal-processor implementation. In such a spirit an outline of a few of the critical issues relating to improving the means available to realize VLSI solutions to signal processing problems follows. The perspective of the author is that these issues currently arise largely in the context of metal oxide semiconductors employed at very large scales of microelectronic interconnection for the purpose of signal processing — a very limited scope, but one of some consequence.
The Framework of the Critical Issues

The natural basis for a discussion of the issues of importance pertaining to VLSI and signal processing implementation, the critical issue framework, is the set of major stages of effort leading to a physical realization. These may be regarded as the framework within which important unresolved problems of importance to the physical realization of comprehensive functional integration of signal processors may be cast. As such, they may be regarded as the basis for sketching the limits of consideration in structuring an educational viewpoint, a design tool, or a design process.

There are ten overlapping but reasonably identifiable categories of importance with respect to which some critical issues of signal processor implementation may be cast. They are as follows:

Table 1.

Categories of Importance

1. System Definition  
2. Architecture  
3. Algorithmic Development  
4. Numerical Analysis  
5. Logic Network Design  
6. Circuit Network Design  
7. Topographical Description  
8. Technological Utilization  
9. Physical Innovation  
10. Fundamental Extensions

These labels are intended to suggest categories of activity in terms of the principal consequences, or results, of a phase of effort in signal processor implementation. The process of design may legitimately commence and proceed from the point of inspiration in any of the ten categories. Thus, the critical issues of signal processor implementation may arise from the depths of any one category, or, from any set or combination of
them, since all comprehensive applications require overlapping consideration of the ten categories. Further, it should be regarded as unlikely that any single category will overshadow any other insofar as the potential for significantly impacting the issues of implementation is concerned, in spite of the obvious merit of restricting consideration to subsets of the list for expediency.

If a criticism may be leveled at us in the signal processor community, it could be that these expedient restrictions have been so severe as to limit the set of admissible problems to those comfortably embedded within a highly restricted specialized category. It is the contention here that the significant advances in signal processor implementation in the future will not reside in the center-of-gravity of any of these categories, but rather in the consideration of some set or collection of ideas stemming from the creative marriage of the best ideas each category can offer at any given time. Thus, the discussion of the issues which follows is based upon the conviction that the solutions to contrived or expedient problems offer far less promise than the struggle with ill-conditioned, incomplete, and relatively broad issues requiring the courage and effort to associate the controlling factors of one category with those of another. In a word, we are all well advised to struggle to broaden our respective data-bases in our search for superior solutions to the problems of signal processor implementation. The critical issues offered here are suggested in that spirit.

Some Critical Issues

The X-ware Issue

The initial concern arising in the context of attempting to match the power of VLSI signal processor solutions to operational requirements.
product market-potential, or system compatibility is an issue with which a system-designer is confronted at the outset of his design. Faced with the need to specify a consistent set of functional transformations as a solution to meeting any operational requirement, the issue invariably involves the question of which transformations should be relegated to conventional off-the-shelf hardware, to software, to firmware, and to custom chipware; i.e., the x-ware issue. Clearly such an issue cannot be divorced categorically from any of the entries in Table 1, and cannot be considered settled except within the context of given time, resource, and operational constraints. The challenge for the system-designer is that of providing himself sufficient insight to each Table I entry so that he can make appropriate balanced judgements concerning the relative emphasis to be placed upon each x in his solution. Among the technical obstacles to this at present is the lack of adequate quantitative design aids and accessible data-bases which reflect the alternatives available for constructive comparative analysis. Since few problems lend themselves so readily to the use of custom VLSI as the problems of signal processing, it is imperative that consistent sets of adequate aids to design be developed.

A case in point is illustrated by the adjunct signal processor shown in Figure 1a and 1b depicting a Matrix Functional Processor block diagram and implementation, respectively. The signal processing system concept is cast squarely in the context of the x-ware issue since the operational requirement is to unburden host-processors having conventional organizations for arithmetically intensive linear-operator execution; namely, the solution of matrix functional equations arising in boundary-value problems, image filtering, adaptive filtering, non-linear optimization, and image construction from projections.
Figure 1a. Matrix Functional Processor

Figure 1b. 16 x 16 Matrix Functional Processor
It should be clear from the block diagram that the processor has two control components configured as a two-level hierarchy. On the higher level, a microprocessor controls the algorithm of matrix functions being performed, and on the lower level, a PROM driven sequencer controls the implementation of each matrix function, such as multiplication, transposition, inversion, etc. A host-processor supplies the data-matrices.

The VLSI x-ware issue arises here in the context of the design of the devices forming array-elements intended to provide the functional parallelism natural to the problem context and the VLSI technologies to be exploited. A balanced compromise is sought among the following desirable objectives:

1. At least two orders of magnitude of computational improvement over the current state of the matrix processing art at reduced cost.

2. A graceful means to consolidate the functional parallelism of the array directly at successively higher scales of solid-state integration as such consolidation becomes economically attractive.

3. A technology transparent means to future processor improvements in speed, power, and cost.

4. The flexibility to afford the user the means to execute such primitives as

\[ S_N = S_{N-1} + R_{N-1} \cdot C_{N-1}, \]

where \( R_{N-1}, C_{N-1}, S_{N-1} \) are conformable matrices of dimension \( k \times n, k \times n, n \times n \), respectively, with an array of dimension \( r \times r \), where \( r \) may be larger or smaller than \( k, m \) or \( n \).

5. The elimination of recurring software costs at all levels.


These objectives suggest the rich variety of possible solutions to the x-ware problem and underline the importance of the need for simulation tools and accessible data-bases enabling early estimates to be made of the relative
merit of x-ware assignments on a quantitative basis. The quantitative basis leads us to our next issue.

The Numerical Noise Issue

Any appraisal of the x-ware issue made out of context of the functional throughput and the processor numerical integrity must be considered a highly suspect partial solution. This is particularly the case in signal processing since the stochastic nature of the data processed defines the appropriate data transformations to be performed by the processor and, consequently, extremely careful attention must be given to the relationship between the transformations ideally required and the discrete or continuous versions of algorithms conceived to approximate the ideal process. It is seldom the case that the numerical methods appropriate for discrete realization have been analyzed in a context consistent with the means currently available to implement them in VLSI. For example, in the processor illustrated in Figure 1 the method of realization has been chosen to be a bit-serial concept. This permits word-size to be dynamically variable under the control of the microprocessor as well as permitting block-floating point techniques to be used with double-precision scaling. The residual errors pertaining to matrix inversion, image generation, or various matrix decompositions are not generally available despite the great potential for such numerical methods to reduce the effects of noise and the anomalies created by the nonlinearities of rounding, truncation, quantization, and limiting. These considerations suggest our next critical issue relating to implementation.

Technology Utilization Issue

The categorical span from 3 through 8 of Table 1 may be considered in the context of the question of utilizing a particular silicon technology in
a manner which enables VLSI signal-processing to be performed in a cost-effective manner. This is not necessarily equivalent to utilizing a particular silicon technology in a manner which enables VLSI component manufacturers to benefit by the use of VLSI components in signal-processor designs. The former may imply considerable emphasis upon consolidation of function per chip, whereas the latter may imply considerable emphasis upon device density per chip and device-type proliferation. The issue is simply that of the proper balance between designing for signal processing system performance advantages, or for component utilization advantages. Each viewpoint has its merit in the context of the self-interest of the signal processor or the component supplier. The issue for us is how best to utilize the technology to produce superior signal processors. It is important to note that in either context it is essential to employ the technology closer to its ultimate capability, either to consolidate array functions as much as possible per device, or to render as competitive as possible the functionality per unit cost per device.

A case in point which emphasizes this distinction is the CE chip, a nineteen thousand square mil device consisting of only 1330 transistors utilizing a 7.5 micron PMOS technology which implements a \( \text{dct-product, } a^b \pm c \cdot d \), to enable the concurrent execution of large complex-element matrix products with complex-element vectors. This device, motivated by the need to lower the incremental cost per signal-processing function in the frequency-domain, was completed at a time when a single multiplication operation could be completed only with a multitude of logically flexible, but functionally weak, off-the-shelf devices yielding signal-processing performance two orders of magnitude less attractive at significantly greater cost.
Rather large collections of computational elements have been suggested for use from an algorithmic viewpoint \(^{(9,10,11,12)}\) to address the concerns of both the signal processing community as well as the component community regarding the potential value these arrays offer. It remains for all concerned to address the issue of appropriate technology utilization if the signal processing community is to obtain the specialized componentry they need instead of the componentry which, while addressing important computational problems, is mainly a consequence of the software intensive CPU markets. It now remains for this community to develop the concepts of technology utilization in the signal processing context, utilizing extended system design methods \(^{(12,13)}\) where appropriate, to circumvent the limitations the technology may have to its effective and systematic use. This suggests the final critical issue to be discussed in the signal-processing/VLSI context here.

The System Definition to Fundamental Extensions Gap

Referring once more to Table 1, this issue relates to the significant separation that item 1 and items 9,10 seem to suffer on the one hand, in contrast to the extreme sensitivity the signal processing system implementation seems to have to physical innovations such as molecular beam epitaxy, laser-annealing, dry-etching, insulating substrates, III-V compounds, multilayer metal interconnect, and so forth. As a consequence of the potential such techniques offer for improving device performance, functional complexity per cell, and mixed analog and digital concepts of signal processor implementation, it is imperative that such advantages be reflected in concepts of hybrid analog-digital design and design aids. Monolithic sensor devices, microwave devices, and transducer devices can hardly be
ignored in comprising a modern real-time signal processing system. An assessment of this potential will require careful revisions of what may now be regarded as fundamental limitations of current technology based upon linear models of basic ideas in solid state materials and electronic behavior. Unexploited effects stemming from a deeper understanding of micro, rather than macro, concepts of conduction and energy storage, via the routes of non-linear transport theory as well as the experimental means that monolayer epitaxy can provide may well be reflected in signal processing concepts highly materials-and-devices oriented. Layout considerations under such circumstances as well as network orientation of signal processing elements takes on prodigious proportions in such cases. Just as the circuit designer discovered that to be most effective he must work closely with the device designer in the '60s and '70s and now with the process engineer in the '80s, so may the signal processing engineer begin to avail himself more directly with new degrees of freedom -- freedom offered, for example, by tailoring the impurity profiles of his signal processing devices to his signal processing system requirements. The issue here is whether we develop the means appropriate to educate, to design, and to manufacture signal processors which will reflect these fundamental extensions.

Summary

We have suggested a framework for considering some critical implementation issues of very large scale integration of signal processors. Against such a framework we have suggested a few critical issues and suggested a rationale for their validity. Several concrete illustrations have been used to suggest the context of consideration or the basis for the issues. Briefly, they are the x-ware, the numerical noise, the technology utilization, and the systems-definition to fundamental-extensions gap issues. These issues suggest the need to reexamine our educational approach, our design-aid approach, and our design process procedures as we prepare for future signal processor implementation.
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SUMMARY

Digital Signal Processing (DSP) is a term encompassing a variety of techniques for transforming digital samples of analog signals into samples of analog signals having more desirable characteristics. This paper is concerned only with DSP techniques which involve arithmetic in the usual sense, i.e., addition, multiplication, etc.

A VLSI digital signal processor may be viewed generically as in Figure 1. Most signal processing algorithms are very arithmetic intensive, often executing a set of structured operations repeatedly. Real time realization of many algorithms in present day VLSI signal processors is limited by the computation speed of these chips and the primary goal of research in the DSP area has been to enhance throughput via innovation in circuit speed, algorithms and architectures. Our view centers on the arithmetic unit in isolation, however we point out some simple architectural ideas in which the proper combination of arithmetic unit and controller provide remarkable throughput improvements.

In studying arithmetic unit design, our concerns are twofold. First, what are the appropriate arithmetic operations that are prevalent in signal processing algorithms? Second, what are efficient architectures for computing these operations?

Commercial digital signal processors are all predicated on the philosophy that fast multiplication and accumulation is basic to signal processing. (This is certainly true in many digital filtering algorithms.) Consequently, they all have a parallel multiplier and adder. We examine various ideas in multiplier design including bit serial and bit parallel approaches. Cellular multipliers are also examined due to their natural affinity for pipelining.
However, multiplication is just one in a set of fundamental operations which describe signal processing algorithms. Many adaptive filtering and matrix algebra operations require a fast vector rotation facility. The CORDIC technique provides a structured means for performing vector rotation and we examine various efficient implementations of the method. Convergence computation is the final technique we examine for computing useful elementary functions, and we show a common structure for realizing all three types of arithmetic units.

Not all signal processing algorithms are suited to a single type of arithmetic unit and we investigate some benchmarks which provide guidelines for the suitability of multipliers, CORDIC and convergence computation machines. For example, the u-law compander [1] used in many telephone applications is best suited to the convergence computation method and is difficult to implement with a multiplier alone. Alternately, a parallel multiplier provides the fastest realization of a tapped delay line filter [2]. Figure 2 shows some benchmark performance figures for typical machines exhibiting the three types of arithmetic units considered.
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Figure 1. Generic Digital Signal Processor
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ALGORITHM</th>
<th>PARALLEL MULTIPLIER</th>
<th>CORDIC</th>
<th>CONVERGENCE COMPUTATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>128 tap FIR FILTER</td>
<td>.13 ms</td>
<td>.25 ms</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SINE/COSINE</td>
<td>5.3 us</td>
<td>2.2 us</td>
<td>2.5 us*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uLAW COMPANDER</td>
<td>1 us with table lookup</td>
<td>4 us</td>
<td>1 us</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 point COMPLEX FFT</td>
<td>0.7 ms</td>
<td>.5 ms</td>
<td>0.5 ms*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sample rate = 8 KHz

* - indicates complex version of convergence computation method [3].

Figure 2: Benchmark Programs
A SYSTOLIC ARCHITECTURE FOR THE
LINEAR LEAST-SQUARES AND EIGENVALUE PROBLEMS

by

Robert Schreiber
Philip Kuekes

Certain modern high-resolution data-adaptive techniques for spatial direction and power spectrum estimation require the very high-speed solution of matrix least-squares problems and eigenvalue-eigenvector problems. The standard numerical methods for these problems are QR-factorization for least-squares and bandwidth reduction followed by QR-iteration for eigensystems.

The highly structured data flow of these algorithms makes them ideal for computation by systolic arrays; with n-column matrices, O(n^2) parallel processors can be effectively used.

We first discuss QR factorization of full, rectangular, complex matrices. After introducing an efficient method based on plane rotations, we give a triangular systolic array design using a "cell" for complex plane rotations. This cell can be implemented using six identical VLSI chips. We also discuss implementation of a suitable boundary cell that generates rotations. Alternative methods, based on factoring real matrices of twice the size, are contrasted with the one chosen.

In practice, a trapezoidal subarray would be used. We discuss the problems of decomposing the problem for solution by a subarray, unloading the elements of R from the array, and connecting the array to temporary storage.

For least-squares problems, the same array may be used for the most time-consuming tasks; reduction of a full Hermitian or general complex matrix to banded or upper Hessenberg form. The subsequent QR iteration can be done by rectangular arrays using nearly identical cells.
I. Introduction

Over the past few years the use of silicon as an implementation medium by researchers in signal processing has increased dramatically. This is due mainly to a simplification and rationalization of the interface between IC designer and the fabrication medium. As a result, new architectures and design methods have flourished to support a new breed of IC designer. Focus to date, however, has been at the chip level and below. Certainly, attention has been focused on the architecture of large systems that do signal processing with VLSI as a medium, but few, if any, have been built.

The real world constraints brought about by a desire to implement sophisticated signal processing systems in silicon impacts the design tools, fabrication tools, and associated support. Consequently, there exists a real need to pull together resources that can collaborate in such a way as to provide the needed ingredients for vertically integrated programs. It is very difficult for universities alone to provide this support considering the extensive resources needed to mount a program committed to VLSI fabrication and design. In universities we often find innovative design tools and software of a "proof-of-principal" nature. The intent is to pass ideas to government and industry so that their endeavors might be aided. Now this does not happen rapidly because of inertia that exist in large commercial operations. In addition, most universities are never given the opportunity to close the design loop - that is, to find out how good their design tools really are. Likewise, the system designer is rarely given the opportunity to put his designs into silicon except to interact with a foundry operation. Unfortunately, the concept of the foundry is a snare and a delusion. It can't provide a good product when it is loaded down with many custom parts requiring rapid turn around and low volume. This type of operation can frustrate system designers who may need large numbers of tightly specified chips to build signal processing machines.

The needs of the microelectronics industry in applying VLSI to modern signal processing are:
1. To innovate new designs at a rapid rate,

2. To maintain an edge on the numbers of new designs and innovations,

3. To reduce the amount of parallel research and development efforts required to make effective technology and design decisions and to achieve successful market dominance.

In order to achieve these goals in the face of rising costs of research and design time, there are four principal means of promoting research and development and of extracting useful results at an early stage:

1. Joint R&D ventures among firms;

2. Competition between firms working in parallel;

3. University research or autonomous centers doing non-profit basic research; and

4. Semi-autonomous centers of non-profit research such as microelectronics research centers tied in with universities with some funding and direction supplied by private firms.

The needs of the federal government are to design and develop advanced integrated circuits that will be based upon military needs, such as signal processing. In order to muster significant resources the VHSIC Program was initiated by DOD to solicit the support of universities and industry. Thus, this program can be viewed as a cooperative effort among industry, university, and government to impact primarily in the area of military capability. However, this effort cannot be construed as guiding the entire microelectronics industry's technical and commercial future. And, the imposition of information control has been viewed by the university community as an impediment to doing anything beyond basic science.

In actuality therefore, the needs of industry, government and the universities are really quite different and many times are in conflict with each other. For example, the competition for highly skilled professionals to work in VLSI design and technology development is very intense. University faculty and students who are capable of doing advanced VLSI design are snatched up by industry with salary offers that the universities cannot match. By depleting the intellectual capital in the universities and by having only meager facilities available, there may be little incentive for industry to take seriously the offer of collaborative research opportunities offered by the universities.
II. Opportunities for Cooperative Research Ventures

In the previous section we saw several potential ways in which cooperative research ventures can impact on VLSI and modern signal processing research. From industry’s point of view it has recently been suggested that a joint research venture be initiated called the microelectronics and computer technology enterprise. The cost associated with negotiating such a joint venture could be prohibitive. Agreements would have to be achieved over research objectives, manpower issues (who could do what), patent rights, information sharing, and at what point can a firm begin to maneuver to obtain the first mover advantages. In addition, this organization would not impact on the nation’s educational needs in VLSI.

Sponsored university research alone provides one solution to the joint venture contracting problem. At least firms then have a measure of protection against opportunistic behavior by university scientists. However, the basic research conducted generally produces information not intended for short term commercial gains. Thus, between the highly focused R&D of industry and unstructured university research lies the gray area of research projects involving technological issues of potential, but unproven commercial significance. The projects include new computer-aided design tools, new signal processing architectures, and new processing technologies which may or may not reach commercial status in the long run. However, this type of research is in the public interest since it significantly aids industry in deciding where innovation is or is not likely to be profitable and, therefore, where precious capital resources are best invested.

III. The Microelectronics Research Center - A New Partner In Joint Research Ventures

A new alternative in joint research ventures is the concept of a not-for-profit microelectronics research center (MRC). The MRC can be integrated into the universities' research areas and still deal with the industrial component of experimental R&D. The role of the MRC would be to vertically integrate basic semiconductor research produced in a university community with advanced processing development. The processing work would provide a basis for continually updating a baseline wafer fabrication facility for producing experimental integrated systems chips. A parallel path for computer science exists leading to advanced design methodologies and new system architectures. Thus, industrial investment and cooperation through MRC's offers not only potential economics to firms from the shared purchase of equipment and training of prospective employees, but also provides an efficient organization for funneling basic
research results produced in the universities into potentially useful technologies. It is envisioned that firms sponsoring cooperative research funneled through MRC's would be given early access to research results. In addition, employees from member firms could work in the MRC's with faculty and graduate students, and thus affect efficient technology transfer. However, the bulk of the work would not be considered proprietary to any given firm. Thus, a sponsoring firm's ability to obtain a competitive advantage in a particular area would depend on its own inertia to innovate towards a final product. The role of the MRC would be to conduct integrated systems research, produce research results in electronic materials and devices, and would evaluate technological choices. Evaluation of the eventual commercial response to such choices still remains as the risk that will be incurred by industry. The role of the federal government in this joint venture would be largely catalytic. By supplying funds to research projects that lie within the scope of the MRC, the government can provide the initiative to university participants that is required.

The concept of the MRC is, then, an organization that will benefit the microelectronics industry, government, as well as the universities with their educational and research programs. For industry, the MRC is a response to the need for increased manpower, increased speed of innovation, and more effective technology decision making processes. For the federal government, the MRC provides an organization that can produce a vertically integrated design capability that involves itself with the basic research community of the universities. For the universities the MRC can serve to enhance significantly their educational and research programs. In turn, the MRC must depend upon the university community for a portion of its resources such as people, equipment, and collaborative programs. In the same measure, faculty members who seek to do advanced microelectronics research will be incomplete in the resources available on campus, considering the very large cost of equipment and clean lab space. Thus, a mutual dependence for the common good must exist.

IV. The Microelectronics Center of North Carolina - The First MRC

The research goals of the Microelectronics Center of North Carolina (MCNC) include unstructured campus research in electronic materials, devices, and computer science as well as focused research in silicon processing, integrated devices, and the architecture and design methodology of silicon systems. The goal of silicon research will be to vertically integrate materials work with advanced processing development. The processing results will provide a basis for continually updating a baseline wafer fabrication
facility which will produce experimental integrated systems chips. This vertical integration of research and development programs will speed the implementation of laboratory results into useful processes or designs. Additionally, the coupling of process-related research and systems design research will drive each respective area towards relevance and recognition of the particular needs of industry.

A major thrust at MCNC has been the development of industrial quality design tools. At the present time the design tools at MCNC involve the use of symbolic "assembly level" tools which ease the circuit designer's access to correct masks. This approach is based on the abcd language. Work is being carried out in parallel on systems level "targeted silicon compilers" for high-level optimization of certain architectures. A key to these methods is the use of floor-plan-driven architecture and functional simulation. Software is written and supported by professionals.

MCNC also plans to have its own fabrication and mask making facilities that are designed to support architectural systems research. The "baseline process" will support a state-of-the-art process aimed at the system designer and supported by a full-time staff of professionals. We expect that at any point in time we would have a process between that available in research labs and that available "over the counter" at custom houses. A goal of the process will be to provide a friendly interface for ease of circuit design, tool design, and high yield. Note that the goals of this process line are not consistent with those normally found in the "piece part" industry, but rather more in line with systems companies; that is (small runs, high cost per dye). It is expected that electronic materials and silicon processing research carried out at the participating institutions will support this baseline process. This vertical integration of research and development programs is substantially different to that found in universities alone. The goal of this program is seen as being able to train students to be aware of the benefits of silicon as an architectural medium in signal processing. As the second goal we would hope that the work at this level would yield tools and methods to aid designers in selecting architectures and in evaluating them for a given problem. All the time we strive to seek a balance between high-level design while retaining some notion of the power of silicon. We would also hope that feedback to the material scientists would ultimately yield new processes that directly benefit the system designer.

Thirdly, by a combination of the two goals mentioned, we would like to have a friendly silicon facility where a potential user can enter at the level at which he or she feels most comfortable and exit with his or her desired product - be that a new device or a new real time flight simulator. The impact of this approach on using VLSI in signal
processing architecture is obvious.

MCNC is being designed to provide rapid implementation of experimental architectures into silicon systems through a vertically integrated support base of design tools, silicon processing, and system assembly. The impact of this MRC will be significant to the educational and research goals of the participating institutions as well as to the needs of its supporting institutions — industry and the Federal and North Carolina State Governments. From the State's view point, the favorable ingredients that have gone into MCNC will also form the foci for considerable industrial growth. From the Federal Government's view point, they only need to interface with one umbrella organization for funding that draws synergistically on the integrated resources of six other institutions. From industry's view point, they can interface with university research through a new organization that can speed the development and evaluation of new technologies, and that can help decide where precious capital resources are best invested.
This note is somewhat tangential to the theme of the corresponding panel session, but it is presented in the belief that the evolution of the relationship between theory and practice in computational sciences is crucial to the healthy development of these sciences and the corresponding engineering practice. It seems appropriate to consider these matters at the beginning of a new discipline.

Many subdisciplines in computer science research or practice have formed the basis for theoretical work which is aimed at shedding light on the corresponding "applied" work. This theoretical work is distinguished by the use of mathematical tools or modes of thinking. This essay will discuss both the benefits and pitfalls of theory, with an emphasis on pitfalls. It is written from the perspective of one who is charged by the Navy to support research which is both excellent science and which is likely to have an impact on important Navy problems. The search for combinations of these qualities leads one to be rather impatient with certain endeavors. There will be a tendency here to apply somewhat pejorative terms to theoretical work with little impact on practice. The point of view will be that of one who is seeking a payoff from research in the medium term.

Generalities

Good generalizations promote the condensation of knowledge; bad generalizations promote fragmentation. Good theory allows us to know more and remember less. It gives those of us in the trees a view of the forest.

The degree of generality (or abstractness) tends to increase in the absence of pressures toward relevance to the real world. When a given area of theory becomes played out, one can often generalize and open up an entirely new area for research, one that is likely to have even less relevance to practice than the old one.

Excessive levels of abstraction promote the worship of cleverness for its own sake and the devaluation of practice.

I will illustrate the last point with a true incident of recent vintage. Names have been changed to protect the guilty. About a year ago Prof. Good stopped by my office to report on a new algorithm he had developed for problem P. P is a problem which was pushing the existing algorithm-machine combinations to their limits; much larger versions of P loomed on the horizon. Failure to find a better methodology for P would have had a serious practical effect. Good developed an interesting new way to characterize problem P. Given that characterization, it was moderately easy to develop and analyze the new algorithm (i.e., blinding cleverness was not displayed). The new algorithm is a couple of orders of magnitude faster than previous algorithms.

Some months later Prof. Innocent, chairman of the very good computer science department at Ivy University, phoned me to say that his department would like to hire someone in algorithmic studies. I suggested that they invoke a dinner seminar. That was done and Good talked about his work on problem P. Innocent phoned to say that the Ivy theorists were taken aback by Good's talk and were heard to be mumbling "hacking."
Shortly thereafter, I was speaking with Prof. Adept, a very important figure in complexity, whose research has been influential on both theory and practice, not because he is very interested in practice, but because his results have been of such width and depth that they have, ipso facto, influenced practice. During our conversation Good's name came up, and Prof. Adept said that much of Good's work is good, but he has a tendency to hack on practical problems. He cited Good's work on Problem P. Still later, I was speaking to Prof. Wise whose taste and judgment in algorithmic matters (both theoretical and applied) is universally acknowledged to be impeccable. We fell to discussing who he considered to be the top four or five practitioners of computational complexity. Good was on that list! QED.

A look at the history of numerical analysis and of computational complexity over the past fifteen years suggests a sociological paradigm for the evolution of the balance of theory and practice in relatively new fields. Numerical analysis and computational complexity are "theoretical" subjects, with their results aimed at computational physics and algorithm implementation respectively.

I first started looking at these two subjects in the mid-to-late sixties, at which time complexity research was just getting off the ground but numerical analysis had been on active field for many years. In the late sixties numerical analysis underwent a major change. Many of the best people in the field transitioned from theorem proving to algorithm development. That movement has continued to the point where many of the most respected numerical analysts consider convergence proofs of interest only if they directly support work on algorithms.

I believe that numerical analysis is right now going through another transition from the general to the particular. Whereas algorithms set the tone for the seventies, the flavor of the eighties will, to some extent at least, be a concentration on "real world" problems in computational physics. Numerical analysts will no longer treat mainly simple, general problems with many of the difficulties assumed away. Part of the reason for this transition is that developments in numerical analysis have provided the tools for attacking hard problems. This development, coupled with the community pace setters' perception that numerical analysis is interesting to the degree that it is useful, is driving the transition activity.

From my limited perspective, in the past decade or so computational complexity has grown to be increasingly abstract, with many of its models having little to do with "real" computing, and much of its work applicable only in asymptotics. Prof. Good tells of speeding up an important algorithm in Prof. Smart's book by a factor of several hundred. Smart could not see the point if the big-$O$ exponent didn't change. This is not to say, however, that theoretical work is not valuable - the best of it gives perspective.
I believe that I see the first signs of a change in the complexity world analogous to the late '60's change in numerical analysis. A number of the most capable people (i.e., the old boy network) are turning to algorithm work of immediate interest for applications. The sorts of people making this transition are important; they are a fairly large segment of the "taste makers". This exactly parallels the numerical analysis case. The same mechanism may have been at work in both subjects. When a subject is in its infancy theory can be very important because it can place the subject in a broad context, it can shed light on which areas are likely to be most fruitful, and it can be a guide to the practitioner (if he understands its practical application – which is often not the case). Subsequently, theory may take on a life of its own, and, as different "tastes" develop, continuously draw away from practice.

If the numerical analysis experience is predictive, we may look forward to further movement in the direction of practice. In the hope that the leaders of the emerging field of architecture appropriate for VLSI implementation may wish to avoid too great a gap between theory and practice, I have some suggestions for avoiding a schism or minimizing its impact.

Remedies

Theoreticians should be encouraged to mix with practitioners. They should not form their own theoretical societies.

The old boy network should declare an end to some segments of theory when they become theory for the sake of theory, i.e., have no further light to shed on practice.

Referees should be ruthless and relentless (Parlett's Rule).

Parlett's Rule is so designated in recognition of the sometimes heroic means he employs in his mission to prevent bad papers from being published – at least in the better journals. Some time ago I received a very long paper from Prof. O'Blivious, a well know and widely respected computer scientist. I could understand both the definitions and the theorems, but I could not see the point of the paper, i.e., how the result fitted into existing knowledge in the field. I sent the paper to Parlett to see if he could shed light. His reply said that he was writing at 1:00 am, he had been looking at the paper since 10:00 pm, and he finally had seen through the somewhat baroque definitions to the heart of the matter. The main result was a minor perturbation of existing knowledge. Its likely role, if published, would be to thoroughly confuse graduate students.

Parlett communicated his criticism to O'Blivious, with no result. He then did the ultimate in refereeing, an act which prompted me to formulate Parlett's Rule. He strengthened the main result of O'Blivious's paper, and proved the stronger result (which had taken O'Blivious fifty pages) in two pages. Parlett then communicated the result to O'Blivious with a note saying that the strengthened result was mildly interesting, but that he still didn't think it worth of publication.
In March 1981 I participated in a DoD Special Technical Area Review on Signal Processing. Beam forming in phased array antennas and sonar, digital spectral analysis for electronic warfare, and target classification were cited as the major needs pushing the device technology to ever higher throughput rates. The need for these higher throughput rates is one of the major drivers for the VHSIC Program. The question that we might pose is whether there are other applications of signal processing, i.e., non-defense applications that can provide a basis for cooperation among the identified VLSI communities of interest. The answer to this question requires a brief examination of the VLSI-signal processing relationship.

VLSI is providing a capability for the design and implementation of systems on silicon chips. Application of this capability to conventional algorithms and architectures will be significant but much greater gains can be realized when research into algorithms, architectures, and VLSI technology are applied together to the realization of optimum signal processing systems. Already, highly concurrent algorithms for signal processing are being developed for digital filters, linear equations, eigenvalue extraction, and other equally demanding tasks. These highly concurrent structures are being designed to take advantage of VLSI, their computation speed is linearly dependent on the problem order and many elemental processors are required.

The large potential improvements in processing speed offered by concurrent architectures require a more complex, although highly regular, system architecture. As a consequence, built-in-test (BIT) and fault tolerant designs are required in order to assure acceptable system reliability. For example, the failure of a processor at a point deep within an array of processors must be detected quickly and corrective action taken if VLSI with concurrent architectures are to obtain broad application.

Beyond the realm of classical signal processing functions lie higher level functions such as those associated with machine intelligence.
Intelligent machines will require extraction of much more information from the signals received than provided by classical methods. Recognition, extrapolation, association, and prediction algorithms are examples. Because of the newness of the field, little work has been reported on efficient architectures for intelligent machines, but the potential has been recognized. For example, the fifth generation computer project in Japan is emphasizing machine intelligence.

This brief review of some aspects of the signal processing and VLSI synergism allows us to respond to the first question. There are a number of non-defense applications of high speed signal processing that can serve as the basis of industry and university cooperation in signal processing. While intelligent machines may be the most important of these in the long haul, there are other applications with greater near-term importance. Real-time feature extraction for on-board remote sensing systems is of great importance for bandwidth reduction in satellite communications systems as well as for medical diagnosis in real time high-resolution tomography. These two applications are representative of systems that will derive information from three dimensional objects or scenes to establish a higher order of information than is now possible. In a similar mode, other systems will require complex processing of written or printed text, speech, and other data streams in order to translate, recognize, or encrypt. The correlations required in such operations will require dealing with spectral and temporal relationships over large data bases in real time. All of us who have been faced with the language translation problem in our academic careers can appreciate the nature of the signal processing tasks required to change spoken or written German into intelligible English. The complex relationships in strings of text and the large data bases stretch the capabilities of many students.

Thus, although signal processing has been looked at primarily as an imperative of the defense department, there are a wide variety of future non-defense needs that will require equal signal processing capabilities, and thus the basis for cooperation exists. One form of cooperation that is now being implemented lies in the area of generic semiconductor technology and is the province of the Semiconductor Research Corporation (SRC).

SRC is itself a cooperative effort of the semiconductor industry, integrated circuit users, and equipment/materials suppliers to the industry to address needs in generic technology and in education that are important to the
future stance of the U.S. semiconductor device industry. SRC members provide funds which are being applied to the implementation of an integrated research effort in American universities. SRC is still young, our initial research activities are just now getting underway, but within a year the level of research support provided through SRC will be approaching $10 million. As its program becomes established SRC expects to cooperate with the various government and private efforts with similar interests. Initial contacts have been made with NSF and DoD to effect coordination and cooperation. As we move ahead it is necessary that the investment in and productivity of the U.S. research effort in VLSI and signal processing be maximized so as to enhance the leadership position that we now enjoy.
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